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Abstract: Lies in context 

Research into lies, specifically research into cues to deception, has highlighted the 

influence that setting and context have on how lies are told. The current investigation 

explores lies within the context they are told, using data from two naturalistic 

settings. The current investigation collected 11 different cases, in which 39 lies 

occurred, from two television shows COPS and The Jeremy Kyle Show and also from the 

website YouTube. The investigation used evidence from the participants themselves, 

labelling talk as a lie or admitting to lies, as a criteria to select the 11 cases. Using 

Conversation Analysis (CA) and ethnomethodology (EM) this investigation found 

three features of lies and demonstrated that two supposed ‘vocal cues to deception’ 

were instead involved in other interactional functions unrelated to lies. The current 

investigation demonstrated—in the two environments they were investigated—

three features of lies: that they occur in Second Pair Part (SPP) position; that they are 

delivered as a single Turn Constructional Units (TCU); and if lies are delivered as 

denials, the lies/denials are not explained by lie-tellers. Also in these two 

environments two ‘cues to deception’, the token ‘uh’ and pauses, were found to be 

unrelated to lying and were instead used to organise dispreferred turns and denials. 

This investigation demonstrates the importance of analysing lies and the associated 

cues to deception within the immediate interactional contexts in which lies occur.  
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Chapter 1  
Introduction: lies in review 
 

1.1 Introduction 
Lying is taken for granted as an everyday part of social interaction. It is something that 

most people do and most people know about. People lie for all sorts of reasons, and 

the situations in which people lie are many and varied. Entire written works have 

been dedicated to discussions of lying, dating as far back as 395 AD with Augustine of 

Hippo’s Of lying (Browne, 1887). Even the Bible makes prescriptions against lying, such 

as in Exodus (20:2–17) with “never bear false witness” and in John (8:44), referring to 

the ‘Devil’ as “the father of lies”. Stories such as Pinnochio, The Boy who Cried Wolf and 

popular films such as Liar Liar all represent moralised accounts of the dangers of lying. 

Con-artists and other criminals may earn their living by lying and many other 

professionals, such as lawyers and salesmen, are commonly accused of doing the 

same. Professionals in policing, the law, human resources, and security make 

livelihoods out of detecting lies and proving that people have lied. Therefore, 

because everybody lies, understanding how lies are told, organised, used and 

detected is an integral part of the study of society.  

 

It is a grossly apparent fact that lies are told by people in interactions with other 

people. These interactions in which lies occur are situated within social and 

interactional contexts and take place in ‘naturalistic’, real-world, settings. Naturally, 

these contexts will influence and shape how lies are told. Therefore, the source of 

data for the investigation of lies—either from laboratory or naturalistic settings—is an 
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both important factor in the research of lies. This chapter will provide an overview of 

research into lies and will argue that the immediate context in which a lie is told has a 

formative influence on lies and also that research into lies in naturalistic, real-world, 

settings has overlooked the detailed study of lies within contexts they are told. 

 

1.2 An overview of studies on lying 
As an integral part of our culture, lying has received a great deal of attention by 

researchers in various fields, including psychology, criminology, sociology, and 

anthropology. Psychologists and criminologists, working with law enforcement 

professionals, have focussed on various methods of detecting lies (e.g. Vrij, 2000:94). 

Sociologists have explored the organisation and use of lies (e.g. Nash, 1980) and how 

lie-tellers manage repercussions of the discovery of lies (e.g. Lynch and Bogen, 1996), 

while anthropologists have compared the findings of sociologists on the organisation 

of lies, across different cultures (e.g. Brown, 2002).The following sections present an 

overview of research into lying from the various approaches in psychology, 

criminology, sociology and anthropology.  

 

1.3 Models of lying in psychology/criminology 
Detecting lies has been of interest to researchers ever since investigation into lying 

began (Reid and Arthur, 1953, Ekman and Friesen, 1969). Inspired by Ekman and 

Friesen’s (1969) hypothesis that lies can be detected by subtle signals that liars emit 

while lying, 40 years of work has identified a great many of these verbal and non-

verbal ‘cues to deception’, (see De-Paulo et al., 2003 and Sporer and Schwandt 2006 

for meta-analytic reviews).  As part of the research into cues to deception researchers 

have proposed three main psychological models of deception: the Arousal Approach 
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to deception (Zuckerman, De-Paulo, and Rosenthal, 1981); the Emotional Approach 

to deception (Ekman, 1992); and the Self Presentational Approach to deception (De-

Paulo et al., 2003). Proponents of these models argue that motivational and internal 

feelings ‘cause’ the cues to deception that people display during lies. To provide a 

basis with which to understand research into cues to deception, each of these 

approaches will be presented in turn, prior to a more general discussion of cues to 

deception. 

 

The Arousal Approach model of deception is borne from work on physiological 

signals of deception that may indicate stress and, therefore, lying (De-Paulo et al., 

2003:75).  Zuckerman et al’s. (1981) Arousal Approach model of deception was 

developed on the premise that no single behaviour is always and exclusively evident 

during lies. They argue that because deception is a ‘threatening’ situation it creates an 

increase in tension in an individual leading to certain nervous behaviours, identifiable 

as cues to deception, such as fidgeting and speech disturbances (Zuckerman et al., 

1981:21). As one of the first models of deception in psychology, the Arousal Approach 

model of deception provided a basis for subsequent scholars to investigate various 

methods of detecting lies. 

 

Based on notions similar to the Arousal Approach to deception, Ekman’s (1992) 

Emotional Approach to deception is based on the feelings that liars may have during 

deception and the ‘leakage’ of those feelings as evidenced in body language. Ekman 

(1992:48–50) argues that liars are likely to feel fearful of being caught, or guilty about 

lying and that these feelings can be associated with certain cues to deception. 

Ekman’s key contribution is to highlight the relationship between ‘high stakes’ 
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situations and certain changes in body language. He argues that liars become more 

fearful as the consequences for failing to lie successfully become more severe. As an 

influential contributor to the study of cues to deception, Ekman’s research is widely 

cited in the study of lying (De-Paulo et al., 2003). However, more recent research (see 

De-Paulo et al., 2003) has been critical of his model based on the contextual variations 

evident in cues to deception 

 

A more recent model of deception, the Self Presentational Approach (De-Paulo et al., 

2003:77), argues that social actors wish to achieve goals, and lies are a method by 

which they can achieve these goals. De-Paulo et al’s argument is based on the 

differences in cues to deception at varying levels of motivation. Their meta-analysis 

demonstrates that a certain set of cues to deception are present in ‘high stakes’ 

situations, but that these same cues to deception virtually disappear during ‘everyday’ 

lies (De-Paulo et al., 2003:106). Thus, De-Paulo et al. highlight that depending on the 

context and setting, liars exhibit varying cues to deception.  

 

1.4 The cues to deception 
Over time research into cues to deception based on these three models has come to 

investigate the influence of differing contexts on which cues to deception are 

exhibited by liars. How various ‘moderating factors’ influence the different cues that 

liars express has been the focus of research into cues to deception over the last 

decade or so (Vrij, 2000). Experimental research into lies in psychology has focussed 

on ‘non-verbal’, ‘verbal’ and ‘vocal’ cues to deception (Sporer and Schwandt, 

2006:422). Researchers of these cues to deception have argued that: non-verbal cues 

are based on body language and behaviour; ‘vocal’ cues are non-lexical parts of 
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speech, such as pitch, message speed and pausing; and ‘verbal’ cues are encoded in 

the semantic message of deceptive speech (Sporer and Schwandt, 2006:422). These 

three categories of cues to deception, i) non-verbal, ii) vocal and iii) verbal cues to 

deception are presented in the following sections.   

 

1.4.1 Non-verbal cues to deception 
Research into the non-verbal cues to deception investigates how lies may be 

associated with particular body language such as ‘facial movements’, ‘fidgeting’, ‘gaze 

aversion’ and other gross movements of the body. Research has shown that gross 

motor movements of the body, such as shifting position or moving the legs, actually 

decreases when people are lying (Cody and O’Hair, 1983, Ekman, 1988, Vrij, Akehurst, 

and Morris 1997). These results are consistent with the ‘attempted control’ hypothesis 

of the Arousal Approach (Zuckerman et al., 1981, De-Paulo, 2003). However, the other 

range of non-verbal cues to deception such as ‘facial movements’ (smiling, frowning) 

and ‘fidgeting’ (self manipulation of the body with the hands) show no consistent 

pattern of association with lying (see Vrij (2000) for an overview of the research on 

non-verbal cues to deception).  

 

Non-verbal cues to deception, the body language and behaviour expressed in the 

environment of lies, have been investigated for their association with lies when they 

occur and what influences how they occur. Non-verbal cues to deception are not 

regarded as part of the action of lying (Vrij, 2000); instead, they are presented as body 

language apparent in the environment of lies. Therefore research into non-verbal 

cues to deception represents the investigation of body language and behaviour in 
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the environment of lying—research into non-verbal cues to deception does not 

represent the investigation of lies themselves.  

 

1.4.2 Vocal cues to deception 
Researchers investigating the vocal cues to deception investigate how ‘response 

latency’1, ‘hesitation’, pitch, repetitions, speech errors, speech rate, and frequency of 

pausing, can all change during lies (Vrij, 2000:33). Research into the vocal cues to 

deception has found inconsistent support for these cues, with studies finding 

increases, decreases, or sometimes no significant relationship for each cue (Vrij, 

2000:33). A number of these studies have found that these variations are based on 

the occurrence of lies in certain contexts (Agnolli and Ciceri, 1997:268, Vrij and 

Heaven, 1999:210, Sporer and Schwandt, 2006:431). As an example of the 

contextually-based variation of vocal cues to deception  two exemplar vocal cues to 

deception, ‘response latency’ and ‘filled pauses’2

 

 are discussed next.  

Studies into the vocal cues to deception have found the ‘response latency’, or 

pausing before answering, of deceptive utterances is between 0.5 seconds (Walczyk, 

Schwartz, Clifton, Adams, Wei, Zha, 2005:163) and 3 seconds (Agnolli and Ciceri, 1997: 

                                                        

1 ‘Pauses’, ‘response latency’ ‘gaps’ and other periods of ‘non-talk’ are somewhat haphazardly labelled 
in the study of cues to deception (Sporer and Schwandt, 2005). The literature in psychology on ‘cues to 
deception’ regarding pausing, ‘latency’, ‘gaps’ (those periods where there are no speech sounds in 
between periods of talk) has not developed a clear and consistent approach to labelling these periods 
of non-talk. Owing to their position within speech psychologists have often labelled periods of silence 
‘response latency’ because they mark the ‘lateness’ of a response (De-Paulo et al., 2003:113, Sporer and 
Schwandt, 2006:424). However, Mann, Vrij and Bull (2001) instead use the term ‘pauses’ to refer to 
periods of silence both after questions and in between turns at talk by one speaker, whereas ‘response 
latency’ according to Walcyk et al (2005) only represents silence immediately after questions by 
another speaker. ‘Response latency’ is discussed in greater detail in chapter 5.  
2 Chapters 2 and 5 will include a fuller discussion of filled pauses and ‘um’, ‘ah’ and ‘err’ in the context of 

lies.  
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168) longer than truthful statements. Agnolli and Ciceri (1997:268) found that the 

response latency of 3 seconds is only present in the experimental condition where 

the confederate observer did not challenge, or probe, the liar. Walczyk et al. 

(2005:163) and Sporer and Schwandt (2006:443) both found that ‘response latency’ is 

only present in situations where liars are not given an opportunity to prepare a lie. 

Walczyk et al. (2005:163) found that, when given no chance to prepare a lie, 

responses to ‘yes/no’ questions showed an increase in ‘response latency’ of up to 0.5 

seconds. Therefore, the context in which lies are told represents a significant 

moderating factor on the presence of ‘response latency’.  

 

Similar to the results on ‘response latency’, studies in psychology show that the 

inclusion in or near lies of hesitant speech disturbances, or ‘filled pauses’, such as ‘um’, 

‘ah’ and ‘err’ varies based on the  contexts in which lies are told (Sporer and 

Schwandt, 2006:431, Vrij and Heaven, 1999:210, Agnolli and Ciceri, 1997:268). 

Psychologists define ‘um’, ‘ah’ and ‘err’ as ‘filled pauses’ due to their ‘lack of semantic 

content’ (Knapp and Hall, 2002: 406, Sporer and Schwandt, 2006:424, but see Gardner, 

2001). Vrij and Heaven (1999:209) found that increases in ‘filled pauses’ are associated 

with increased lie complexity.  Similarly, Sporer and Schwandt (2006:431) found that 

the number of ‘filled pauses’ increased when the subject was not given instructions 

or prior permission to lie. In another demonstration of the influence of context on 

vocal cues to deception, Agnolli and Ciceri (1997:268) found that increases in ‘filled 

pauses’ were also associated with unstructured lie conditions. They found that there 

was a significant increase in filled pauses when the liars are given ‘the opportunity to 

talk’. The context in which a lie is told will vary these factors, whether the lie needs to 

be complex to succeed, whether the liar has ‘permission’ to lie, or whether the liar has 
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an opportunity to talk. Thus, the presence of ‘filled pauses’ varies based the on 

context in which the lie is told.  

 

1.4.3 Verbal cues to deception 
Research into ‘verbal cues to deception’ compares lies with non-lies in order to 

examine lies for differences in their content and ‘overall presentation’ (Buller, 

Burgoon, Buslig and Roiger, 1996, Vrij and Heaven, 1999, Burgoon and Quin, 2006). 

Research into verbal cues to deception investigates lies for their response length, 

directness, plausibility and rate of self referencing (Buller et al., 1996, Vrij, Edwards, 

Roberts and Bull, 2000, Burgoon and Quin, 2006). Studies into response length have 

used a simple averaged word count of lying utterances and compare them to 

‘truthful’ utterances (Buller et al., 1996, Vrij, Edward, Roberts, and Bull, 2000). Similarly, 

descriptions of the rate of use of first person pronouns, and other self references by 

liars, have relied on counting the self references in lies and non-lies in order to 

compare the two (Buller et al., 1996, Vrij et al., 2000, Burgoon and Quin, 2006). 

Research into the plausibility of lies has investigated how plausible the lie is given the 

knowledge of the other participants in the investigations (and given the knowledge 

of the researcher) (Vrij, 2000). Plausibility is regarded as a ‘subjective’ measure, based 

on scaled judgements of researchers coding lies (Vrij, 2000, De-Paulo et al. 2003). 

Thus, verbal cues to deception are cues present in the ‘content’ of lies. 

 

Just as for vocal cues to deception, research demonstrates that changes in context 

can change the verbal cues to deception which are present in lies. Burgoon and Quin 

(2006) found that self referencing increases when lie tellers are instructed to place a 

lie at the end of an interaction, while the word count of lying utterances decreases 
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when placed late in an interaction. Vrij, Mann, Kristen, Fisher (2007) compared the 

influence of different interview styles on deception. They compared the information 

gathering style of interview with accusatory interviews. In information gathering 

interviews liars were asked open ended questions and in accusatory interviews liars 

were presented with accusations (Vrij et al. 2007:500). The study found that 

accusatory interviews included significantly less detail that could then be used to 

judge the truthfulness of the subject (Vrij et al. 2007:509). Thus, if a lie is told early in 

an interaction this varies the self referencing and size of the lie, or if a liar is defending 

accusations rather than asking questions the details in the lie may vary.  Therefore, the 

context in which a lie is produced is central to the verbal cues to deception it may 

exhibit.   

 

1.5 Research on lying in sociology and anthropology 
Research on lying in sociology has tended to focus on lies embedded within social 

contexts, attempting to demonstrate the ‘reasons’ people lie. For example, Nash 

(1980) investigated lies that runners tell about their running performance, 

demonstrating how lies are told in support of certain identities. Similarly, Rodriguez 

and Ryave (1990) obtained self-reports of lies, demonstrating that lies in ‘everyday’ 

contexts are told in support of affiliation. Lynch and Bogen’s (1996) analysis of Oliver 

North’s testimony to the Iran Contra hearings, described how lies are told in support 

of the ‘moral order’ of self presentation. In the field of anthropology, Brown (2002) 

demonstrated how the Tzeltal, a community of native Americans who live in Mexico, 

use lies as a form of social control. Each of these studies is discussed in more detail in 

the next section to explore their utility in providing an analysis of lies situated within 

specific contexts.  
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Nash (1980) presents an ethnographic analysis of the lies in the self reports of 

amateur running enthusiasts. He observed that in the running social ‘scene’ it is 

important to be perceived as improving one’s own performance (Nash, 1980:95). He 

argued that novice runners used lies to present themselves as ‘good performers’. 

Nash’s (1980) analysis is based on Goffman’s (1959, 1967) theories of the construction 

of team membership and the ‘ritual performance’ of everyday life. Nash (1980) 

demonstrates how lies are situated within a social context and how liars use lies to 

manage social relationships.  

 

In a similar study, Rodriguez and Ryave (1990) investigated ‘everyday’ lies, analysing 

self-reports of instances of lying provided by study participants. Their investigation of 

lying explored the ‘member’s methods’3

 

 (Rawls, 2002:6) involved in the how 

members organise lies in interactions. Rodriguez and Ryave (1990:208) argued that 

lies supported ‘cohesion and solidarity’ and that lies were often told in support of 

social cohesion despite conflicting with the participants’ reported personal desires. 

They also demonstrated the way in which lies are ‘embedded’ within other 

conversational activities, such as; requests, rejections, and answers (Rodriguez and 

Ryave, 1990:208). They showed that lies do not represent a distinct type of ‘action’ 

visible in interactions.  

Rodriguez and Ryave’s (1990) methodology, made the member’s methods of lying 

available ‘in the participant’s own terms’ (Schegloff, 1997:184) by asking study 

                                                        

3 ‘Member’s methods’ are the repeatable, observable, social actions that members of a society do to 
construct and reconstruct the social world (Rawls, 2002:6) 
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participants to report the detail of the lies they told. However, they acknowledge that 

their study lacks information from audio recorded interactions (Rodriguez and Ryave, 

1990:197). Their analysis of lies relied on the transcriptions of untrained study 

participants. Their method was dependant on the vagaries of participants’ memory 

and the participants’ understandings of the correspondence between the reality of 

speech and glossed written versions of speech. Therefore, as they acknowledge 

(Rodriguez and Ryave, 1990:198), further research with recorded data is required on 

the organisation of lies within naturalistic settings.  

 

Lynch and Bogen (1996) drew on transcriptions of live video in order to analyse the 

presentation of lies in the cross-examination of Oliver North, a witness in the ‘Iran-

Contra Affair’. During the Iran-Contra Affair, United States Government officials used 

money obtained from the sale of weapons to Iran to fund Columbian rebels fighting 

the Contra administration (Lynch and Bogen, 1996:1–5). One of the Government 

Officials, Oliver North, admitted to lying to the United States Congress while under 

immunity from prosecution. Lynch and Bogen’s (1996) investigation analyses Oliver 

North’s cross examination during the commission which exposed these lies to 

Congress.  

 

Lynch and Bogen’s (1996) analysis focussed on the ways in which the lying is justified 

and accounted for by North. They demonstrate how North represented his lies as 

almost heroic acts, designed to save the lives of Americans serving overseas (Lynch 

and Bogen, 1996:56). Their investigation of North’s lies focussed on how North 

managed the impact of the discovery of his lies. Thus, Lynch and Bogen’s (1996) 
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investigation was not on lying per-se, it was instead on the moral order of lying in the 

context in which that lying is discovered.  

 

In a similar study on the organisation of lying cross-culturally, Brown (2002) presents 

an ethnographic description of how lying is used as a form of social control by adults 

in Tzeltal society. He describes how adults of this small American Indian community, 

located in Mexico, would threaten children with outcomes that were not in fact true. 

Citing such examples as telling children there is chilli on toys, or that they would be 

whipped, when the parents did not in fact even own a whip (Brown, 2002:249), he 

demonstrated how lies are used to control the children. However, Brown’s (2002) 

study does not provide any evidence, beyond the assertion of the author, that the 

examples of lying provided are in fact lies.  

 

The studies above all probed the social organisation of lies. Nash (1980), Lynch and 

Bogen (1996) and Brown (2002) look at lies in the wider contexts in which they occur 

and each focusses on how lies are used. These three studies investigate how lies are 

organised in order to achieve particular goals, however, they do not investigate the 

organisation of lies within the immediate interactional contexts in which they occur. 

Rodriguez and Ryave (1990) did investigate how lies in the immediate contexts they 

are told, however, as they acknowledge, their attempt fell short due a lack of tape 

recorded examples of lies. Therefore, recorded data of lying in naturalistic settings, 

representing examples of actual management and production of lies by real speakers, 

is necessary in order to investigate lies in the immediate contexts in which they occur.  
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1.6 ‘Everyone has to lie’ 
Using transcribed recordings of real interactions Harvey Sacks’ (1975) early paper in 

conversation analysis (CA) investigated the statement ‘everyone has to lie’, providing 

a starting point from which to look at lying in talk. His key point is to demonstrate that 

through the mechanics of everyday interaction, people regularly find themselves in 

situations where they lie (Brown, 2002:242). Sacks (1975:73) and Schegloff (1968) 

established that when asked ‘how are you’ or a similar kind of question as part of 

opening an interaction, participants orient4

 

 to the requirement for ‘fine’ response or 

some appropriate alternative. Sacks (1975) argued that in situations where the 

respondent to such a ‘how are you’ question is not actually ‘fine’, there is still an 

expectation that they will in fact say they are ‘fine’, or give some equivalent response; 

and therefore, they are expected to lie.  

The key point of Sacks’ (1975) argument is that when people say they are ‘fine’ and 

they are not ‘fine’, they are lying. Sack’s (1975) argument is based on his description of 

lying as involving “…the selection of a known incorrect answer to the question.” 

(Sacks, 1975:75). Therefore, respondents to ‘how are you’ questions who are not ‘fine’, 

but have selected and provided a ‘fine’ response, have lied. Sacks (1975) therefore, 

demonstrated that ‘everybody has to lie’ when they respond with the formulaic 

answer to the ‘how are you’ question.  

 

                                                        

4 ‘Orient’ or ‘orient to’ is a term used in conversation analysis to describe how participants in 
conversations show, through talk or action, that some aspect of the previous conversation or current 
context is now relevant. It is the process by which participants show that something is ‘important’ 
either explicitly or implicitly (Drew, 2005).   
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Along with Emanuel Schegloff, and Gail Jefferson, Harvey Sacks is one of the co-

founders of the methodology of CA. In their seminal paper ‘A simplest systematics for 

the organization of turn-taking in conversation’, (1974) they introduce the method of 

CA in addition to describing the basic system that participants in conversations orient 

to when organising turns at talk. They describe ideas fundamental to CA including, 

the ‘turn constructional unit’ (TCU), the basic unit of talk; the transition relevant place, 

the point in interaction where speaker change becomes interactionally ‘relevant’; and 

the basic rules which speakers use to organise taking turns at talk in everyday 

conversation. CA’s basic methodology is drawn from ethnomethodology (Garfinkel 

and Sacks, 1970), and is based on the premise that talk is orderly and organised 

(Sacks, 1984, Sacks, 1992). Thus, the order that participants construct is accessible and 

describable via direct observation, (Garfinkel, 1967, Garfinkel and Sacks, 1970, Sacks, 

1984, 1992). CA is, therefore, the study of talk, or ‘talk in interaction’, and used to 

describe the order within interactions that participants create, or, in other terms, the 

‘structures of conversation’ (Schegloff, 2007:xii).  

 

Sacks’ (1975) paper is not an investigation of lying5

                                                        

5 Two prior papers in ethnomethodology, Garfinkel (1963) and Pollner (1987), also make oblique 
reference to deception without making lying the object of study. Garfinkel (1963) in his classic 
‘breaching’ study uses deception to present study participants with a “boorish” individual who is 
described by others as intelligent and well educated. Garfinkel’s (1963) study focused on how 
breaching the normal pattern of behavior expected for members of certain groups created responses 
from participants that displayed how members of these groups should ‘normally’ behave. Garfinkel 
(1963) uses deception in his study but he does not make the deception a focus of the investigation. In 
a similar study Pollner (1987) investigated how competing versions of events, in his terms ‘reality 
disjunctures’, are sorted out by participants in a traffic court. One of the methods that Pollner (1987) 
shows participants use is labeling one of version of events as lie. Unfortunately, Pollner (1987) does not 
pick up this line of analysis in detail instead focusing on the methods participants in traffic court use to 
resolve reality disjunctures.  

, instead it is more concerned with 

demonstrating that ‘everybody lies’ with formulaic answers. Thus, because he is not 

attempting to investigate lying he does not provide examples of lying, ‘in the 
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participants’ own terms’ (Schegloff, 1997). Also, he does not show how people lie 

outside the context of ‘how are you’ questions. However, Sacks’ (1975) paper does 

serve to highlight the utility of CA in the description of lies because he provides a 

detailed empirical description of a common way in which people lie, thus, 

demonstrating the utility of CA in the study of lying. 

 

1.7 Naturalistic studies of lying 
Vrij (2000) challenged researchers to move the study of deception ‘into the field’, by 

applying naturalistic methods of research to the study of lying in order to improve 

the ability to generalise the results from laboratory studies to real life situations. He 

argues that the highly experimental, laboratory-bound nature of most studies on 

lying, means that results cannot be confidently generalised to real-world situations. A 

review of the relevant literature finds that in addition to the studies in sociology 

presented above, a limited number of studies in other fields have investigated lying in 

naturalistic settings. This section will argue that the naturalistic studies on lying have 

focussed on the most common concern of research on lying, detecting lies via ‘cues 

to deception’, and thus, these studies do not investigate the organisation of lying 

within the contexts that those lies occur. 

 

Davis and Hadiks (1995) analysed Saddam Hussein’s body language during an 

interview in the 1990s in which Saddam denied that Iraq was developing nuclear 

weapons. The analysis is based on the English translation, not the Arabic that Saddam 

Hussein was speaking in, so the timing of the analysis of the cues to deception needs 

close scrutiny. Their study focussed on the non-verbal cues to deception that Saddam 

displayed during the interview, demonstrating that ‘nervousness’ and ‘fidgeting’ were 
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not apparent in this ‘high stakes’ real life scenario. Due to the fact that their study was 

focussed on non-verbal cues to deception, similar to laboratory studies of non-verbal 

cues to deception, their results are not relevant to how lies are organised, they 

instead describe the behaviour associated with lying.  

 

In another exploration of lying in the public domain, Koper and Sahlman (1991) drew 

on public statements drawn from television that were later found to be lies. They 

used statements by 23 public figures, such as Zsa Zsa Gabor (a socialite), Ben Johnson 

(an athlete) and Richard Nixon (a politician), that were later admitted to being, or 

‘proven’ to be lies. Using the recorded footage of these lies Koper and Sahlman (1991) 

investigated seven different hypotheses relating to a number of different non-verbal 

and verbal cues to deception, including the content of the lies themselves. Of the 

hypotheses they investigated, they found support for only one, that liars’ messages 

are less ‘consistent and direct’. Also Koper and Sahlman (1991) noted that because 

their data was drawn from television, it may have been influenced by the additional 

stress the liars are under by virtue of being on television in the first place. However, 

Koper and Sahlman (1991) did not look at the lies in the contexts they were told. They 

paid no attention to the preceding or subsequent talk adjacent to the lie and they did 

not present any analysis of the possibly moderating factors associated with each case 

(such as experience in news interviews of the liars, the varying consequences of being 

caught (e.g. Zsa Zsa Gabor v’s Richard Nixon)). Thus, Koper and Sahlman (1991) did 

not look at lies from naturalistic settings in the contexts they were told.  

 

Mann, Vrij and Bull (2002) studied 16 interrogations by police where there is ‘reliable 

evidence’ of lying by suspects. Mann, et al. (2002) investigated the non-verbal and 
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vocal cues to deception of the murderers and suspects used in the study. They 

showed that ‘pauses’ and blinks increased during lying, while other cues to deception 

such as ‘hesitations’ or gaze aversion, bore no relationship to lies (Mann, et al., 

2002:371). As shown in the previous sections, the presence of ‘vocal’ cues to 

deception, such as pauses, varies based on differing contexts. Mann, et al. (2002) 

investigated non-verbal and vocal cues to deception varied in this high stakes 

naturalistic setting. However, they do not take into account the varying contexts of 

the different interrogations used as data in the study. Mann, et al. (2002) did not 

investigate the lies in the contexts they were told in their naturalistic research model.  

 

From the point of view of describing lies, their study does indeed highlight the need 

to analyse pauses for their relationship to lies. However, Mann, et al. (2002) did not 

attempt to investigation the organisation of lies in a naturalistic settings, they only 

sought to analyse the associated ‘cues to deception’ in one specific high stakes 

naturalistic setting. 

 

Thus far we have seen how naturalistic studies have investigated cues to deception in 

real world settings or explored the organisation of lies in real world situations. Only 

one study has attempted to analyse lies in the immediate interactional contexts in 

which they are told (Rodriguez and Ryave, 1990)  

and as they acknowledge, their attempt at analysis of lies suffered from  

a lack of recorded audio data. This literature review indicates then that lies  

do not appear to have been investigated in the contexts they are told  

using audio recorded data from naturalistic settings.  
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1.8 The approach in this investigation 
The literature reviewed above highlights that empirical research on lying has shown 

that the immediate context in which a lie is told influences the lie and that there is a 

lack of naturalistic studies investigating lies within the contexts in which they are told. 

Because the cues to deception research has incidentally found that certain aspects of 

speech such as ‘pausing’ and ‘hesitation’ are consistently related to lies, these cues 

need to be investigated as a part of the investigation of lies. Therefore, this 

investigation will use naturalistic data to investigate lies in the context in which they 

occur, taking cues to deception into account.  

 

In chapter 2 the methods used to collect, select, describe and analyse the data are 

presented. The data, which was gathered from two unscripted television shows, COPS 

and the Jeremy Kyle Show, supplemented by a case collected from YouTube 

(www.youtube.com), is described in chapter 2, in addition to the method of 

transcription. Then, the problem of selecting cases of lying is discussed, 

demonstrating how assumptions about potential liars were overcome. This 

investigation draws on the established naturalistic method of Conversation Analysis 

(CA) (Ten-Have, 1999, Hutchby, and  Wooffitt, 1998, Schegloff, 2007, Liddicoat, 2007) 

to analyse the organisation of lies within the contexts in which those lies are told.  

 

Chapter 2 presents the method of collection and selection of lies, dealing with issues 

of the definition of lies, and an overview of 4 findings of CA which will support the 

analysis in this investigation.  
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The first data chapter, chapter 3, draws on the principles of ethnomethodology6

 

 to 

construct a collection of lies. Using the method of selection detailed in chapter 2, it is 

demonstrated how the participants in the interactions themselves provide evidence 

that a lie has occurred rather than relying on external analytical criteria. Thus, in 

chapter 3 each lie is presented in conjunction with the evidence for its inclusion in 

the collection of lies.  

The second data chapter, chapter 4, uses the method of CA to detail the features of 

lies apparent in the data collection. Chapter 4 details the sequential positioning of lies 

and the number of turns at talk used to tell lies, in addition to the management of the 

explanations of denials which are lies. Thus, chapter 4 investigates lies in the contexts 

they are told developing an initial set of features of lies, based on the data available.  

 

The third data chapter, chapter 5, analyses several cues to deception present in the 

data. Chapter 5 uses the method of CA to achieve the aims of Discursive 

Psychology/ethnomethodology in ‘respecifying’ the psychological topic of cues to 

deception by demonstrating the importance of including context in the analysis of 

lies. Two cues to deception, ‘pausing’ and ‘filled pauses’ are compared between lies 

and non-lies. Due to their impact on the management of transition space (i.e. 

pausing) lies as denials are also discussed in the context of cues to deception when 

comparing normal non-lies to lies. Chapter 5 demonstrates the importance of 

analysing lies in the interactional context in which they occur. 

 

                                                        

6 The approach taken in this thesis is that Ethnomethodology represents a coherent set of principles 
and not a method of itself (Garfinkel, 2002:212).  
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The final chapter, chapter 6, concludes and discusses the results of the investigation. 

This chapter details the findings of the investigation of lies in context and the study of 

cues to deception in those contexts. Chapter 6 highlights the importance of taking 

context into account when researching lies. 



 

Chapter 2  
Data collection, presentation, selection 
and methods of analysis 
 

2.1 Introduction 
Lies by their very nature are hidden within talk, thus, an empirically rigorous method 

for obtaining cases of naturally occurring lies is required at the outset of the 

investigation. Once the data has been collected, in order to obtain cases of lies, the 

investigation requires a method of identifying and selecting cases of lying. Traditional 

experimental designs obtain evidence that a lie has occurred from the lie-tellers by 

instructing participants to lie, or collecting post-experiment questionnaires from 

participants asking whether they lied (Vrij, 2000). This chapter argues that in 

naturalistic investigation the evidence that a lie has occurred must come from the 

participants in the interactions in which that lie occurred. However, this naturalistic 

investigation does not have the luxury of such reports of lies by participants and so 

another method of selecting and identifying lies is required. Therefore, this chapter 

details: the method of data collection and presentation; the available methods of 

selecting lies; why evidence from the interactions will be used as a method to select 

lies; and 4 core ideas from Conversation Analysis (CA) which are used to foreground 

later analysis.  
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2.2 Data collection  
Conversation analysts use detailed transcriptions of how people organise naturally 

occurring social interactions based upon recordings of interactions in everyday and 

‘institutional’ settings (Psathas, 1995, Ten Have, 1999). Data collection for CA usually 

includes gaining access to these interactions for the purposes of recording them 

(Psathas, 1995, Ten Have, 1999:48). Transcriptions of these naturally occurring 

interactions form the basis of CA, and also represent the method by which data is 

presented in CA research (Ten Have, 1999).  

 

Due to the difficulty involved in obtaining recordings of lies, especially considering 

possible ethical concerns, it was decided that television shows which captured real, 

unscripted, situations represented the best source of data. Two television shows were 

identified that offered regular and reliable sources of lies, the Jeremy Kyle Show and 

COPS. Also the website ‘YouTube’ (www.youtube.com) was used for a single 

supplementary case. All sources of data are currently in the public domain so ethics 

approval was not required in order to collect this publicly available data.  

 

2.2.1 Data source: COPS 
COPS is a documentary style ‘reality television show’ where a television camera crew 

records United States police as they do police work (Kidwell, 2006, 2009). Interactions 

on COPS between police and citizens are unscripted recordings of real life situations 

(Kidwell, 2009:24). However, the interactions presented on COPS are heavily edited 

(Kidwell, 2009:24) so care and attention was paid to ensure that transcribed excerpts 

represented an uncut stretch of talk. In cases of uncertainty the computer program 

Audacity was used to determine if there was an edited break between utterances.  
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The interactions selected from COPS followed the ‘problem presentation’ format that 

Kidwell (2009) describes for police-citizen interactions on the show COPS. In these 

interactions police are attempting to discern ‘what happened’ and citizens are 

reporting their understandings of an incident that they were witness/party to 

(Kidwell, 2009:28). Therefore, data from COPS consisted of the uncut portions of these 

problem presentation interactions between police and citizens.  

    

2.2.2 Data source: The Jeremy Kyle Show 
The Jeremy Kyle Show is a television talk-show from the United Kingdom airing on the 

ITV network. Participants on the show are members of the public who appear on the 

show either with a specific concern about a partner or member of their family, or in 

response to such a concern. The show presents two or more parties involved in a 

dispute and as such the typical format of the show is arranged to ‘prove’ who is 

telling the truth. The show’s host, Jeremy Kyle, facilitates discussion between the two 

parties drawing on information from previous off-air interviews with the participants 

to construct a range of questions for each party.  

 

Disputes on the Jeremy Kyle Show are typically presented across the course of two 

segments across two separate episodes. In the first episode the parties present ‘their 

side’ of a problem or argument, with Jeremy arbitrating the discussion.  Between 

shows, consenting participants are then often subject to testing, usually polygraph 

tests or DNA parenthood testing in order to prove or disprove the claims made on 

the first segment. Then, on the second segment after briefly re-capping the details of 

the dispute, the results of these tests are revealed and a discussion of who was ‘telling 
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the truth’ occurs. Therefore, data from the Jeremy Kyle Show is drawn from the ‘before’ 

and ‘after’ shows during which the host Jeremy is questioning show participants.  

 

2.2.3 Naturalism and television recordings 
The current investigation is focussed on obtaining naturally occurring lies, however, 

the data is sourced from television and, thus, potentially is not ‘naturally occurring’. 

The collection method obtained data from unscripted television, thus, the data is 

‘real’ insomuch as it represents people lying on camera. It is acknowledged that the 

circumstances in which participants find themselves are by no means ‘everyday’. 

Despite the intrusion of camera crews the interactions—police work on COPS and 

arguments/questioning on the Jeremy Kyle Show—continue without evidence of the 

participants orienting to the presence of the cameras. Therefore, while the 

investigation may not have obtained lies from ordinary everyday life, it has obtained 

naturally occurring lies, albeit ones in ‘extra-ordinary’ situations (Kidwell, 2009).  

 

Research within CA makes regular use of television data for the study of talk in 

interaction drawing on sources such as: the political news interview (Hutchby, 1997, 

1999, Heritage and Greatbach, 1991, Clayman, 1998, Clayman, 2000, Rendle-Short, 

2007); celebrity talk-shows (Martinez, 2003); scripted television comedy (Stokoe, 

2008); and even COPS (Kidwell, 2006, 2009). Therefore, the utility of television as a 

source of data on the organisation of talk in interaction is widely acknowledged 

within CA (see Ten Have, 1999, Silverman, 2001). 

 

The potential for ‘bias’, due to the presence of camera crews affecting how ‘natural’ 

the data collection is, was also noted. However, as Speer (2002) has argued because 
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social interactions are constructed by the participants involved, ‘bias’ instead 

represents the wholly natural and evident influence of context, as it is produced by 

participants, on those interactions. Additionally in a discussion of sampling and 

method in CA, Sacks (1984:22) argued that if you tap into “…whomsoever, 

wheresoever, and we get much the same things” and as Lynch (2002:519) argues 

“‘naturalness’ is not something that resides in certain types of data, and our data 

collection practices are not intrinsically natural or contrived.” Therefore, the 

investigation is ‘tapping into’ natural social interaction that occurs on camera and the 

context, or ‘bias’ of a television camera or television stage, is part of the interactive 

production of the context by participants.  

 

‘Being on television’ will be analysed as something that you ‘do’ and will therefore be 

immediately evident in the data (for instance when looking towards the camera and 

talking). The data is not limited by being drawn from television; instead it allows an 

opportunity to discuss how participants create ‘being on television’. Therefore, for the 

purposes of the current investigation if the participants make being on television a 

relevant part of lies, or vice versa, then it will be analysed that way.  

 

2.2.4 Transcription 
The data was transcribed using the CA transcription methodology developed by Gail 

Jefferson7

                                                        

7 The symbology of CA transcription is presented at Appendix 1.  

 (Jefferson, 2004) (henceforth ‘the Jeffersonian system’). CA transcriptions 

are designed to provide a representation of talk as it occurs including all the details 

normally removed in standard orthographic transcripts, such as pausing, tokens, 
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intonation and overlap (Schegloff, 1999, Ten Have, 1999). Where transcripts are taken 

from another author the transcription in the original published version is retained 

even if the methods used in the transcription do not mirror the methods used in this 

investigation. The transcripts balanced the accessibility of the data with the detail of 

the transcription in the presentation of dialect and other phonetic features.  

 

 Police in the data from COPS are marked on the transcript as ‘cops’ to reflect the 

vernacular understanding of their institutional roles in the interaction. The potentially 

pejorative nature of the membership categorisation term ‘cop’ is acknowledged, 

however, the term ‘police officers’ is used in the text of analyses where a shortened 

version is not required. Because the data is drawn from the public domain, names of 

citizens were not anonymised and represent the names used in the data itself. In one 

interaction, in case 10, no name was given for the citizens so a ‘category term’ used 

by the police officer in the interaction was chosen to label the other participant on 

the transcript.  

 

2.3 Methodological issue: selecting cases 
Having obtained the data, a method of selecting lies from the data is now required. 

As discussed in chapter 1, there are no available empirical descriptions of lies upon 

which to base a method of selection. Traditionally research into lies in naturalistic 

settings has used definitions from lay dictionaries, or definitions developed by 

researchers in order to select cases of lies (see for instance Koper and Sahlman, 1991, 

Davis and Hadiks, 1995). However, these definitions are often circular or rely on 

assumptions when applied to naturalistic data collection methods and thus an 
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alternative method of selecting cases is required. Therefore, the next section argues 

that the method of selecting cases based on evidence from the interactions 

themselves is the only empirically rigorous method of selecting lies for the current 

investigation presenting: the definitions of ‘lies’ from dictionaries (2.3.1); alternatives 

to dictionaries (2.3.2); researchers in psychology (2.3.3); and researchers in 

ethnomethodology (2.3.4). 

 

2.3.1 Dictionary definitions of lying 
The Oxford English Dictionary (2008) (OED) is an especially reputable resource 

(Mugglestone, 2000) for the lay definition of a ‘lie’ and also for explanations of the 

words and terms that make up that definition.  

 

The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) (2008) defines the noun ‘lie’ as “An act or 

instance of lying; a false statement made with intent to deceive; a criminal falsehood.” 

and ‘lying’ as “The telling of lies.” The first part of the definition of ‘lie’ is clearly 

problematic because it includes ‘lying’, a grammatical extension of the noun ‘lie’, 

within the definition of ‘lie’. The circularity inherent in the first part of the definition 

means that it is not useable when trying to define what a ‘lie’ is. The second part of 

the definition “a false statement made with intent to deceive” relies on access to the 

lie-teller’s intent in order to establish that an utterance is a lie. However, the current 

investigation is using naturalistic data and has no way of determining what the lie-

teller’s intent might be. Therefore, because it relies on access to intent the second 

part of the definition of ‘lie’ is not appropriate for this investigation.  
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The final part of definition of ‘lie’ drawn from the OED (2008) describes a lie as “a 

criminal falsehood”. A ‘falsehood’ is defined in the same dictionary as “Lying; An 

uttered untruth; the intentional making of false statements.”. The first part of the 

definition of falsehood uses a form of the term we are trying to define and is therefore 

circular. The final part of the definition of falsehood also relies on access to the lie-

teller’s intent, something which the current investigation does not have access to. 

Thus, ‘an uttered untruth’ remains in the definition of falsehood. Using the OED 

definition of ‘untruth’ we find “Falsehood, falsity; falsehood; a false or incorrect 

statement.” . Unfortunately using the various meanings of ‘false’, included in the 

definition of ‘untruth’, when trying to define ‘falsehood’ in order to understand ‘lie’ 

creates further unavoidable circularity.  

 

 

The sort of circularity demonstrated here is acknowledged by many lexicographers 

and linguists as common to lay definitions of frequent or non-technical words (e.g. 

Wierzbicka, 1988:686, Bejoint, 1994:204, Widmer, 2007:11, Ide and Veronis, 1995:3). 

Bejoint (1994:203) criticised circularity within dictionaries arguing that dictionaries 

cannot “define A by B and B by A”.  In a critique of traditional lexicography, Wierzbicka 

(1988:686) went so far as to argue that most dictionaries of English are 

comprehensively circular.  Thus, the circularity of definitions presented above is 

common to dictionary definitions.  

 

Circularity of definitions of lies needs to be avoided when choosing a definition with 

which to select cases of lies because circular definitions force users to rely on their 
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own understandings of language in order to make sense of a definition (Widmer, 

2007). In other words such definitions would force an analyst who is selecting cases 

to rely on their own ‘member knowledge’—their own common sense understanding 

of language and culture (Turner, 1971, Atkinson and Drew, 1979:31). As we are 

seeking empirical criteria with which to select cases of lies, it is therefore necessary to 

avoid relying on the analyst’s own understanding in that selection. Thus, in addition 

to the problem of not having access to the intentions of participants, the sort of 

circularity of definitions of ‘lie’ demonstrated in the example case here demonstrates 

how lay definitions are inappropriate for the selection of cases in this investigation.  

 

2.3.2 Alternatives to dictionary definitions of ‘lie’ 
In an exploration of alternatives to dictionary definitions Wierzbicka (2006) described 

the meaning of the noun ‘lie’. Wierzbicka (2006) and Goddard (1998) used ‘Natural 

Semantic Metalanguage’ (NSM) ‘primitives’, a set of ‘universal’ words that are readily 

translateable to a large number of languages (Goddard, 1998:56) to define ‘when X 

said it X was lying’. ‘Primitives’ are used by Wierzbicka (2006) and Goddard (1998) to 

define, or ‘explicate’, more complex meanings by the method of ‘reductive 

paraphrase’ in which sentences of ‘primitives’ are brought together to describe a 

more complex word or idea (Goddard, 1998:61).  

 

In their definition of ‘lie’ Wierzbicka, (2006:45) and Goddard (1998:75) used NSM 

‘primitives’ (Goddard, 1998:58, see Appendix 2 for a full list) to define ‘when X said it X 

was lying’ according to the following reductive paraphrase: 

when X said it X was lying=  

X said something like this: ‘I want you to know that Z’ to someone 
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X knew that Z was not true 

X wanted this someone to think that Z was not true 

 

As a description of a ‘lie’ Wierzbicka (2006) and Goddard’s (1998) definition of ‘when X 

said it X was lying’ relies on what the lie-teller, in this case ‘X’, knows. However, within 

a naturalistic study we do not have access to the lie-tellers’ cognitions, we only have 

access to their behaviour and language. Thus, as a method for the selection of cases 

of lies Wierzbicka (2006) and Goddard’s (1998) definition is not appropriate to use 

because we do not have access to what the lie-tellers in this naturalistic study know. 

 

2.3.3 Definitions of lying in psychology 
Psychologists have formulated their own definitions of lying and deception that they 

have used for the selection of instances of lies from naturalistic data (Koper and 

Sahlman, 1991, Mann, et al. 2002). In these investigations lies have been defined 

under the wider rubric of deception in order to include non-verbal actions within the 

definition. In these two studies and more widely within research into deception, 

psychologists have included non-verbal actions because they assert that non-verbal 

actions can also have ‘intent to deceive’ (Vrij, 2000:5, De-Paulo et al, 2003:74). The 

definitions used throughout these naturalistic studies are provided by pre-eminent 

scholars8

                                                        

8 See  De-Paulo et al. (2003) for a discussion of Ekman’s work on deception, Vrij, (2000) for a discussion 
of De-Paulo’s work and Sporer and Schwandt (2005) for a discussion of Vrij’s contribution to the study 
of deception.   

 investigating deception within psychology. However, this section will argue 

that these definitions rely on ‘under the skull’ (Garfinkel, 2002:212) assumptions about 
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intentions. The following section describes the definitions of deception used in this 

subset of naturalistic studies. 

 

In his influential book Ekman (1992:41) defined deception as “…a deliberate choice to 

mislead a target without giving any notification of the intent to do so”. In a similar 

more recent book on deception, Vrij (2000:6–7) refines Ekman’s (1992:41) definition of 

deception, providing an alternative definition of deception as “A successful or 

unsuccessful deliberate attempt, without forewarning, to create in another a belief 

which the communicator considers to be untrue.” In their meta-analysis of studies of 

deception De-Paulo et al. (2003:74) also provide a definition of deception as “…a 

deliberate attempt to mislead others”. Thus, the definitions above each include a 

section on the lie-teller’s intentions or what the ‘communicator [lie-teller] considers’.  

 

The problem with these definitions of deception is not with circularity but with the 

basic assumptions underlying the construction of the definition. For the purposes of 

the current investigation we do not have access to the intentions of the participants, 

i.e. we cannot know what the ‘communicator considers’. Thus, because these 

definitions used by naturalistic investigations in psychology rely on intention, with 

such notions as ‘deliberate’ and ‘what the communicator considers’, they are not 

appropriate as a basis for selecting cases in the current investigation. 

 

The above definitions are examples of ‘under the skull’ type assumptions that have 

been criticised as ‘cognitivist’ in ethnomethodology (e.g. Lynch and Bogen, 1996:178, 

Coulter, 1999:167, Garfinkel, 2002:212, Lynch and Bogen, 2005) and Discursive 

Psychology (DP) (e.g. Edwards and Potter 1992:157, Edwards and Potter, 2003, 
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Edwards, 2005:263, Potter and te Molder, 2005:26). ethnomethodology and the 

cognate field of Discursive Psychology argue that rather than assuming things about 

‘what the communicator considers’, investigation should obtain evidence of the 

construction of intentions/considerations/memories instead as ‘wholly social’ 

phenomena (Coulter, 1999, Potter and Edwards, 2004).  

 

Discursive Psychologists (Edwards, 2005:260, Edwards and Potter 2005:244, Potter and 

te Molder, 2005:30) have stressed the need to base research upon directly available 

evidence, focussing research on what people do in the form of language and 

behavior. By investigating what people do, rather than trying to assume what people 

think, DP and Ethnomenthodology seek to ‘respecify’ the object of inquiry from 

cognitions to social actions (Coulter, 1999, Edwards, 2005). Therefore, when 

developing a method with which to select example cases of lies, rather than 

proposing some abstracted definition of lying or deception, the method should be 

based upon evidence that a lie has occurred.  

 

2.3.4 Ethnomethodological definitions of lying 
Two investigations into lies have overcome these ‘under the skull’ assumptions, 

Rodriguez and Ryave (1990) and Drew (1998). As discussed in chapter 1, Rodriguez 

and Ryave (1990) investigated lies that occur in everyday life. Drew (1998) also briefly 

discusses issues of lying in a presentation of ‘complainable’ actions, during a 

discussion of data of lies as ‘complainables’. The following discussion presents the 

methods with which these studies select cases of lying, analyst’s definitions and 

evidence of the participant’s orientations to lies. 
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Rodriguez and Ryave’s (1990) study provides a definition for lying as part of their 

method of obtaining cases of lying. They define lying as “...a communication the 

speaker knows is false and which is being produced in order to deceive.” (Rodriguez 

and Ryave, 1990:203). Rodriguez and Ryave’s definition avoids ‘under the skull’ 

assumptions by providing this definition to participants then asking them to write 

down self reports of lies in a journal. Thus, participants provided instances of lying ‘in 

their own terms’ based on their shared understanding of the definition. Therefore, 

while Rodriguez and Ryave’s definition relies on ‘what the speaker knows is false’, 

because it is the speakers themselves who are selecting the data they also know that 

their own utterance was false. The fact that lies are reported by the participants 

themselves gives Rodriguez and Ryave (1990) empirical evidence to label their cases 

as ‘lies’.  

 

Rodriguez and Ryave’s (1990) method of obtaining lies very neatly overcomes the 

potential pitfalls of importing analytical bias into the selection of cases. However, the 

current investigation into lies is using data obtained from ‘documentary reality 

television’ and it does not have access to the participants after the fact. The current 

investigation therefore, needs a method of obtaining evidence with which to select 

lies that is not reliant on access to the participants. Therefore, evidence of lies being 

constructed as ‘course of action’ that a participant has achieved must occur within 

the interactions from which the data is drawn.  

 

Drew (1998:314) demonstrates a method by which participants in interactions 

construct lying as a ‘complainable’ action. Using CA, Drew (1998) highlights how in 

interactions lies are made relevant by the participants and lies are constructed as an 
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object of complaint in the course of the interaction. Drew (1998) discusses how lies, 

among other ‘transgressions’, are constructed by participants in interaction as morally 

reprehensible actions, focussing on how people orient to the problem of lies in other 

people's talk. He demonstrates how the participants themselves provide evidence 

that they are concerned with lies by making lies a topic of the talk. Therefore, by using 

the participants’ own orientations Drew (1998) does not require a definition of what a 

lie is in order to provide evidence that a lie has occurred.  

 

2.3.5 A method for data selection: orientation to lies 
Drew’s (1998) example of how participants in interactions construct what a lie is 

provides a way to obtain empirical evidence in the selection of cases. By using the 

participants’ own orientations to lies as Drew does, the requirement for a definition of 

a ‘lie’ can be avoided. Empirical evidence of participants in interactions actually 

describing, labelling, or orienting to, some piece of talk as a lie, provides the necessary 

empirical criteria required to label talk a lie. Therefore, by drawing on participants’ 

labelling of lies as a resource to provide empirical criteria to select cases, the 

definitional problems demonstrated above can be avoided. 

 

Using complaint sequences about lies, in conjunction with more direct admissions to 

lying, in order to identify lies represents a method of providing evidence that 

participants have constructed the social fact that a lie has occurred. Within talk, either 

complaints by the lied-to participants, or admissions of lying, can provide evidence 

that a prior utterance is a lie. Evidence of participants orienting to lies by talking about 

lies, admitting to lying or treating talk as lies, provides evidence of the existence of lies 

in talk ‘in the participants’ own terms’ and does so within the confines of the data 
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obtained for the study. Therefore, by selecting cases where a lie was oriented to by 

the lie-teller we have a method for selecting cases of lies from the available data.  

 

It is important to note that these orientations to lies by participants are evidence of 

participants ‘working something up’—creating it interactionally by talking about it 

(Potter, 2004). This study is not claiming that the orientations to lying by participants 

are evidence of cognitions, or anything ‘underlying’ the talk. By demonstrating that 

participants in the interaction have ‘worked up’, with a complaint or admission, that a 

lie has occurred, there is evidence that a lie exists in that case. Therefore, by this 

method we are not gaining access to cognitions, intentions or motivations; we are 

gaining access to the social organisation of everyday life and using it for research. The 

reasons for, and methods of, making these courses of action available becomes 

apparent once we elucidate the methods and principles used in this naturalistic 

research design, using CA.   

 

2.4 Founding concepts in conversation analysis  
Since its inception within sociology in the 1960s and 70s, CA has developed a 

number of important theoretical themes and ideas in the description of ‘talk-in-

interaction’, four of which are used in this investigation, adjacency pairs, turn-taking, 

preference organisation and repair. As part of the study of ‘members’ methods’—the 

repeatable, observable, social actions that members of a society do to construct and 

reconstruct the social world (Rawls, 2002:6)—CA focusses on the organisation of 

social interaction and, therefore, the actions used to achieve talk-in-interaction 

(Schegloff, 2007:xiv). From its inception CA has developed analyses based on the 

generic orders of organisation in talk (Schegloff, 2007: xiv)—how actions are 
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achieved, how turn-taking is achieved and how trouble in talk, including preference 

organisation, is managed. While by no means exhaustive of CA research, these four 

organisational themes in talk—actions through adjacency pairs, turn-taking, 

preference organisation, and the management of trouble via repair—are basic 

findings of CA which will foreground the analysis of lies in the chapters following. The 

following sections present these basic findings of CA: the management of adjacency 

pairs in talk; turn-taking in conversation; preference organisation; and repair.  

 

2.4.1 Adjacency pairs 
 Schegloff (1968) describes the adjacency pair system9

                                                        

9 Schegloff’s (1968) paper presents analytic units identical to the adjacency pair which he would later 
relabel as the adjacency pair. The terms ‘first pair part’ ‘second pair part’ and ‘adjacency pair’ are first 
coined in Sacks and Schegloff (1973:190).   

, a system whereby turns at talk 

are organised into first pair parts and second pair parts (henceforth FPP and SPP). FPPs 

are turns at talk that are designed to initiate an action, in such a way that a response is 

required (Schegloff, 1968:70). A SPP is ‘conditionally relevant’ on the occurrence of a 

FPP. It is the FPP that makes a SPP the relevant next action and shapes and creates 

the type of SPP that is relevant (Schegloff, 1968:69). A SPP completes the action that 

the FPP is initiating. Thus, in Schegloff’s (1968) example, a question (the FPP) makes 

an answer (the SPP) conditionally relevant and once an answer is received, then the 

action of the question-answer adjacency pair is complete.  The FPP and SPP are 

bound to each other, each occurring in the environment of the other, both shaped 

and created by the other. In Schegloff’s (1968) analysis when a question was asked (a 

FPP) and no answer was given, the SPP was ‘officially absent’. It was by this absence 

and how participants in conversation orient to this absence of SPPs, that Schegloff 
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(1968) demonstrated how SPPs are conditionally relevant on the occurrence of FPPs. 

Thus, the notions of how participants in talk orient to FPP/SPP opened up a method 

of sequential analysis of talk that allows analysts to show how actions in talk are 

organised in relation to each other. 

 

2.4.2 Turn-taking 
Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974) describe the basic system of the organisation of 

turn-taking in conversation in their paper entitled ‘A simplest systematics for the 

organization of turn-taking for conversation’. In one of the most influential early CA 

articles, Sacks et al. (1974) describe 14 ‘grossly observable facts’, organised by 4 

conversational rules that describe the organisation of turns by participants in 

‘everyday’ interaction. They describe how the rules for the management of turn-

taking as constructed, and oriented to, by participants in interactions and as such are 

not externally enforced, but internally enforced by participants in conversations 

(Sacks et al., 1974:724). They described the rules as follows: 

(1) For any turn, at the initial transition-relevance place of an initial turn-

constructional unit:  

(a) If the turn-so-far is so constructed as to involve the use of a 'current 

speaker selects next' technique, then the party so selected has the right and is 

obliged to take the next turn to speak; no others have such rights or 

obligations, and transfer occurs at that place, 

 (b) If the turn-so-far is so constructed as not to involve the use of a 'current 

speaker selects next' technique, then self-selection for next speakership may, 

but need not, be instituted; first starter acquires rights to a turn, and transfer 

occurs at that place, 
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(c) If the turn-so-far is so constructed as not to involve the use of a 'current 

speaker selects next' technique, then current speaker may, but need not 

continue, unless another self-selects.  

(2) If, at the initial transition-relevance place of an initial turn-constructional unit, 

neither la nor lb has operated, and, following the provision of lc, current speaker 

has continued, then the rule-set a-c re-applies at the next transition-relevance 

place, and recursively at each next transition-relevance place, until transfer is 

effected.   

 

Sacks et al.’s (1974) description of the system of turn-taking describes the recursive set 

of a self organising system of turn management that participants use to manage 

turns at talk within everyday interactions. By describing the methods that speakers 

use to select themselves, or other speakers in talk-in-interaction, Sacks et al. (1974) 

opened up the analysis of the management of turns at talk by participants in 

interactions to empirical description. 

 

Sacks et al.’s (1974) paper also describes the basic unit of talk, the Turn Constructional 

Unit (henceforth TCU), defined as a point of intonational, syntactic and pragmatic 

completion (Sacks et al., 1974:721–722). Sacks et al. (1974:720) describe TCUs as 

sentences, clauses or phrases that are made evident as whole units by the prior 

speaker’s turn and the next speaker’s turn. Turn transition between speakers, as 

organised by the rules Sacks et al. (1974) describe, is directly implicated in the 

construction of TCUs because Sacks et al. (1974) define the boundaries of a TCU using 
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‘transition relevance places’, i.e. those parts of talk where speaker transition is possible. 

Thus, turn-taking is directly related to the construction of TCUs.  

 

Ford and Thompson (1996) develop upon the relatively unelaborated definition of 

the TCU from Sacks et al. (1974). Ford and Thompson (1996) demonstrate the key role 

of terminal intonational and pragmatic completion in the construction of fully formed 

TCUs. They show how it is the collocation of terminal intonational and pragmatic 

completion that marks transition relevant places, rather than solely, or primarily, 

syntactic completion. Thus, Ford and Thompson (1996) highlight the importance of 

prosodic features in the terminal intonation of TCUs.  

 

2.4.3 Preference organisation 
Pomerantz (1984) detailed how participants show ‘preferred’ and ‘dispreferred’ turns 

in response to FPPs. Pomerantz’s (1984) discussion of the features of preferred and 

dispreferred turns was premised on Sacks’ (1974) ideas about how participants in 

conversation display certain preferences, such as a preference to respond to the last 

utterance first, in a cumulative system of ‘preference organisation’ in talk. Pomerantz 

(1984) detailed how participants in conversation—when they are responding to 

assessments—could take either a ‘preferred’ turn shape, with no delay or evidence of 

‘trouble’ in the talk, or take a ‘dispreferred’ turn with delay or evidence of trouble. She 

showed how participants would use tokens or markers such as ‘uh’, ‘well’ or 

‘downgraded agreements’ in order to preface that the upcoming turn will be in 

disagreement, or contrary to, the FPP. Schegloff (2007) elaborates this idea, showing 

how (dis)preferred turn shapes are contingent on the FPP that they respond to, rather 

than being a reflection of the internal/motivational ‘preferences’ that the speaker may 
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have. Thus, with the idea of preferred and dispreferred turns, Pomerantz (1984) and 

Schegloff (2007) provide a finely detailed way of demonstrating how participants in 

conversation construct ‘expectations’ and organise requests.   

 

2.4.4 Repair 
Schegloff, Sacks and Jefferson’s (1977) seminal CA article on repair investigates the 

preference for self-initiation of repair over other-initiation of repair. Schegloff et al. 

(1977) investigates how speakers initiate correction, or ‘repair’, of their own turns at 

talk. They show how speakers initiate and conduct repair by reformulating their turns, 

adding new information and otherwise ‘fixing’ their immediately prior turns at talk. 

Schegloff et al.’s (1977) analysis demonstrates that when speakers other than the 

current speaker initiated repair of a speaker’s talk they do so after the speaker of that 

turn has had the opportunity to initiate repair themselves. They show that 

participants in interactions initiate repair by highlighting problems with the 

immediately prior turn at talk, prompting the speaker of that turn to repair their turn. 

Schegloff et al. (1977) demonstrated that participants pause, or otherwise allow 

another speaker to begin another turn, prior to initiating repair on another 

participant’s turn at talk—effectively creating interactional ‘space’ in which to allow 

the speaker of the trouble source to repair their own talk. Schegloff et al. (1977) 

demonstrate the space that other participants give the speaker of the trouble source 

was an orientation to a preference for self-initiation of repair—participants organised 

talk to allow the speaker of the trouble source to fix the problem first. This early work 

on repair set the tone for subsequent CA research into of initiation of repair by 

participants in interactions.  
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2.5 Summary 
Drawing on data obtained from the television shows COPS and The Jeremy Kyle Show, 

the current investigation of lies uses cases of lying in ‘police-citizen’ and ‘guest-host’ 

interactions from ‘naturally occurring’ television. In this investigation the cases are 

transcribed using the Jeffersonian method of CA transcription as detailed in Appendix 

1.  

 

Based on section 2.3, cases will be selected based on evidence of the participants 

own orientations to lies. Due to the circularity in lay definitions of ‘lie’ and the 

assumptions inherent in technical definitions of ‘lie’ the participants’ behaviour, their 

talk labelling lies, will be used as a method for selecting cases for the collection of lies.  

This evidence is based on identifying that participants have ‘worked up’ a lie as a 

‘course of action’ within an interaction. Thus, prior to the investigation of lies the 

evidence to show that a lie has occurred is presented in addition to the lie and the 

surrounding context. The evidence that a lie has occurred takes the form of 

admissions by lie-tellers or lie-tellers accepting complaints that they have lied. This 

evidence, and each case, is therefore presented in the next chapter.  

 

The basic findings of CA presented in 2.4 provide a basis to investigate lies in the 

contexts that they are told. Taking preceding and subsequent talk into account allows 

for the analysis of the placement of lies within adjacency pairs and the ways that lies 

are organised as TCUs. Drawing on these four ideas from CA—adjacency pairs, turn-

taking, preference organisation and repair—lies will be analysed in later chapters.





 

 

Chapter three  
The data collection in detail—‘a pack of 
lies’
 

3.1 Introduction 
This chapter will apply the method of selecting lies described in chapter 2, using the 

participants’ orientations to lying as evidence that a lie has occurred10

 

. By selecting 

lies using this procedure this investigation will build a collection of lies, showing how 

participants orient to the lies in each case. In this way, the participants themselves will 

provide evidence that lies have occurred, thereby avoiding imposition of ‘analyst 

categories’ (Schegloff, 1997) onto the data. In this chapter, each lie will be examined 

in turn in order to provide evidence that participants orient to each lie. 

This chapter is divided into three sections corresponding to the ways in which lies are 

oriented to participants in the data collection. The sections cover the:  

• lies which are explicitly labelled by participants (cases 1–5, section 3.2);  

• lies which are delivered when lying is ‘made relevant’ by participants (cases 6–

10, section 3.3); and 

• two final borderlines cases (cases 11–12 section 3.4).  

 

In all of the cases the participants’ orientations will be used as criteria to establish that 

a lie has occurred. How participants in the interactions, both lie-tellers and the other 

                                                        

10 Psychological investigation into lies uses the term ‘ground truth’ to refer to the evidence that a lie 
has occurred (Vrij, 1999). The term will be used sparingly in this investigation because the ‘truth’ of any 
utterance is something that CA leaves to participants to determine. This investigation does not 
presume that non-lies are ‘truth’—it relies instead on the participants’ own orientations to identify 
matters of truth and lies. 
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participants alike, label and treat other utterances as lies is the evidence that this 

investigation will use as criteria for including cases in the data collection.  

 

How participants treat talk as lies takes three forms: i) agreement by the lie-teller that 

a lie has occurred; ii) the explicit labelling of talk as lies by other participants; and iii) 

the ‘revision’ of a prior action by a lie-teller, thereby changing the course of action, in 

a ‘lie relevant’ environment. Accordingly, these three ways of treating talk as a lie are 

used as criteria in the following chapter to determine if a case can be included in the 

data collection.  

 

Section 3.2 uses the participants’ explicit labelling of talk as a lie—using criteria i), ii) 

and iii) above to demonstrate that a lie is present in each individual case. Section 3.2 

demonstrates how participants themselves use criteria iii) as a basis upon which to 

explicitly label utterances as a lie—this will demonstrate why the use of this less 

transparent criteria is legitimate in section 3.3. Thus, section 3.3 uses criteria iii) alone 

to select further cases in which a lie has occurred. Section 3.4 discusses case 11 in 

which the evidence that a lie has occurred relies on the analyst and readers’ 

understanding of the ‘revision’ and re-asking, where lying has not been made 

relevant. Section 3.4 also examines case 12, and argues that it is not useable because 

the revision of the prior action is not available in the data. The chapter works through 

each of the cases collected for the current investigation, determining in each case 

whether they can be included in the collection of lies via criteria i), ii) and iii). 
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The lies in each example will be highlighted with “(L)→” and the subsequent 

orientations to lies will be highlighted with “(A)→”. Only the evidence pertaining to 

whether or not a lie is present or not will be discussed in detail throughout the cases 

presented in this chapter—analyses of the cases themselves is conducted in 

subsequent chapters. Thus, the aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the basis upon 

which each case has been included, or not included, in the current investigation.   

 

3.2 Explicitly labelled lies  
When participants label talk as a lie they provide an analytically simple way of 

demonstrating that they are orienting to that talk as a lie. The five cases in which 

participants explicitly label talk as lies fall into two distinct categories based on criteria 

i) and criteria ii): first category where cases exhibiting criteria i) are present; and the 

second category using where only cases exhibiting criteria ii) are present. Data 

exhibiting criteria i), ii) and iii) is presented in cases 1–3, where the lie-tellers 

themselves orient to their own previous utterance as a lie, and the data exhibiting 

only criteria ii) and iii) is presented in cases 4–5.  

 

Prior to presenting an examination of participants’ orientation to lying: it must to be 

made clear what this investigation is claiming orientations represent. Drawing on the 

principles of ethnomethodology this chapter seeks to demonstrate the evidence for 

the inclusion of individual cases of lying within the data collection and will thereby 

illustrate the social creation of lies by participants in interaction. This method of 

obtaining the orientation to lies of lie-tellers and other participants in the interaction 

is seeking to demonstrate the structure of participants agreeing, accepting, admitting 

or otherwise confirming that a lie has occurred. It does not seek to ‘get under the 
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skull’ of lie-tellers in order to demonstrate any form of intention or knowledge on 

their part.  In this way this chapter is respecifying the object of study from the 

intentions and cognitions of lie-tellers, to the socially produced mechanics of lies that 

exist within talk. With this caveat ‘in mind’ we can now turn to the cases themselves, 

to see how data was selected for the current investigation.  

 

3.2.1 Case 1 ‘Tell the TRUTH!’ 
Case 1 involves James, Nina and Jeremy on the Jeremy Kyle Show. Jeremy, the show’s 

host, is arbitrating a discussion between Nina and James who are currently in a 

relationship. Nina has brought James onto the show to accuse James of ‘cheating on 

her’ with other women and men and to ‘get the truth’ regarding the alleged infidelity. 

During the first part of the case, at lines 1–70, the results of a polygraph test11

 

 are 

being ‘revealed’. In the polygraph test, which occurred previously, off-camera, James 

was questioned about his sexual relationships and behaviour.   

Example 3.1 Case 1 ‘Tell the TRUTH’  

6. Jeremy:  While you ↓we:re  <with nina.>  
7.    (3.0)  
8.  Jeremy:  did you passionately kiss  
9.    (.2)  
10    ANYone ↑else.= 
11. James: (L)→ =>◦no◦<= 
12. Jeremy:  =>so apart from the ↑two: people that nina knows  
13.    about.< whilst you were ↑with nina.  
14.    (.3)  
15.    did you ↑passionately kiss <↓anyone else.> 

                                                        

11 The polygraph tests conducted on the participants within these cases drawn from the Jeremy Kyle 
Show are not treated as evidence that a person has lied for the purposes of this investigation. 
Polygraph testing is well known for its fallible nature (Vrij, 2000:205). Also CA’s method is not 
compatible with the analyst centred approach of detecting lies via judgments about changes in the 
body that polygraphs are designed to detect. 
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16.    (1.0) 
17. James: (L)→ ◦nah◦= 
18. Jeremy:  =he answered no:.   
19.    (4.3) 
20. Jeremy:   You were lying. weren’t you [mate. 
21. Audience:                                                   [.hhh oooh [((clapping))] 
22. James: (L)→                                   [ > ° n a h ° < ] 
23. Audience:  oooh ((some single claps 1.6))      
24. James:  (L)→ ◦nah.◦ 
25. Jeremy:  no. 
 
 ((lines 26–29 omitted))  
 
30. Jeremy:  He a:nswered no.  
31.    (2.4)  
32.    You were ↑lying again mate.  
33.    ◦weren't you.◦=  
34. James: (L)→ [=>no.< 
35. Audience:  [ooh ((claps1.6)) 
36. James: (L)→ nah.   
37.    (.5) 
38. James:  (L)→ I wa:zn’t.  
39.    (.5) 
40. Jeremy:  ↓sure. 
41. James: (L)→ >↑Nah I wazn’t.< 
42.    (.3)  
43. Jeremy:  >Then said. Whilst you were with nina.<  
44.   did you have sexual intercou:rse with  ANYbody  
45.    else.=That could be male or female.=Anybody else.=  
46.    =He answered no.=Guess what nina¿  
47.    (1.3) 
48. Nina:   He was ↑lying.=  
48. Jeremy:  =he LY:ing throughout the whole thing.= 
49.    =AND NOW>I'm gonna love this;< 
50.    <Your gonna tell me> >that this was wrong;<  
51. James: (L)→ It ↑i:s. 
52. Jeremy:  <Ye:a:h.> 
53. Audience:   hah[ahahaha]hhahahaha 
54. James:          [>yeah<]      >◦yeah◦< 
 

In lines 11 and 17 ,James denies ‘sleeping with’, or having sexual relations with 

anyone while in a relationship with Nina. In lines 22, 24, 34, 36, 38 and 41, James 

denies lying on the polygraph test and in line 51 he agrees with Jeremy’s formulation 
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of his own position that the polygraph results are ‘wrong’. Therefore, James is 

denying that he cheated on Nina and denying that he lied on the polygraph test. 

 

Lines 73–109 occur several minutes after the interaction in example 3.1. During the 

intervening time, James has left the stage and Jeremy has been talking to Nina. As 

line 73 begins, James is back onstage, in front of Nina, with Jeremy facing the stage as 

pictured in Figure 3.1.  

 

Figure 3.1 

Example 3.2 Case 1 ‘Tell the TRUTH’  

74. Jeremy:  >oh e's back. right I'm mo:vin.< 
75. James:  RIGHT. ((walk to centre stage 1.0))  
76.    one fing I've gotta say to you nina.  
77.  (L)→ I dint cheat on you (.3) when we ↑we:re together.  
78.    (.5)   
79. James: (L)→ It was when we ↓was split up. right?  
80.    (.6)  
81. James:  >That’s what I wanna get out in the open now.< 
82.   (1.6) 
83. Jeremy:  [>Well] it wouldn’t be che:ating would it?< 
84. Nina:  [ah hh.] 
85.     (.6) 
86. James:  ay? 
87. Jeremy:  >Ye- It wouldn’t be cheating if you were apa:rt.< 
88. James:  >Yeah.< 
89. Jeremy:   But you LIED to her about it.= 
90.   =>You didn’t tell her the truth.< 
91.    (2.1) 

Jeremy 

James 
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92. James: (A)→ In wot way. 
93.    (1.1) 
94. Jeremy:  >because you didn’t tell her the truth.< 
95.    (.5) 
96. James:  [YEAH but WHEn.]   
 
 ((lines 94–102 omitted))  
 
103. Jeremy:  So you've <o:nly.> had.  
104.    (1.0)  
105.    <sexual relations with.>  
106.   (.2)  
107.    ↓who:ever¿ >since you and she have been apart.<  
108. James: (L)→ ◦yep.◦ 
109. Jeremy:  >>◦So why: would her friends have told her all this stuff.◦<< 
 

The transcription begins again as James returns to the stage in line 74. At lines 77–79 

he admits ‘sleeping with’ other people during a ‘break’ in his relationship with Nina, 

modifying his prior denials about ‘not cheating’. However, at lines 89 and 90 Jeremy 

accuses James of lying with “But you LIED to her about it.=>You didn’t tell her the 

truth. <”, to which James responds, in line 92, with “In wot way.”. James’s response in 

line 92 accepts the accusation that he (James) had lied, by seeking clarification as to 

how he had lied. In line 96, James even agrees with Jeremy’s clarification “>because 

you didn’t tell her the truth.<” saying “YEAH BUT WHEN”. The ‘yeah’ in line 96 shows 

that James accepts that he has not previously told the truth. The continuation of the 

turn ‘but when’ reinforces the implication because he is asking Jeremy for 

clarification, rather than denying the accusation as he has done previously. Thus, in 

line 96 James orients to his own prior lies in lines 11 and 17 of example 3.1 by 

admitting that he ‘cheated on’ Nina while they were ‘split up’. Additionally in lines 92 

and 96, James revises his denials of example 3.1 by accepting that he had lied. Later, 

at line 108, he agrees with Jeremy’s formulation of his new admission, that he had 

only been ‘sleeping with’ other people while he was not in a relationship with Nina.  
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Example 3.3 Case 1 ‘Tell the TRUTH’  

144. Jeremy:  WHAT’S THE TRUTH. 
145. Audience:  ((        [  Applause 10 seconds      ]                    )) 
146. Jeremy            [WHAT IS THE ↑TRUTH.] 
147. James: (A)→ oright. okay. <Yes> I did sleep with someone else. 
148.    when we we:re together.  
 
 ((untranscribed interaction, 2 minutes)) 
 
149. Jeremy:  so the lie: detector was right.  
150.   (.5) 
151. James: (A)→ yes it was.= 
152. Jeremy:  =that’s fine_ 
153. James:  yep.  
 

In example 3.3 James admits again to ‘sleeping with someone else’ while he was in a 

relationship with Nina. Two minutes later, in example 3.3, James goes on to admit 

that ‘the lie detector was right’. With this admission James is revising his prior denials 

at lines 22, 24, 34, 36, 38 and 41 from example 3.1 that the lie detector was ‘wrong’ 

and that he was ‘not lying’ on the lie detector. Thus, in example 3.3, James is not only 

admitting that example 3.1, lines 22, 24, 34, 36, 38 and 41 are lies, he also is revising 

his prior denials, and admitting that he slept with someone else.  

 

At this point James has revised his actions a number of times from lines 11, 17, 22 in 

which he denies ‘sleeping with anybody’, to lines 77–79 and 108 where ‘it was when 

he and Nina were split up’, to a final version in example 3.3, where he did ‘sleep with 

someone else’ while he was in a relationship with Nina.  In example 3.2, in lines 90 

and 94, James admits that he lied about some of the details of his cheating on Nina, 

proceeding in example 3.3 to agree to Jeremy’s formulation ‘that the lie detector was 
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right’ and had correctly ‘detected’ James’ lies. In examples 3.2 and 3.3 James orients 

to his own lies, by accepting and not denying, Jeremy’s accusations that he (James) 

had lied, and that the lie detector was right. In this case 1 the lie-teller has labelled his 

own lies providing evidence ‘in his own terms’, that this case meets criteria i) and can 

therefore be included in the collection of lies for the current investigation.  

 

3.2.2 Case 2 ‘Andy’ 
Case 2 is drawn from two separate episodes of the Jeremy Kyle Show both involving 

Andy, Jeremy, Kelly and Lisa. Andy is currently in a relationship with Kelly. Andy 

maintains throughout the discussion that he has not previously had sex with Lisa. 

Following the first episode from which the first part of case 2 is taken (lines 7–8 

below) Andy submits to a polygraph test in an attempt to determine whether he is 

telling the truth about not sleeping with Lisa.  The polygraph test results are 

presented during the episode in an intervening segment ‘revealing’ that Andy had 

lied about not sleeping with Lisa (between lines 29–45 below). As discussed 

previously, these polygraph results are not considered evidence that a lie has 

occurred for the current investigation, however, Andy’s reaction to the results and 

Jeremy’s subsequent questioning does provide evidence that he lied. In both 

episodes Andy, Kelly and Lisa are seated on the stage (with a silent security guard 

between them), while Jeremy questions them with his back to the audience, as 

pictured in Figure 3.2.  
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Figure 3.2 

Example 3.4 Case 2 ‘Andy’  

7. Jeremy:  did you ↑slee:p with her. 
8. Andy:  (L)→ ºno. º 
 
 ((lines 9–27 omitted))  
 
28. Jeremy:   >so ya didn’t sleep with her.<=  
29. Andy: (L)→ =ºnah.º 
 
 ((lines 30–44 omitted)) 
 
45. Jeremy:   <tell ‘er the ↓truth.> 
46.   <tell ‘er you slept with ‘er.>=↑go on. 
47. Andy:   ↑wot.  
48.   (.7) 
49. Jeremy:  °tell your girlfriend you slept with l[i:- ° 
50. Andy (A)→                         [>I dun< need to.= 
51.   =she’s heard it.=>she’s read it.< 
52. Jeremy  So you DID. 
53. Andy  she f(                     ) 
54.   (.5) 
55. Jeremy:   So you DID. 
56. Andy:  (A)→ >she musta took advantage while I was drunk<. ◦yes.◦  
 

 

Andy 

 
Kelly 

Jeremy 

Lisa 
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In example 3.4, lines 8, and 29, Andy denies sleeping with Lisa. However, at line 50 he 

refuses Jeremy’s direction to ‘tell her’ (Kelly), saying “>I dun< need to.=she’s hea

 

rd 

it.=”. By not needing to say it Andy thereby implies that he had slept with Lisa. Then, 

in line 56, Andy states that “>she musta took advantage while I was drunk<.” 

accounting for changing his denial, Andy is implicitly agreeing with Jeremy’s turn at 

line 45, that he (Andy) did sleep with Lisa. Therefore, Andy has revised his prior 

denials, eventually admitting that he had slept with Lisa. 

Example 3.5 occurs after a few moments of audience reaction to Andy’s statement in 

line 56 in example 3.4 and is a continuation of the interaction in example 3.4.  

 

Example 3.5 Case 2 ‘Andy’  

57. Jeremy:  whiles’t I went.  
58.   (.2) 
59. Jeremy:  for lisa.  
60.   (.7) 
61. Jeremy:  QUITE RIGHTLY last ↓time when she <lied> about the  
62.    making up the pregnancy.=YOU <are just. as bad.>= 
63.    =a bare fac[ed liar. 
64.  Audience:                       [WOOOOOOOO[OOOOOOOOO]OOOO 
          ((claps                                                              )) 
65. Andy:   (A)→                                                   [I’m not as bad.] 
 
In example 3.5, Andy says that he is ‘not as bad’ as Lisa when Jeremy accuses him of 

being a liar in line 63. Andy’s ‘not at fault’ denial (Dersley and Wooton, 2000) in line 65, 

accepts the prior complaint, that Andy is a ‘liar’ working to minimise how ‘bad’ he is in 

comparison to Lisa. By labelling Andy with the membership category (Sacks, 1972, 

Watson, 1997, Schegloff, 2007) of ‘liar’, Jeremy is accusing Andy of having lied (lines 

61–63). By accepting that he is ‘not as bad’ as Lisa, Andy is accepting that he is a liar 

and has lied. Example 3.5 provides evidence of Andy orienting to his prior talk as lies 
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by accepting that he is part of a member category ‘liar’ and therefore this case meets 

criteria i), ii) and iii) for inclusion in the current investigation. 

 

3.2.3 Case 3 ‘I din’t sleep with her’ 
Case 3, taken from the Jeremy Kyle Show, involves Ali, David and the host Jeremy. The 

premise of the episode is Jeremy questioning Ali about accusations that he has slept 

with a girl named Katrina. Also present on the show are Gemma, Katrina and David. 

Gemma is Ali’s partner, Katrina is David’s partner and David is Ali’s cousin. Both Katrina 

and David have accused Ali of sleeping with Katrina. Gemma has brought Ali onto the 

show because she wants to know if Katrina and David’s accusations are true as since 

she (Gemma) and Ali were in a relationship at the time Ali allegedly slept with Katrina. 

David and Ali are seated on stage with Jeremy facing them, as pictured in Figure 3.4.  

 

Figure 3.4 

Example 3.6 Case 4 ‘I din’t sleep with her’  

25. Jeremy:    well what happen then?=>You slept with her didnt you.<= 
26. Ali: (L)→ *↓nah↓nah↓nah↓nah↓ [ nah ↓ nah . *] 
27. Jeremy:                                                  [you <DIDNT] ↑SLEEP> with her,= 

David 

Ali 

Jeremy 
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28. Ali: (L)→ [=*nah I did not.*]       
29. David:  [>so why din’t you]deny it when.<e:rr you (fucking) pulled  
30.    up katrina.= 
31. Ali: (L)→ =I did not. 
32.    (.7) 
33. Jeremy:   you DIDNT slee:p with °Katrina.° 
34. Ali: (L)→ nah I did not.= 
35. David:  =okay we'll take a lie: detector test then. 
36.    (.6) 
37. Ali:  Li:sten to ↑me: humb[oy] 
38. Jeremy:                                                  [nah] nah. you listen to me a second. right,  
39.    ((audience laughs))   
40. Jeremy:    <DID YOU> sleep with ↓katrina.= 
41. Ali:  =Lemme tell you dis yea:h.  
42.    (.4)  
43. Ali:  (L)→ nah I never.  
44.    (.3)  
45.  Ali:  yea:h? 
46.    =an dat baby dat dis guy here's talkin about yeah.  
47.    She was slee:pin yeah? wif a bo:y dat was younger den her. 
48.    (.5) 
49. Ali:  [yea:h? I [was told>]DONT tell me dat!<=I ↑swea:r to god.  
50. Jeremy:     [so when she-] 
 

At lines 26, 28, 31, 34 and 43, Ali denies that he slept with Katrina. Later in the show, 

Jeremy reveals the results of the polygraph test, which indicate that Ali’s response of 

‘no’ to the question on the polygraph about whether ‘he had ever had sexual 

relations with Katrina’ was a lie. Subsequent to revealing the results of the polygraph 

test, Jeremy again asks Ali again, if he had slept with Katrina, as presented in example 

3.7 below. 

 

Example 3.7 Case 3 ‘I din’t sleep with her’ 

1. Jeremy:  <Did you sleep with her.> 
2. Ali:  (A)→ Yeah I fuckin did.=So what. 
 

Here in example 3.7, after repeated accusations by Jeremy that Ali is lying about 

whether or not he slept with Katrina, Jeremy re-asks his original question in line 1, 
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obtaining an admission that Ali did in fact sleep with Katrina. Ali has changed his 

denials that he ‘didn’t sleep with her’ or variations thereof, in example 3.6 to 

agreement with ‘I did sleep with her’ in example 3.7, thereby changing his course of 

action.  

 

After some discussion about other topics, including Gemma and Ali’s child and David 

and Katrina’s relationship, Jeremy returns the discussion to Ali’s infidelity in example 

3.8 as presented following.  

 

Example 3.8 Case 3 ‘I din’t sleep with her’ 

1. Jeremy:  you ↑sit there.=>you don’t even tru-<she comes out. she 
2.   supports you. she loyally sticks up for you.=an you go.  
3.   =<it don’t ma:tter.> 
4. Ali:  [but I’m] 
5. Jeremy  [WHY:.] YOU LET ↓HE:R >attack this WOman.<=  
6.   YOU LET THis woman>the mother of another child on  
7.    the way to you< <<have a go.>>KNOWING. >that she’d 
8.    slept with her all along.<  
9.    that you were lying.=AND you <DON’T CARE.> 
10.    (.8) 
11.    *º↑why should I?º* 
 

In example 3.8 Ali’s response “*º↑why should I?º*” is an implicit admission that he had 

lied because he does not deny the accusation that he lied.  Therefore, with Ali 

accepting that he had lied case 3 meets criteria i) for inclusion in this investigation. 

 

Ali’s acceptance that he had lied comes after he has changed his denials about ‘not 

sleeping with Katrina’ into agreement that he had slept with Katrina. Ali’s orientation 

to his own talk as a lie shows how participants construct the course of action ‘to lie’ 
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by revising their prior action in a lie-relevant environment. In each of the instances so 

far, the lie-teller has changed their course of action and that change in course of 

action has enabled the first ‘version’ of the action to be labelled a ‘lie’. The lie-teller’s 

orientation to their lies—accepting the labelling of their lies by other participants—

provides the evidence that they have lied. This orientation to lying is associated with 

a revision of the action that was labelled a lie. In each case the lie-teller reverses or 

revises their initial utterance providing a new answer (e.g. from ‘no I didn’t’ to ‘yes I 

did’).  

 

3.2.4 Case 4 ‘Are you taping?’ 
The next case is a discussion between three people travelling in the back of a car 

taken from the website YouTube (www.youtube.com). This very short segment of 

video, transcribed entirely below, captures talk between Ally, Beth and Clara. The case 

begins with the camera pointed at Ally, as Figure 3.3 shows.  

 

Figure 3.3 

Example 3.9 Case 4 ‘Are you taping’  

1. Ally:   are you taping.=      
2. Beth:  (L)→ =no.   
3. Clara:   Yeah because we:- =  
4.    =>is that one of your li[es?<      

   ((Camera turns to Clara)) 
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5. Beth: (A)→                 [hehehe[HE he    
6.  Ally:                                                                     [are you really taping?   
7. Beth: (A)→ hehehe *yeah* hehe haha 
8.   (1.2)             
9. Ally:   are you really taping <but you ↓lie::d¿>  
 

At line 2, Beth answers “no” when asked whether or not she is taping; a lie by virtue of 

the fact that the video exists at all. Beth’s laughter at line 5 is placed directly in 

response to Clara’s accusation that Beth had lied in line 2. Ally treats Beth’s laughter 

response as potential agreement that line 2 was lie, re-asking the question with the 

reformulated “are you really taping?” including ‘really’ to treat Beth’s response at line 2 

as potentially not real. Thus, at line 7, Beth admits that she is in fact ‘really taping’ with 

“*yeah*”, thereby amending her response. Ally’s question “are you really taping <but 

you ↓lie::d¿>”, is working to obtain a direct confession that Beth lied. Unfortunately, 

the video ends at line 9, so there is no explicit confession. However, because Beth 

admits that she is ‘really taping’ laughing in response to the labelling of her talk a lie, 

case 4 meets criteria ii) and iii) for inclusion in the collection of lies.  

 

Beth has changed her denial that she is taping ‘no’, to agreement that she is taping 

with ‘yeah’. She has also oriented to her lies by laughing in response to Clara’s 

accusation. Clara has labelled Beth’s utterance a lie and Beth has revised her denial. 

This example from an everyday context demonstrates how lying is achieved through 

both Beth’s changed course of action, from denial to agreement and a labelling of 

that initial denial as a lie by Clara and Ally’s questions about her taping activities.  
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3.2.5 Case 5 ‘Why didn’t you pull over’ 
In case 5, taken from COPS, Jack has been pulled over after a brief chase down a 

Chicago highway and his car is being searched for crack-cocaine by several police 

officers. Jack is being questioned by one officer while other officers search the car as 

pictured in Figure 3.5  

 

Figure 3.5 

Example 3.10 Case 5 ‘Why didn’t you pull over’  

2.  Cop:   so how come you didn’t pull over.  
3.   (1.0) 
4. Jack:  (L)→ °cos° there wasn’t a ↑spo:t. 
 
 ((lines 5–27 omitted))  
 
28. Cop1:   did you not pull over cos you just bought dope and didn’t  
29.    wanna get caught.    
30. Jack:  (A)→ right.    
 
 ((lines 31–43 omitted))  
 
44.  Cop4:   ◦Given us a lotta◦ LIE:S man jus for a couple bags.  
45. Cop5:   ↓Couple ↓b[ags.] 
46. Cop4:                         [Lotta]- lotta lie:s for that right? 
47.    (4.0) 
 

At line 4, when questioned as to why he didn’t immediately pull over once the chase 

had commenced, Jack replies it was because there ‘wasn’t a spot’, explaining why he 
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failed to pull over. However, the police the police officer incorporates his own theory 

about why Jack failed to pull over in his question “did you not pull over cos you just 

bought dope and didn’t wanna get caught.”. In this way when Jack agrees to this 

version of the ‘reason’ at line 30, Jack is revising his explanation of line 4. Additionally, 

in lines 44–46, Jack’s change of explanation between lines 4 and 30 is treated as a lie 

by another police officer listening in to the conversation.12

 

 However, Jack does not 

respond to the accusation that he is lying. During the interaction Jack has changed 

his course of action, revising his explanation by agreeing to a revised ‘reason’ he failed 

to pull over, and this revision is treated as a lie by the other participants. Thus, 

because Jack’s revised action is labelled a lie by the other police officers this case 

meets criteria ii) and iii) for inclusion in the current investigation.  

Cases 1–5 provide examples of participant’s orientations to changed courses of 

action as lies, with the explicit labelling of the original, unrevised action as a lie. This 

shows how lies are ‘worked up’ (Potter, 2004) from prior talk, by participants labelling, 

accusing and treating talk as lies. These methods by which participants treat talk as 

lies, presented in cases 1–5, demonstrate how participants orient to a changed 

course of action when, lying is relevant, as evidence of someone ‘telling a lie’. The fact 

that participants in these cases treat changed actions in lie relevant environments as 

evidence of lying legitimises the use of ‘changed actions’ as a criteria with which to 

                                                        

12 The accusation of lying is a sensitive thing in police business. Lying to a police officer constitutes 
‘obstruction of justice’ something which Tamera from Case 7 (following) was charged with for lying 
about her name.  So accusing a suspect of lying is also a potentially problematic action which might 
distract from the other police work that is going on. An initial hypothesis about why transcript 11 
differs in this regard is based on the ‘weight of evidence’ in this context; Jack has been caught 
speeding from police with crack-cocaine in his car.  
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select lies in the current investigation—even when these revisions are not present 

with explicit labelling of talk as a lie.  

  

3.3 Changed courses of action in ‘lie-relevant’ 
environments 
In the majority of Conversation Analysis (CA) research, analysts do not rely on 

participants’ explicit orientations to a particular social action in order to label that 

action. Atkinson and Drew (1979:31) argue that analysts can formulate actions in talk 

based on their own member knowledge and that participants need not explicitly 

label those actions. Extensive work on such topics as ‘repair’ (Schegloff, 1968, 1996, 

1997, 2000, 2007; Wong, 2000) and ‘preference organisation’ (Schegloff, Jefferson and 

Sacks, 1977, Sacks and Schegloff 1979, Pomerantz, 1984, Sacks, 1987, Stivers and 

Robinson, 2006), among many others, has highlighted that most phenomena 

researched by CA are not explicitly labelled by participants, nor does any sort of 

vernacular term for these phenomena necessarily exist (Schegloff, 2007:7). This stems 

from CA’s concern not to privilege member categories over the orientations of 

participants in conversation (Ten Have, 1999:31).  

 

As an example of this, there is no coherent label or member category for ‘repair’ and 

yet participants in conversations orient to the need for ‘repair’ (Schegloff, Jefferson 

and Sacks, 1977). Participants orient to phenomena such as repair in interaction. 

Despite the fact that they do not explicitly label it repair, this demonstrable 

orientation to repair is sufficient evidence to establish that repair exists. In the current 

investigation, however, participants do label phenomena in some cases, as in 

examples 1–5. As section 3.2 has demonstrated, in which a lie is labelled, the action is 
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also revised. In the next collection of cases (6–10), the lies are not explicitly labelled, 

but lying is made relevant by the participants and the lie-teller subsequently revises 

their response under further re-questioning. How lying is made relevant and the 

manner in which lie-teller’s revise their responses, in accordance with criteria iii), is 

presented next in cases 6–10.  

 

3.3.1 Case 6 ‘Whose crackpipes?’ 
Case 6, taken from COPS, involves Dawn, Tamera and several police officers. Prior to 

this interaction the police officers have found prescription drugs, and a number of 

crackpipes13

                                                        

13 A crackpipe is a glass tube used to smoke the drug ‘crack-cocaine’.  

 in Dawn’s car. During the search Tamera is placed in a police car, due to 

an outstanding warrant, while Dawn’s car is searched. The search of Dawn’s car 

reveals drugs which require a prescription in order to be legally carried; however 

Dawn could not provide such a prescription. This case occurs as Dawn has been 

taken over to Tamera by a police officer in order to ‘figure out who owns what’. Dawn, 

Tamera and the police officer are standing adjacent to the police car as pictured in 

Figure 3.6 below. Two additional police officers (one is referred to as ‘Cop 2’ on the 

transcription; the other is silent and thus not included) are situated off camera.  
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Figure 3.6 

Example 3.11 Case 6 ‘Whose crackpipe?’ 

42.  Dawn:  >an e- I- I am< not >lying.<=  
43.   =Those are  [yours. 
44.  Tamera:        [>there’s not one between your legs, ↑< 
45.    (.3) 
46.  Dawn: (L)→ n[o:- 
47.  Tamera:    [>right now.<  
48.   (.4) 
49.  Dawn:  (L)→ No:. 
50.  Cop 2:  s' there sumthin hidden.= 
51.  Dawn:  (L)→ =↑NO::.=>That’s the thing.<=no:. 
52.    an that's what make[s me so ma:d.] 
 
 ((lines 53–72 omitted))  
 
73.  Cop1:  this turns into[introduction of]contraband into a f- facility.= 
74.                [((handcuff being put on))] 
75.  Cop2:  =this is when you need to come out.= 
76.  Dawn: (A)→ =ok. ok. [ I  d o  h a v e  i t . ]yeah. 
77.                   [((handcuff being put on))] 
78.  Cop 2:  so y-you do-you do have sumthin in yer:(.4)[private] area. 
79.  Dawn: (A)→                                 [ y e : s . ] 
80.           (A)→ yes I do. 
81.  Cop1:  Can you get it out yerself, 
 

Throughout this interaction, Tamera and Dawn are arguing about who owns the 

crackpipes which have been found in Dawn’s car. At lines 46 and 49, in answer to 

Tamera’s accusation that ‘she has one betwen her legs’ Dawn answers ‘no’ denying 

Tamera 

Dawn 

Cop1 
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that there is a crackpipe between her legs. At line 51, she again denies having 

something hidden with another ‘no’ to the second police officer’s question, treating it 

as an accusation that she does have ‘something hidden’. In example 3.11 at line 76, 

Dawn admits that ‘she does have it’ affirming that she does have ‘something in her 

private area’ in lines 79–80. The ‘something in her private area’ of line 78 refers to the 

crackpipe between her legs that Tamera asked her about in line 44.  In line 79–80 

Dawn has revised her denial ‘that she doesn’t have anything hidden’. Lines 79-80 

contain Dawn’s revision of her previous course of action (the denial in lines 46, 49 and 

51) that she ‘doesn’t have anything hidden’ and it is this admission (that she does 

have a crackpipe hidden after all) which provides evidence that her previous 

responses in at lines 46, 49 and 51 are lies.  

 

In case 6 the lie-teller herself orients to lying as a potential problem in line 42, with 

her claim ‘an I am not lying’, despite no other participant having made lying relevant 

at this stage. The lie-teller has made the possibility of lying relevant by explicitly 

denying that she is. Thus, Dawn has oriented to her lies, by revising her action and 

making the possibility of lying relevant. Additionally, the police officer’s turn at line 75 

orients to Dawn’s lack of honesty when he says “this is when you need to come out” 

implying Dawn ‘needs to admit something’. The police officer’s choice of the words 

‘come out’ at line 75, demonstrate that the police officer is showing that he thinks 

there is something that needs to be admitted to, in this case the crackpipe between 

Dawn’s legs. Therefore, case 6 meets criteria iii) for inclusion in the collection of lies for 

the current investigation.  
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3.3.2 Case 7 ‘Tamera false name’ 
Case 7 begins as a police officer draws up to a car parked in a parking lot. Tamera and 

Dawn are seated in the car as the police officer approaches the vehicle and the 

interaction begins. Case 7 is from the same interaction as case 6. Case 7 occurs 

chronologically prior to case 6. The transcribed portion of the case begins at line 3, 

showing the overlap that occurs with the question at line 4.  During the course of the 

interaction the police officer is leaning over the passenger side window, adjacent to 

Tamera, Dawn is seated in the driver’s seat as pictured in Figure 3.7 below. 

 

Figure 3.7 

Example 3.12 Case 7 ‘Tamera false name’ 

3. Tamera:  >I don’t have a [knife.< 
4. Cop:                               [what’s your na:me. 
5. Tamera: (L)→ angela. 
 
 ((lines 6–15 omitted))  
 
16. Cop:  you’re from mai:ne. aright.=>what’s your first name again<? 
17. Tamera: (L)→ angela? 

Cop 

Tamera 
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 ((lines 18–24 omitted))  
 
25.  Cop:  =we:ll I like your real name. = 
26.   =cos obviously you’re giving me a fake name.= 
27.   =ya couldn’t even spell ↓a:ngela? 
28.   >what’s your date of birth.< 
29.   (.8) 
30.  Tamera:  <ma:y fff.>>may eight.< 
 
 ((lines 31–65 omitted))  
 
66. Cop:  what’s your real na:me. 
67.    (.9) 
69 Tamera: (A)→ Tamera. 
70 Cop:  ta:mera,  
  

In lines 5 and 17, the police officer asks Tamera for her name, she answers with 

‘angela’. After a failed attempt at spelling ‘angela’ during the course of the interaction 

(omitted), the police officer states at line 26 that the name Tamera has given is a ‘fake’, 

orienting to a lie as potentially having occurred. In line 69, Tamera admits to her real 

name, changing her original answer and thus, demonstrating that the ‘fake name’ she 

gave in lines 5 and 17 was a lie.  

 

As in case 6, none of the participants in case 7 explicitly label Tamera’s lie(s). However, 

the police officer does orient to her talk, specifically the name she gives at line 5, as 

problematic with “cos obviously you’re giving me a fake name.” at line 26. The fact 

that police officer treats Tamera’s answers as ‘false’, along with the evidence provided 

by change in answers—i.e. a changed course of action— meets criteria iii), thereby 

demonstrating the basis for inclusion of case 7 in the data collection.  
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3.3.3 Case 8 ‘Cottonmouth’  
In case 8, taken from COPS, Kimberly has been pulled over by a police officer. 

Immediately prior to the interaction, video footage shows her running from her car to 

the interior of a nearby bar. In lines 1–8, Kimberly admits to being previously 

convicted for driving under the influence of alcohol. During the interaction Kimberly 

is standing in front of the police car talking to the police officer, as pictured in Figure 

3.8 

 

Figure 3.8 

Example 3.13 Case 8 ‘Cottonmouth’ 

8. Cop:   [Ho]w much have you had to drink tonigh[t. 
9. Kimberly: (L)→                                                      [>nuthin.< 
10.    (.7) 
11. Kimberly: (L)→ >◦Nuth'n.◦< 
12.    (.9) 
13. Kimberly: (L)→ NOthin.=↓No:thing. (.3) >>When I say.<< 
 
 ((lines 14–22 omitted))  
 
23. Cop:   ok.=>Well I can sme:ll the alcohol coming off your   
24.   breath right now.<  
25.   (.8)  
26. Kimberly:  (L)→ It's ↑only mou:thwash.  
 
 ((lines 26–45 omitted, editing break in talk)) 
 
46. Kimberly:  that’s why I’m being ↑honest with you. 
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47.   (.4) 
48. Cop:  ok. 
49.   (.7) 
50.  Cop:   well your HONESTY. all together. Depends on what  
51.   happens tonight. 
52.   (.6) 
53. Cop:  so I’m g- ask you again. >how much have you had to  
54.   drink tonight.< 
55.   (4.5) 
56. Kimberly: (A)→ one->two beers.<= 
57.  Cop:  =where. 
58.   (1.0) 
   

At lines 9, 11 and 13 of example 3.13, Kimberly denies that she has had ‘anything to 

drink’, going on to explain that the smell of alcohol ‘is only mouthwash’ at line 26. 

However, at line 56 Kimberly admits that she has had a ‘one-two beers’ when the 

police officer re-asks the question ‘how much has she had to drink’. Therefore, 

Kimberly has revised her denial that she had had ‘nuthin’ to drink and her explanation 

that the smell was ‘only mouthwash’ by admitting to drinking ‘one-two beers’.  

 

Kimberly makes honesty relevant in the interaction in line 46 with “that’s why I’m 

being ↑honest with you.”. Subsequently the police officer puts Kimberly’s honesty at 

‘interactional stake’ (Edwards and Fasulo, 2006) with “well you’re HONESTY. all 

together. Depends on what happens tonight.” in lines 50–51, orienting to Kimberly’s 

lack of honesty so far. Thus both participants make honesty relevant. Therefore, as in 

the previous cases, evidence for lines 9, 11 and 13 being lies comes from: Kimberly’s 

change in course action, from denying having had anything to drink, to having “one-

>two beers.<”; and Kimberly and the police officer making honesty relevant just prior 

to the police officer re-asking the question. Thus, because Kimberly has revised her 
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action in a lie-relevant environment case 8 meets criteria iii) for inclusion in the 

collection of lies.  

 

3.3.4 Case 9 ‘I dropped mah keys’ 
Case 9 occurs just after an Ohio state police officer has pursued and handcuffed 

Raphael. During the course of the foot pursuit, Raphael was tazed by the police officer 

for failing to comply with the officer’s direction to ‘get on the ground’. The interaction 

in lines 1–39 occurs takes place while Raphael is lying face down on the ground and 

the police officer is standing over him, as pictured in Figure 3.9 below.  

 

Figure 3.9 

Example 3.14 Case 9 ‘I dropped mah keys’  

47. Cop:  is that what you ↑threw? 
48.   .hhhhh ((1sec)) 
49. Raphael: (L)→ >↑I ↑didn’t ↑throw ↑a:ny<-hh. 
50. Cop:  *↑yeah.*[ah. y 
51. Raphael:                  [(I ↑have ↑fee:l ↑it.) 
52. Cop:  aright. Sit up on your butt. 
53. Raphael:  hmphhh. 
54. Cop:  stand u:p¿ 
55. Raphael:  ((grunts)) 
 
In line 49 of example 3.14, Raphael denies that he ‘threw anything’, following some 

discussion (omitted) about some dropped keys and ‘what he threw’.  
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The second transcribed segment of case 9, in Example 3.15, occurs after a brief, edited 

break in the video. Raphael has been led to a police car by two officers, and the same 

police officer from the first excerpt continues to question Raphael. 

 

Example 3.15 Case 9 ‘I dropped mah keys’  

56. Cop:  ya understand your ↑rights.= 
57. Raphael:  =yeah.  
58. Cop:  what do you have this gun for. 
59. Raphael: (L)→ that’s not mi:ne. 
60. Cop:  Raphael. I was right↑behi:nd ya>and watched  
61.   ya<↑to:ss it. I went right over and picked it ↑up.= 
62. Raphael: (L)→ =that’s not mi:ne.=>sir<. 
63. Cop:   ok.=well.   
64.    (1.2) 
65.  Cop:  whu- whut have you been convicted of.=  
66.   =you have any- any felonies?  
 

In lines 59 and 62 of example 3.15, Raphael denies ownership of the gun, with “that’s 

not mine” in response to the police officer’s question of line 58.The police officer’s 

increment of line 60 and 61 “and watched ya< ↑to:ss it” refers back to the police 

officer’s original question at line 47 about ‘what Raphael threw’ in example 3.14.  

 

Example 3.16 occurs after Raphael has been placed in the rear seat of a police car and 

the police officer has discussed the case with a senior police officer who attended the 

scene. The original police officer is leaning into the car window, talking to Raphael as 

he is seated as pictured in figure 3.10.  
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Figure 3.10 

Example 3.16 Case 9 ‘I dropped mah keys’  

13. Cop:    tell me where ya go->thats what I wanna know.<  
14.    is where ya got the gun.=  
15.    =did ya buy it on the street  
16.    did ya git it at >some gun shop< sumwhere. 
17. Raphael:  (A)→ it was over by northside. by kay eff cee.  
18. Cop:   uhhuh.  
19. Raphael:  (A)→ I was talkin ta ma duhde. Dude was walkin down the  
20.    ↑street.= =He asked did I need a gu:n. He kn- >did I  
21.    know anybody wanna buy a gu:n. 
22.    .<ah sed what> ↑ki:nd ◦is it.◦he sed a forty five.= 
23. Cop   =how much did pay for the gun. 
24. Raphael:  (A)→ ◦hundred do:llars.◦  
 

In example 3.16, later in the episode, after further questioning, Raphael admits in line 

17 that he bought the gun ‘over by northside’. The admission that he bought the gun, 

shows that Raphael did, in fact, own the gun. This provides evidence, via Raphael’s 

changed course of action from a denial of ownership to admitting ownership, that 

lines 59 and 62 are lies.  If line 62 is a lie, it follows that line 49 is also a lie; i.e. if the gun 

is Raphael’s, he must have been the one who threw it, therefore he did in fact throw 

something and has lied to the question at line 49.  

 

Example 3.17 Case 9 ‘I dropped mah keys’  
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4. Cop:   .hhh it would behoo've you t' be ho:nest here.= 
5.    I can charge ya with >BOth  the felonies the carry  
6.    concealed weapon.< 
7.    ANd the ↓weapon ↓under ↓disability.  
8.    or if you wanna <cop to the gun> then we can work on  
9.    those charges.=but if you wanna be a knucklehead about 
10.    it. we're gonna charge you with everything ↑available.  
 

In example 3.17, which occurs chronologically between example 3.14 and 3.15, the 

police officer treats Raphael’s utterance as a lie by asking Raphael to ‘cop to the gun’ 

in line 8, and thereby to admit that it was his, in order to not be a ‘knucklehead’ in 

lines 9 and 10. The police officer is making admission a relevant thing and thereby 

orienting to ‘not lying’. This, coupled with Raphael’s change in action, from denial, to 

accepting the gun was his, ensures this case meets the criteria for inclusion in the 

collection of lies.  

 

3.3.5 Case 10 ‘Sack o weed’  
In case 10, once again drawn from COPS, a police officer has pulled over a van with 

two occupants. The occupants are not named during the course of the segment. 

Prior to the interaction in example 3.18 below, one occupant of the car has already 

been detained by police, and while the other is the person reflected to in the 

transcript. The occupant of the van who is being spoken to in case 10 is referred to as 

‘Player 1’ because the police officer uses the membership category term ‘player’ to 

refer to him, in the course of the video segment. Player 1 is seated in the van as the 

police officer questions him as pictured in Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11 

Example 3.18 Case 10 ‘sack o weed’ 

1. Cop1:  Nothing wi:ld. in the whip right? 
2. Player 1: (L)→ <not at a:ll.> 
3. Cop1:  you [su:re; 
4.              [((van door opening for .5s)) 
5. Cop1:   W’ WHOSE SACK O WEEDS THIS RIGHT HERE! 
6. Player1:  who. 
7. Cop1:  >THE ONE SITTIN RIGHT ON THE BACK SEAT.< 
8. Player1: (L)→ oh uh. c’mon man it’s. It aint mine for sure. 
 
 ((lines 9–72 omitted))  
 
73. Cop1:   SO unless he mans up to the wee:d right now.  
74. Player1:   who.=him?  
75. Cop1:   yup. your gonna go for it.=cos its your car.  
76. Player1:  (L)→ yeah?=but-I-bu-ah-but it-but it ain’t my bag o ↑weed,  
77.    officer. At all.=  
 

In line 1 above the police officer asks “Nothing wi:ld. in the whip right?”.14

                                                        

14 ‘Wild’ in this context refers to ‘anything illegal’ and ‘whip’ is an American vernacular term for a car 
(

 Player 1 

agrees in line 2 with “<not at a:ll>”, but is soon shown to be lying when the police 

officer finds a ‘sack of weed’ on the back seat in lines 5 and 7. In line 8 Player 1 denies 

that the ‘weed’ is his, and again in line 76 a few minutes later following an edited 

break in the video. 

http://www.urbandictionary.com). 

Player 1 

Cop 

http://www.urbandictionary.com/�
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Example 3.19 occurs during the same episode but after extended discussion and 

some intervening business with a nearby car crash. After the other business is dealt 

with and the police officer has taken the statement of the second occupant of the 

van the police officer returns to discuss the situation with Player 1.  

 

Example 3.19 Case 10 ‘sack o weed’ 

106. Cop1:    all I’m asking is.  
107.    If you’re a hundred percent ho:nest with me. 
108. Player 1:  right.  
109. Cop:  you could dri:ve away right now.  
110. Player1:  ↑Y[EEEE.] 
111. Cop:      [but right] now I know you’re not being honest with me. 
112.    [ o k . ] 
113. Player1:  [the B]Ag o’ weed. see the bag of.  
114.   (A)→>the bag o’ weed is mine. regardless< 
115.    Now you °>hear what I’m sayin.<° 
116. Cop:  ↑just ↑tell ↑me ↑the ↑truth.  
117.    [>if it’s not yours it’s not       ]yours< 
118. Player 1  [I-  i- actually had (summers)] 
119. Cop  [>but I DO want you to tell me the ↑truth<] 
120. Player 1   [ I  d o  s m o k e  < w e e d > ] 
121.   (A)→ >>I did give him a bag o’ weed earlier.<< 
122.    >>but I aint know he put it in the ca:r.<< 
123.  (A)→ >>but it was<< Mi(h)ne.=>but I never put it in the ↑car.<= 
  

After establishing that Player 1 could “drive away right now” in lines 107–109, Player 1 

admits the ‘weed’ is his in line 114, revising his original denials that the ‘weed’ is not 

his. The police officer treats Player 1’s statement as ‘not honest’ in line 111, saying 

“[but right] now I know you’re not being honest with me”. Line 111 works in First Pair 

Part (FPP) position, projecting a response from Player 1. The police officer’s turn at line 

111 works to treat all of Player 1’s previous statements as ‘not honest’ and thus treats 

Player 1’s statement in line 8, example 3.18 that the ‘weed is not his’, as not true. In 
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this way the police officer has oriented to Player 1’s original denials of possessing the 

weed as ‘not true’ and thus by admitting to owning the weed in line 114 Player 1 has 

changed from denial of ownership of the weed, to admission of ownership. Hence, 

there is evidence that there are lies in case 10 based on a change in course of action, 

from denial to admission as well as an orientation to lying by the participants, thereby 

meeting criteria iii) for including case 10 in the collection.  

 

3.4 Boundary cases: changed actions and member 
knowledge 
CA as a discipline accepts the need for analysts to use their ‘member knowledge’ 

when conducting analysis (Turner, 1971, Atkinson and Drew, 1979, Ten Have, 1999). 

Analysts must have an understanding of the culture in which they are located in 

order to analyse phenomena within that culture. Therefore, the use of ‘member 

knowledge’—drawing on ‘what anyone in the culture knows’ (Turner, 1971:177, 

Garfinkel, 1967:180)—to identify a particular phenomenon is part of CA practice. 

However, this is distinct from analysing interactions ‘in the participants’ own terms’ 

(Schegloff, 1997) where the actions and treatment of talk by participants is used as 

evidence. Conversation analysts use their member knowledge to identify the 

orientations of participants in interactions, rather than to simply assert that a 

phenomenon is present (Schegloff, 1997). Thus, the final two ‘borderline’ cases 

(Schegloff, 1996) will be scrutinized for participants’ orientations to lying. Also, in 

order to demonstrate the rigid methodology used to select lies section 3.4.2 will 

show why case 12 cannot be included in the collection of lies used in this 

investigation.  
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3.4.1 Case 11 ‘Some guy drove me foo’ 
Case 11, taken from COPS, is an interaction between two police officers and Lilyanna 

in a bedroom. Lilyanna is drunk, which she later admits to, and has illegally entered 

the house in order to sleep. As pictured in Figure 3.12, Lilyanna is being placed under 

arrest. The questioning continues after the arrest, as shown below in line 42.  

 

Figure 3.12 

Example 3.20 Case 11 ‘some guy drove me foo’  

42. Cop1:  (.9) 
43.    We:ll?=First of all ya got a warrant fer yer arrest.  
44.    second of <a:ll_>  
45.    (.7)  
46.    how'd ju git here.  
47.    (.5)  
48. Lilyanna: (L)→ ↑°*mah >boyfriend >>brett<< dropped me off(hh)*<° 
 
 ((lines 49–54 omitted)) 
 
54. Cop1:   how did you git here. 
55.    (.7) 
56. Lilyanna:  (L)→ e- s’guy dropped me off. Wh[y:?] 
57. Cop1:                 [A g]u:y dropped ya off? 
58. Lilyanna:  (L)→ yea[ : h . ]      
59. Cop1:      ↓[Wh]ats his name. 
60. Lilyanna:  (L)→ his name’s Andrew. 
61. Cop1:   ANDrew.  
62. Lilyanna:   ↑yea:h.  

Cop 1 

Lillyanna 

Cop 2 
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 ((lines 63–65 omitted)) 
 
66. Cop1:   Okay,=how did you git here.  
67.    (4.0) 
68. Lilyanna:  (A)→ °>I took a girl’s car.< ° 
 

At line 48, Lilyanna answers the police officer’s question about how she arrived at the 

house with “*°↑mah >boyfriend >>brett<< dropped me off(hh)<°*”. At line 56, she 

responds to a similar question with “e- s’guy dropped me off.” but provides a new 

name, “Andrew” at line 60. After a cut in the video and a further two minutes of 

argument between Lilyanna and another occupant of the house the police officer re-

asks  the question about how Lilyanna ‘got here’ obtaining a new account at line 68, 

with her response “°>I took a girl’s car.< °”.  

 

The way in which the participants in case 11 orient to the lie is evident with the police 

officer’s persistent re-asking of ‘how she got here’. Re-asking the question treats the 

prior answers as ‘insufficient’ by the re-asker showing that he does not ‘know’ her prior 

answer. By re-asking the question, the police officer is showing that he does not 

know—and therefore does not believe—‘how she got here’ despite the fact that the 

question has been answered each time it was asked. However, as evidence of lying in 

this case this re-asking is fairly tenuous because the re-asking is not a direct 

orientation to lying. Rather, it relies on the analyst’s, and the readers’, ‘member 

knowledge’. Inasmuch as it presupposes that treating a changed course of action as 

problematic is equivalent to treating a changed course of action as a lie. In this 

instance, this case has been included because Lilyanna does change her action and 

therefore her lie is available as a phenomenon for any ‘competent member of the 

culture to inspect and confirm’ (Atkinson and Drew, 1979).  
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3.4.2 Case 12 ‘Any drugs?’ 
In case 12, from COPS, a police officer is questioning Juan, a non-native speaker of 

English, about the contents of his truck and what his activities that night.  A number 

of other police are situated around the truck engaged in arresting two other 

occupants of the car, as pictured in Figure 3.13.  

 

 

Figure 3.13 

Example 3.21 Case 12 ‘Any drugs?’  

25. Cop1:   Any dru:gs?  
26. Juan:  (L)→ *Na(hh.)o.* 
 
 ((lines 27–31 omitted)) 
 
32. Cop:  a:nd. >he’s trying to find out their knowledge-> basis of  
33.   knowledge< of the cocaine that was in the ↑ca:r. 
34.    (.5) 
35.   and >if they< live at the <HOU:se.> In which err >we saw  
36.   them leave.< 
37.  (A)→ SO far >one person has admitted to the knowledge of the  
38.   cocaine.< 
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39.    AND has actually >admitted that he< lives in the house.  
40.    and has given us permission <to:> go in the house.  
 

After denying drinking, Juan also denies ‘drugs’ in line 26. Due to the cross linguistic 

interaction, it is unclear if ‘any drugs’ refers to having taken drugs or possessing drugs. 

In the ensuing video data after Juan is questioned about whether there are any drugs 

in his car, the police find almost one kilogram of cocaine in the car and Juan admits—

off-camera—that he knew there was cocaine the car. In their formulation of Juan’s 

account, the police officers describe an ‘admission’; that is, they orient to Juan’s 

change in course of action. However, in the case the change in denials is not available 

for inspection and on that basis this case is not included in the collection of lies. This 

is despite the evidence of cocaine in the car on the video data. This case is excluded 

because there is no direct evidence that any participant has oriented to Juan’s 

statement as a lie and therefore there is no evidence using the three criteria that Juan 

has lied.  

 

3.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has demonstrated the way in which the 11 cases of lying satisfy the 

three criteria used in the current investigation. The 11 cases contain a total of 39 

individual lies. Based on the actions of participants in each interaction, this chapter 

demonstrated why in each case it could be shown that participants’ were treating 

prior talk as a lie. Inclusion of cases in the collection of lies was based on three 

possible criteria: i) agreement by the lie-teller that a lie has occurred; ii) the explicit 

labelling of talk as lies by other participants; and iii) the ‘revision’ of a prior action by a 

lie-teller, thereby changing the course of action, in a ‘lie relevant’ environment. These 

strict criteria for inclusion are necessary in order to avoid importing any analytical bias 
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or assumptions onto the data. In this investigation the selection of cases was based 

strictly in the ‘participants’ own terms’. Using this method of selection this naturalistic 

investigation avoided the assumptions and circularity inherent when selecting cases 

using definitions. Thus, the data for the current investigation has reliable ground truth 

obtained in the participants’ own terms.  
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Chapter 4  
The features lies in context 
 

4.1 Introduction 
The following analysis of the collection of lies established in chapter 3, explores three 

features of lies, their placement in SPP position, their organisation as TCUs and the 

management of explanations of lies in the environment of denials15

Also, analysis of the organisation of specific post-TCU ‘expansions’ (Schegloff, 

2007:115)—the explanations required by denials—demonstrates the manner in 

which lie-tellers avoid explanations of their lies as denials. Therefore, this chapter 

dealing with the features of lies is divided into three sections: i) the sequential 

placement of lies in the adjacency pair (section 4.2), ii); the delivery of lies as one TCU, 

even as one TCU of a multi-TCU turn at talk (section 4.3) and iii) the lack of 

explanation for denials which are lies (section 4.4).  

.  As chapter 2 

discusses, analysing the management of adjacency pairs by participants in 

interactions can reveal part of the organisation of talk-in-interaction. Thus, the 

organisation of lies in talk can be revealed by investigating the sequential placement 

of lies.  Similarly, analysis of the organisation of TCUs, whether actions take one TCU or 

multiple TCUs to accomplish (Lerner, 1991) or utterances occur in ‘pre-TCU’ position 

(Schegloff, 2007:46), can reveal how lies are organised in talk.  

 

                                                        

15 See chapter 2, parts 2.4.1–2.4.2 for more detail on SPPs and TCUs.  
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4.2 Lies in second position 
The first and most apparent feature of lies is their sequential placement within 

adjacency pairs: all 39 lies, as presented in chapter 3, are in SPP position. The lies, from 

11 different cases, are all in response to questions in three different interactional 

environments. Research shows that police questioning is undertaken in a question-

answer format, designed to elicit a formulation of ‘what happened’ (Kidwell, 2006, 

2009, Edwards, 2008). Similarly, about talk-shows, Ilie (1999) demonstrates that 

interaction occurs in a question-answer format controlled and co-ordinated by the 

show host. As chapter 3 demonstrated, cases 5–11 are ‘questioning by police’, cases 

1–3 are from a talk-show and case 4 is from ‘everyday interaction’. Thus, the 

sequential placement of lies in these three contexts is demonstrated next.    

 

4.2.1 Lies in second position – police questioning 
The first context within the data collection is from interactions between police and 

citizens on the COPS show. In each of these cases the lie-tellers are being questioned 

by police about suspected illegal activity. The lie is arrowed in each example.  

 

Example 4.1 Case 6 ‘Whose crackpipe?’ 

44.  Tamera:   [>there’s not one between your legs?< 
45.    (.3) 
46.  Candice: → [no. 
 
Example 4.2 Case 7 ‘Tamera false name’ 

3. Cop:                                     [what’s your na:me. 
4. Tamera: → angela. 
 
Example 4.3 Case 8 ‘Cottonmouth’ 

8. Cop:   [Ho]w much have you had to drink tonigh[t. 
9. Kimberly: →                              [>nuthin.< 
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Example 4.4 Case 9 ‘I dropped mah keys’  

58. Cop:  what do you have this gun for. 
59. Raphael: → that’s not mi:ne. 
 
Example 4.5 Case 10 ‘Sack o weed’  

1.  Cop:   so how come you didn’t pull over. 
2.    (.7)  
3. Jack:  →  cos there wasn’t a ↑spo:t.   
 

Each of the lies above comes in response to a FPP designed as a question. In 

examples 4.2 and 4.4 the question take the form of a ‘wh’ question (what, where, why 

etc), in 4.3 and 4.5 the question takes a ‘how’ form, and in example 4.1 the question is 

marked by the final rising intonation. Each lie in these examples (arrowed), ‘completes 

the action’ (Schegloff, 2007) of the FPP, by answering a question (example 4.2), 

denying a basis of the question (examples 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4) or providing a reason and 

thereby treating the question as an accusation (example 4.5). Thus, because they are 

in response to an action and complete that action each of the examples are SPPs.  

 

4.2.2 Lies in second position – television talk-shows 
The cases of lies from the television talk-show, the Jeremy Kyle Show, display an even 

more regular occurrence in the distribution of lies in SPP position, all occurring as 

negations. In all but 2 examples, (in examples 4.18 and 4.29 below) lies in the data 

collection from the Jeremy Kyle Show are denials (negating the FPP) in SPP position. 

Examples of this from each case are demonstrated below. Lies are arrowed in each 

example. 
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Example 4.6 Case 1 ‘Tell the TRUTH’ 

32.    You were ↑lying again mate.  
33.    ◦weren't you.◦=  
34. James: → [=>no.< 
 
Example 4.7 Case 2 ‘Andy’ 

7. Jeremy:   did you ↑slee:p with her. 
8. Andy:  → no. 
 
 ((lines 9–28 omitted))  
 
28. Jeremy:    >so ya didn’t sleep with her.<=  
29. Andy: → =ºnah.º 
 
Example 4.8 Case 3 ‘I din’t sleep with her’ 

27. Jeremy:                                      [you <DIDNT] ↑SLEEP> with her,= 
28. Ali: → [=*nah I did not.*] 
 
  

Each of the lies presented in examples 4.6–4.8 are denials of the prior FPP. The FPPs 

being denied take the form of questions (4.7, line 7), accusations (4.6), requests for 

confirmation (4.8) and formulations (4.7, line 28). In each case the lie-teller denies that 

they have done a ‘complainable’ action (Drew, 1998, Schegloff, 2005), either by 

denying accusations, or by agreeing with a formulation using a negation (Jefferson, 

2002). In each case the FPP is initiating an action by accusing the lie-teller of having 

done a complainable action and the lie-teller is denying that action, thereby working 

to complete the action of the FPP by denying it. Thus, because each lie is completing 

an action and responding to an initiation of action, each of the lies presented above 

occurs in SPP position. 

 

One of the lies in case 1 presents an even stronger case for the occurrence of lies in 

SPP position, demonstrating that lies do not need to be contiguous with the FPP to 
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which they respond. In this lie, from case 1 (see chapter 3, section 3.2.1) James is 

denying that he cheated on his girlfriend Nina. Just prior to this example polygraph 

results designed to test whether James was lying about ‘cheating on’ Nina have been 

revealed. In this stretch of talk Jeremy has just read out the questions in the 

polygraph test and James’s answers which have ‘proven’ that James was lying. 

 

Example 4.9 Case 1 ‘Tell the TRUTH’ 

64. Nina:   it pro:ves that youv’e- youve cheated on me.  
65.    regardless of whether they were male <or female.> 
66. Jeremy:   >she doesn’t care. she wants to know the truth.<  
67.  → >>[DID you] cheat on her.<< 
68. James:                          [aright.]                                  
69.    ok. aright. fine. 
69.   (1.0) 
70. James  well. 
71.   (.6) 
72. James  you’ve got the results there. I’m off. 
 
After Nina formulates the upshot of the polygraph test results at line 67 Jeremy 

follows up on this formulation, re-asking “>>[DID you] cheat on her.<<”. Rather than 

answering the question, at line 69 James accepts that he may have cheated on Nina 

with “ok aright. fine.” using ‘change of activity’ tokens (Gardner, 2001:56) to preface his 

upcoming dispreferred non-answer 16

 

 (Pomerantz, 1984, Schegloff, 2007) “well. you’ve 

got the results there. I’m off.”. At line 73 James leaves the stage leaving the question 

unanswered.  

James does not return to the stage until line 74 in example 4.10. Between the two 

examples, Jeremy and Nina are having a discussion until James unexpectedly returns.  

                                                        

16 For a fuller discussion of preference see chapters 2 and 5. 
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Example 4.10 Case 1 ‘Tell the TRUTH’ 

74. Jeremy:  >oh e's back. right I'm mo:vin.< 
74. James:  RIGHT. ((walk to centre stage 1.0))  
75.    one fing I've gotta say to you nina.  
76.  → I dint cheat on you (.3) when we ↑we:re together.  
77.    (.5)   
78. James: → it was when we ↓was split up. right?  
79.    (.6)  
80. James:  >that’s what I wanna get out in the open now.< 
81.   (1.5) 
82. Jeremy:  [>Well] it wouldn’t be che:ating would it?< 
83. Nina:  [ah hh.] 
84.     (.6) 
 
 
At line 75 of example 4.10 James establishes himself as the next speaker with “RIGHT” 

in a FPP position, connecting his forthcoming talk with a prior relevant thing from 

another conversation (Gardner, 2001:52). At line 76 James sets up an extended turn at 

talk for himself using what is called a ‘story preface’ (Sacks, 1992:9) to obtain rights to 

more than one turn at talk with “one fing I've gotta say to you nina.”. He then follows 

on with the main telling in line 77 “I dint cheat on you. (.3) when we ↑we:re together. 

(0.5) it was when we ↓was split up.”. In line 77, by denying it, James is treating to 

Jeremy’s question from line 67 as an accusation. In line 77 James is using raised pitch 

and an elongated vowel to indicate contrastive stress between this TCU and the TCU 

to follow. This contrastive stress projects that he is ‘not finished’, following with the 

admission that he ‘cheated’ on Nina when they were ‘split up’.  

 

James’s “RIGHT” in line 75 of example 4.10 works to connect his upcoming narrative 

with the prior talk (Gardner, 2001:51), the officially absent answer to the unanswered 

question of line 63 of example 4.9. The “RIGHT” in line 75 works to set James’s 

upcoming talk as a ‘retro sequence’ (Schegloff, 2007:217) targeting the unanswered 
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question of line 63 as relevant to the current turn James is producing. James’s denial 

of what he is treating as Jeremy’s accusation in line 63 is in response to a FPP, the 

question-accusation. Thus, line 77 is a SPP lie similar to the other example denials in 

response to a FPP—the lie in example 4.10 at line 77. 

 

4.2.3 Lies from everyday talk in SPP position  
The remaining case is from an ‘everyday conversation’, (case 4, chapter 3, Section 

3.2.4) in which Ally, Beth and Clara are talking in the back of a car, and Beth is holding 

a video camera, recording the conversation. The lie in case 4 also demonstrates a 

question-answer/accusation-denial format with the lie in SPP position. As the 

recording starts Beth’s camera is pointing towards Ally.    

 

Example 4.11 Case 4 ‘Are you taping’ 

1. Ally:   are you taping.=      
2. Beth:  → =no.   
 
Ally’s turn at line 1 is seeking an account for the camera pointed directly at her, in 

addition to addressing the question of ‘whether she is taping’. Beth provides a short 

rush-though (Schegloff, 1982) denial “no.”, thus, ensuring her own speakership in 

response to the question. Ally selects Beth in line 1 with ‘you’ so the rush-though in 

Beth’s response is not hearable as seeking a turn, instead it shows ‘urgency’, seeking 

to ward off any possible complaints. Thus, Beth’s turn at line 2 is not only answering 

Ally’s question, it is also treating Ally’s question as a potential complaint by denying it. 

Thus, in both ways Beth’s lie at line 2 completes the action of the FPP, and is therefore 

a SPP.  
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 Because the pattern of lies in SPP position extends from the police and talk-show 

contexts into everyday interaction, there is limited evidence that lies always occur in 

SPP position. Especially as Sacks (1984:23) notes, that a single case of a practice can 

prove to be ‘enormously generalisable’, so the occurrence of a lie in SPP position in 

case 4 demonstrates that lies in everyday talk can follow the pattern evident in police 

and talk-show contexts. Similarly Psathas (1995) notes that conversation analysts 

should not be concerned with the frequency or distribution of a phenomenon, but 

with its organisation. Thus, this section has demonstrated the organisation of lies in 

these environments, showing how lies are generally delivered in SPP position.  

 

4.3 Turn size  
The second feature of lies in the data collection, is the turn size of lies. All lies within 

the data collection are organised within a single TCU, as a single SPP. All 39 lies are 

only one TCU in length. Even lies within multi-TCU turns are nevertheless still only 

produced as one TCU within the multi-TCU turn. Therefore, the following section 

demonstrates that lies, in police and talk-show contexts, are single TCUs, even within 

multi-TCU turns.  

 

4.3.1 Lies as the whole turn at talk 
The majority of lies in the data collection, 33 out of 39 instances, are achieved 

through an entire turn at talk, as one single TCU. Sacks et al. (1974) described four 

types of TCU, single word, phrasal, clausal and sentential. Within the data there are 17 

single word/single TCU lies and 13 instances of lies as single TCU phrases, clauses or 

sentences. The general form and distribution of these single word TCU and multi 

word TCU lies are presented in the following section.  
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Lies as single word/single TCUs, taking the whole turn at talk, are delivered as denials, 

agreements, and answers within the data collection. Within the data collection single 

word/single TCU, lies occur as denials in 11 instances, as agreements to other 

speaker’s formulations in 3 instances, and as answers in 2 instances. Each of these 

forms of single word/single TCU, lies are presented next. Lies are arrowed in each 

example.  

 

Example 4.12 Case 2 ‘Andy’ [denial]  

7. Jeremy:  did you ↑slee:p with her. 
8. Andy:  → ºno.º 
9.    (0.7) 
10. Jeremy:   Gl[en (.) did you] sleep with her= 
11. Gemma:      [ l i : a : r ] 
 
Example 4.13 Case 4 ‘Are you taping’ [denial] 

1. Ally:   are you taping.=      
2. Beth:  → =no.   
3. Clara:   Yeah because we:- =  
4.    =>is that one of your li[es?<  
 
Example 4.14 Case 2 ‘Andy’ [agreement] 

28. Jeremy:   >so ya didn’t sleep with her.<=  
29. Andy: → =ºnah.º= 
30. Lisa:  [=li:a:r.] 
31. Jeremy:   [So thi-] this<again>↓is:<the rantings of a woman who:.>  
32.    (.3)  
33. Jeremy:  ↑is a compulsive ↑>liar.<=   
34. Andy:   =ºyes. 
 
Example 4.15 Case 7 ‘Tamera false name’ [answer]  

5. Cop:                           [whats your na:me. 
6. Tamera: → angela. 
7. Cop:  and how bout you maam.  
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In each of the examples presented above the lie is treated as a complete turn at talk 

by the subsequent talk of other participants in the interaction. In examples 4.12–4.14 

each lies is treated as complainable, and thereby as a complete turn, by labelling the 

prior turn a lie, or by labelling the lie-teller as a ‘liar’. In example 4.15, at line 7, the 

police officer treats the business of the prior turn as complete, but relevant to the 

current turn, by ‘and-prefacing’ his turn (Heritage and Sorjonen, 1994, Nevile, 2006). 

Thus, each of the lies is treated as a complete, albeit potentially problematic, action 

by the other participants in the interactions. 

 

Ford and Thompson, (1996) and Schegloff (2007:4) show that participants mark end 

of a TCU with terminal pitch contour, a complete action (Schegloff, 2007) or 

‘pragmatic completion’ (Ford and Thompson, 1996) and with syntactic completion. 

Thus, as complete actions, the lies in examples 4.11–4.15 are pragmatically complete. 

Also as single word turns these lies are single noun phrases and are therefore, 

syntactically complete and, with terminal falling intonation in each case, they are 

intonationally complete. In summary, the lies in examples 4.11–4.15 demonstrate the 

most common way lies in the data collection are delivered—as a single word TCUs, 

taking the whole turn at talk.  

 

Lies occur as phrases, or clauses, with no intra-turn silences in 13 of the instances in 

the data. These single TCU, multi-word lies are delivered as short phrases in SPP 

position, as denials in 9 instances, as explanations in 2 instances and as answers in 3 

instances. To demonstrate how lies are delivered as one TCU, lies that are as delivered 

as short phrases are presented below, arrowed in each example.  
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Example 4.16 Case 3 ‘I din’t sleep with her’ [denial]  

33. Jeremy:   you DIDNT slee:p with °Katrina.° 
34. Ali: → nah I did not.= 
35. David:  =okay we'll take a lie: detector test then. 
 
Example 4.17 Case 8 ‘Cottonmouth’ [explanation] 

23. Cop:   ok.=>Well I can sme:ll the alcohol coming off your   
24.   breath right now.<  
25.   (.8)  
26. Kimberly:  → It's ↑only mou:thwash.  
27.    (.8)  
28. Cop:   Mou:thwash. 
 
Example 4.18 Case 11 ‘some guy drove me foo’ [answer] 

59. Cop1:   ↓[Wh]ats his name. 
60. Lilyanna:  → his name’s Andrew. 
61. Cop1:   ANDrew.  
62. Lilyanna:   ↑yea:h.  
 

In each of these examples (4.16–4.18) participants are treating lies as pragmatically 

complete by orienting to them as a turn. In example 4.16 David is implying that Ali is 

telling a lie by suggesting a new course of action ‘taking a lie detector test’, thus, 

treating Ali’s turn in line 34 of example 4.16 as a lie and, thereby, a complete turn. In 

examples 4.17–417 the police officers request confirmation of a part of the lie in the 

prior turn, using falling intonation in the single word repeat confirmation. Edwards 

(2008) shows that police officers often use this kind of repeat to confirm part of 

suspect/citizens statement during statement taking. Therefore, by working to confirm 

the prior turn these repeats are treating the prior turn as complete. Also each lie is 

delivered with a single intonational contour and complete syntax. Thus, each lie is a 

single TCU, according to the criteria for TCU—pragmatic, syntactic and intonational 

completion (Ford and Thompson, 1996, Schegloff, 2007). 
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To summarise, examples 4.11–4.18 demonstrate how lies in the data collection occur 

as single turn single TCUs. Lies in these examples above take the whole turn at talk 

and are pragmatically, syntactically and intonationally complete. This demonstrates 

that there is evidence that in police questioning and television talk-show 

environments lies occur as single TCUs in the SPP position and, moreover, can occur 

in this position in question answer sequences more widely.  

 

4.3.2 Lies within multi-TCU turns 
In a minority of cases—6 out of 39 in the data collection—lies are produced by lie-

tellers within multi-TCU turns17

 

. However, despite their production within multi-TCU 

turns, they are not produced as multiple TCUs. This section demonstrates that, in 

each multi-TCU turn containing lies, the lies are only one of the TCUs which form the 

multi-TCU turn and how these multi-TCU turns containing lies come in two forms, the 

dispreferred turn and the story-prefaced turn. 

Lies are present as single TCUs in the multi-TCU turns which deliver dispreferred turns 

in the data collection. Both instances of dispreferred turns as lies come from case 10, 

where Player 1 is being questioned about the ‘weed’ (marijuana) that has been found 

in his car. The lies are arrowed in example 4.19 below.  

 

                                                        

17 Lerner (1991, 1996) distinguishes compound TCUs as opposed to single TCUs within multi-TCU turns. 
Compound TCUs are multi-turn TCUs, where several points of intonational completion can occur but 
there is a single instance of pragmatic completion. Lerner (1991) gives the example of ‘If X, then Y’ 
where the ‘if X’ statements occur as one turn at talk, with terminal intonation, but pragmatic 
completion only occurs after the ‘then Y’ component.  
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Example 4.19 Case 10 ‘sack o weed’  

5. Cop1:   W’ WHOSE SACK O WEEDS THIS RIGHT HERE! 
6. Player1:  who. 
7. Cop1:  >THE ONE SITTIN RIGHT ON THE BACK SEAT.< 
8. Player1: → oh uh. c’mon man it’s. It aint ↑mine for sure. 
 
 ((lines 9–72 omitted)) 
 
73. Cop1:   SO unless he mans up to the wee:d right now.  
74. Player1:   who.=him?  
75. Cop1:   yup. your gonna go for it.=cos its your car.  
76. Player1:  → yeah?=but- I- bu- ah- but it- but it aint my bag o ↑weed, officer.  
 

In lines 8 and 76 Player 1 provides “It aint mine for sure.” and “but it aint my bag o 

↑weed, officer.” Both of these TCUs occur after complete intonation “oh uh c’mon 

man its.” in line 8 and “yeah?” in line 76. The talk pre-TCU prior to the lie “oh uh.” in 

line 8 works to show a dispreferred turn is in progress. In line 8 “oh uh”, is not within 

the same intonation contour as the lie nor does it achieve the same action as the lie, 

which was a denial that the ‘weed’ is Player 1’s. Similarly in line 76 the “yeah?” 

achieves a different action, questioning the prior turn. Also “yeah?” in line 76 has its 

own intonation contour. The “but- I- bu- ah- but it-” is part of self repair prior to the lie 

TCU and so is hearably part of the TCU. Thus, in these examples the lies are achieved 

with one TCU within multi-TCU turns.  

 

These examples of lies as dispreferred turns demonstrate how additional utterances 

added prior to dispreferred turns serve to deliver a dispreferred turn, and are not 

interactional work that delivers the lie. Thus, lies in dispreferred turns are delivered as 

one TCU.  
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The second variety of multi-TCU turns, within which lies occur as single TCUs, are 

turns at talk set up by lie-tellers with a ‘story preface’ (Sacks, 1992:9) . A story preface 

allows speakers to take multiple turns at talk, thereby relaxing the normal rules for 

turn taking in conversation (Sacks, 1992:9, see summary in chapter 2 and Sacks et al. 

1974 for the normal rules for turn taking). These TCUs are set up as multi-TCU turns, 

by an initial ‘pre-telling’ utterance which works to temporarily relax the rules for turn-

taking in conversation. However, while the larger turn in which the lie is situated is 

more complex—comprised of multiple TCUs—the lies themselves are achieved with 

only one TCU.  

 

In example 4.20 below, Ali is denying that he slept with Katrina. This example occurs 

after Jeremy has asked Ali repeatedly ‘whether he slept with her’ (see chapter 3, 

section 3.3.3).  The lie in example 4.20 below is arrowed. 

 

Example 4.20 Case 3 ‘I din’t sleep with her’  

41. Ali:  =Lemme tell you dis yea:h.  
42.    (.4)  
43. Ali:  → nah I never.  
44.    (.3)  
45.  Ali:  yea:h? 
46.    =an dat baby dat dis guy here's talkin about yeah.  
47.    She was slee:pin yeah? wif a bo:y dat was younger den her. 
 
 
In line 41 Ali is setting up an extended turn at talk with “=Lemme tell you dis yea:h.”, 

followed with the lie “nah I never.” at line 43. Then, in line 45 Ali produces “yea:h?” 

designed to elicit agreement from the recipient of the storytelling. Ali’s explanation 

from lines 46–47 “=an dat baby dat dis guy here's talkin about yeah. She was slee:pin 

yeah? wif a bo:y dat was younger den her.” refers to ‘dat baby’ rather than whether Ali 
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slept with Katrina and thus, does not relate to the lie, that Ali ‘didn’t sleep with’ 

Katrina. Therefore, while the lie in line 43 is located adjacent to an explanation in lines 

46–47 and a TCU designed to elicit agreement in line 45, these other TCUs are other 

actions, not the denial that chapter 3, section 3.3.3, demonstrated was a lie.  

 

Examples 4.19 and 4.20 demonstrate how within multi TCU turns that include lies, the 

lies are achieved in a single TCU. Thus, in conjunction with the evidence of single TCU 

lies in section 4.2, this demonstrates that lies, within these two question-answer 

environments of police questioning and talk-show, are produced by lie-tellers as a 

single TCU.  

 

4.4 Lies without explanation 
Another feature of lies is absent explanations for lies which are denials. There are 25 

available18

 

 instances of lies as denials and none of these denials are explained. 

However, research has shown that explanations for denials, or other complainable 

actions, normally occur adjacent to the denial or action that could be considered 

complainable (Antaki, 1994:83). Also, participants can delay the explanation for a 

variety of interactional purposes (Ford, 2001, 2002). Therefore, presented next is a 

comparison of denials in non-lie and lie environments in order to demonstrate how 

explanations for lies which are denials are absent. 

                                                        

18 In the 26th, instance, in case 4, recording stopped before it could be determined whether an 
explanation was provided. 
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4.4.1 Explanations for denials 
Research shows (Coulter, 1990, Antaki, 1994, Ford, 2001, 2002) that denials make an 

explanation for that denial, a post expansion19

 

 explanation, the necessary next action 

in conversation. If something has been proposed by one participant and it is denied 

by another participant then participants treat an explanation for denial as required 

(Ford, 2002, Antaki, 1994). Antaki (1994:84) describes how denials open up an 

‘explanation slot’ in the post expansion position after a denial, making an explanation 

for that denial relevant. Similarly Ford (2001, 2002) demonstrates how denials make 

an account for that denial, or a correction of piece of talk being denied, relevant as a 

next action in the conversation. Therefore, how participants manage explanations for 

denials, in non-lie situations, is presented next. 

Ford (2002:69) demonstrates how in multi-party interactions participants prioritise the 

need for explanations of a denial over the rights of the ‘denying participant’ to make 

that explanation, the following example from Ford (2002:69) demonstrates how 

participants orient to this. Prior to line 1 below Kirk has been criticizing Vera for her 

emotional reaction. At the beginning of the interaction, in line 1, Stacy accuses Kirk of 

‘not understanding’ how Vera feels (Ford, 2002:69). The denial is arrowed in example 

4.21 below.  

 

Example 4.21 (Ford, 2002:69 [Extract 9]) 

1. Stacy:   but you don't understand how Vera could be so 
2.    affected. I think about my d[ad ya know 
3.  Kirk:    [(                 ) 

                                                        

19 Schegloff (2007:115) describes the post expansion, a position in talk after a SPP has made ‘expansion’ 
of the SPP with further adjacency pairs, such as dealing with repair or disagreement, the relevant next 
action.  
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4.  Kirk:   [I understah- 
5.  Vera:   [I get sucked in. 
6.   Kirk:  → I understand. 
7.  Stacy:   Yeah? 
8.   Kirk:   But I-I don't und[er- 
9.   Vera:                                 ['cause his mo:m gets sucked in. 
 
 
In lines 4 and 6 Kirk denies that he does ‘not understand’ with “I understand.” Stacy 

selects Kirk as the next speaker by treating his utterance as problematic with “Yeah?’ 

in line7. However, in line 9 Vera comes in overlapping with Kirk’s self repair (initiated 

by Stacey in line 7) to provide an explanation for why Kirk understands “'cause his 

mo:m gets sucked in.”. In line 9 Vera is self-selecting as a speaker, despite Stacy 

selecting Kirk as the next speaker in line 7. Therefore, Vera is prioritising the 

requirement for an explanation over adherence to the turn-taking speaker selection 

rules.  

 

Example 4.21 demonstrates that an explanation for a denial is not only relevant, it is 

treated by participants as more important than the rules for speaker selection and 

rights at turns at talk. Thus, participants treat the absence of explanations as so 

problematic that they prioritise provision of an explanation over allowing speaking 

rights to a speaker who has been selected to speak next. However, as evident in 

examples 4.10 and 4.12 lies as denials occur frequently in the data collection without 

any form of explanation. Therefore, an understanding of how participants manage 

the delay of explanations for denials is also necessary for proper comparison with the 

current collection of lies as denials.  
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4.4.2 Delayed explanations for a reason in non-lie talk  
Example 4.22, from Ford (2002:70), demonstrates how participants orient to ‘absent’ 

explanations for denials and how participants can delay explanations for specific 

interactional purposes. In example 4.22 Rachael and Abbie are visiting Terry. Abby is 

describing a picture on the wall in Terry’s house. The denials are arrowed in example 

4.22 below.  

 

Example 4.22 (Ford, 2002:70 [Extract 10]) 

6. Rachel:   Gramma, an' an' (.) And and grandpa, and then the 
7.   sheep (and [baby sheep) 
8. Terry:  →            [ We don't know these people. 
9.   (.) 
10. Terry:   ↑>or< these people. 
11. Rachel:   You don't? 
12.   (.) 
13. Terry:   No. 
14.   (.) 
15. Abbie:   Do you know the one [just below that one though? 
16. Terry:                       [just ( ) 
17.   (0.5) 
18. Abbie:   the one in the mid[dle? 
19. Terry:  →                        [No? 
20. Abbie:   The little cryin' girl? 
21. Terry:  → No. 
22. Rachel:   [You just like the >pictures. < 
23. Terry:   [ We just like- silver: frames and pictures,. 
 
 
In line 8 Terry denies that she knows the people in the picture with “We don't know 

these people.”. Rachael then questions this denial in line 11 with “You don't?”, which 

following Terry’s single word, single TCU denial “no” in line 13, Abby  proposes a 

correction of who Terry knows in the picture (Ford, 2002:71). In line 21 after Terry 

denies Abbie’s correction with another “No.” Rachel provides a candidate explanation 

in line 22, in overlap with Terry’s own explanation of line 23.  
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Ford (2002) argues that Terry’s delayed explanation shifted the topic of the 

conversation into a brief ‘guessing game’ about the picture. Ford (2002) argues that 

the other participants treat Terry’s unresolved lack of explanation of lines 8 and 13 as 

problematic and that Terry uses this lack of explanation as a resource to direct the 

focus of the interaction to questioning towards the picture (Ford, 2002:72). Therefore, 

the delay of the explanation was organised as a topical resource by Terry in example 

4.22.  

 

This second example of delayed explanations of denials demonstrates that the delay 

of explanations of denials occurs in normal, non-lie, situations, showing how 

participants organise the delay of explanations as a resource to manage the topic.  

  
4.4.3 Absent explanations for denial 
In the majority of instances—23 of the 26 denials which are lies—lie-tellers do not 

provide an explanation of lies which are denials, despite attempts to obtain 

explanations by other participants. In the majority of cases lie-tellers simply do not 

attempt to fill the explanation slot. In other cases they work to avoid explanations by 

substituting different explanations for the one that is required. These two methods of 

avoiding explanation are detailed next.  

 

The first example of an unexplained denial is taken from case 1 on the Jeremy Kyle 

Show, where James has been accused of ‘cheating on’ his girlfriend Nina. The 

example occurs as the polygraph lie-detector results are being revealed by Jeremy, 

the show’s host. James’s lies which are denials (see chapter 3, section 3.3.1) are 

arrowed in example 4.23 below.  
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Example 4.23 case 1 ‘Tell the TRUTH’ 

32.  Jeremy:  You were ↑lying again mate. ◦weren't you.◦  
33. James: → [>no.< 
34. Audience:  [ooh ((claps1.5)) 
35. James: → nah.   
36.    (.5) 
37. James:  → I wa:znt.  
38.    (.5) 
39. Jeremy:  ↓sure. 
40. James: → >↑Nah I waznt.< 
41.    (.3)  
42. Jeremy:  >Then said. Whilst you were with nina<  
43.    did you have sexual intercou:rse with ANYbody else.= 
44.    =That could be male or female.=Anybody else.=  
45.    =He answered no.=Guess what nina¿  
46.    (1.3) 
47. Nina:   He was↑lying.=  
48. Jeremy:  =he LY:ing throughout the whole thing.= 
49.    =AND NOW>I'm gonna love this;< 
50.    Your gonna tell me (.) that this was wrong;  
51. James: → It ↑i:s.  
 
 
In line 33 Jeremy selects James as the next speaker after his accusation that he was 

lying in line 32. James denies he was lying20

 

 with “=>no<” in line 33 in overlap with 

the audience, with an ‘I didn’t do it’ denial (Dersely and Wootton, 2000:387) to deny 

having lied during the polygraph test. James repeats his denial free from overlap in 

line 35 and reformulates it in line 37 after no response by Jeremy. In line 39 Jeremy 

gives a minimal “↓sure.” to which James responds in line 41 with the ‘format tied’ 

(Goodwin, 2001) [>Nah] from line 35 plus [I waznt.<] from line 37.  

James’s repeated and reformulated denials are orienting to Jeremy’s lack of response. 

Therefore, Jeremy, by not responding in lines 36 and 38 is treating James’s denials as 

in need of expansion (Muntigl and Zabala, 2008). Jeremy’s lack of response 

                                                        

20 Ironically, in this scenario James is lying about not lying. 
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demonstrates that he is orienting to the need for a post-expansion, an explanation to 

fill the empty ‘explanation slot’ (Antaki, 1994:86). However, Jeremy treats James’s lack 

of explanation as indication that no such explanation is going to be forthcoming and 

so he continues with a new FPP in line 42.  

 

Example 4.23 demonstrates how unexplained denials are delivered by lie-tellers in the 

data collection; after a few TCUs with no response the other participants project that 

no explanation is forthcoming and they continue with a new FPP.   

 

4.4.4 Avoiding explanation with ‘and that’ prefaced TCUs 
In two cases (3 and 6), lie-tellers use the ‘explanation slot’ (Antaki, 1994) in order to 

explain something other than the lies which are denials. The next example, 4.24, is 

from case 3, (see section 3.3.3 and example 4.18) from the Jeremy Kyle Show with Ali, 

Jeremy and David. This excerpt occurs prior to the sequence in 4.18, just after Jeremy 

has said that Ali ‘slept with’ Katrina.  

 

Example 4.24 case 3 ‘I din’t sleep with her’ 

25. Jeremy:    well what happen then?=>You slept with her didnt you.<= 
26. Ali: → =*↓nah↓nah↓nah↓nah↓ [ nah ↓ nah . *] 
27. Jeremy:                                                [you <DIDNT] ↑SLEEP> with her,= 
28. Ali: → [=*nah I did not.*]     
29. David:  [>so why didn’t you] deny it when.< e:rr you (fucking) pulled  
30.    up katrina.= 
31. Ali: → =I did not. 
32.    (.7) 
33. Jeremy:   you DIDNT slee:p with °Katrina.° 
34. Ali: → nah I did not.= 
35. David:  =okay we'll take a lie: detector test then. 
36.    (.6) 
37. Ali:  Li:sten to ↑me: humb[oy] 
38. Jeremy:                                                  [nah]nah. you listen to me a second. right,  
39.    ((audience laughs))   
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40. Jeremy:    <DID YOU> sleep with ↓katrina.= 
41. Ali:  =Lemme tell you dis yea:h.  
42.    (.4)  
43. Ali:  → nah I never.  
44.    (.3)  
45.  Ali:  yea:h? 
46.    =an dat baby dat dis guy here's talkin about yeah.  
47.    She was slee:pin yeah?  
48     wif a bo:y dat was younger den her. 
49.    (.5) 
50. David:  [(< no::  she-  >)] 
51. Ali:  [yea:h? I[was told ]>DONT tell me dat!<=I↑swea:r to god. 
52. Jeremy:    [so when she-] 
 
In example 4.24, Jeremy re-asks revised versions of ‘did you sleep with Katrina’ 5 times 

(lines 25, 27, 33, 40) treating Ali’s ‘I didn’t do it’ (Dersley and Wooton, 2000) denials in 

lines 26, 28, 34 as in need of expansion. By treating these denials in line 26, 28, 34 as in 

need of expansion, Jeremy is orienting to a need for an explanation of the denials. 

Only when an account for the alleged pregnancy, not the alleged infidelity, is 

produced in lines 47 and 48 does Jeremy change his questioning. This occurs in line 

52, which is aborted by overlap with the incipient argument between David and Ali. 

Therefore, Ali is repeatedly denying that he slept with Katrina, with the topic not 

progressing until line 50. 

 

Jeremy’s re-formulated re-asked questions in lines 25, 27, 33, 40 of ‘did you sleep with 

her’ are showing that an explanation is officially absent by not treating the prior 

answers as sufficient. Ali is asked whether he ‘slept with Katrina’ 5 times during the 

course of the example and in none of the answers does he give any sort of account or 

evidence to provide an argumentary basis for his denials. Therefore, Jeremy’s 

reformulated re-askings of ‘did you sleep with her’ are treating Ali’s responses as in 

need of explanation. Thus, an ‘explanation slot’ (Antaki, 1994) is open and Jeremy’s re-

asking of the question treats the slot as unfilled. 
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The explanation that Ali finally provides at lines 46–48 as part of his multi-TCU turn 

“=an dat baby dat dis guy here's talkin about yeah. She was slee:pin yeah? wif a bo:y 

dat was younger den her.” does not address whether Ali slept with Katrina nor it does 

not explain his denials in lines 26, 28, 34. Ali prefaces the turn with ‘an that’ (and) to 

achieve putting a non-relevant explanation into the explanation slot. Ali uses the 

conjunction ‘and’ to link his forthcoming explanation with the currently relevant 

topic—explanation of his denial in line 43. Ali also uses the ‘and’ in line 46 to treat his 

prior turn, the lie in line 43, as complete and finished (Heritage and Sorjonen, 1994, 

Neville, 2006). Ali uses ‘that’ to index the relevant expression, in this case ‘the baby’, 

referred to in the pregnancy David that references with ‘pulled up’21

 

. Thus, Ali works 

to join the issue of the pregnancy with the unexplained infidelity to fill the empty 

explanation slot with “She was slee:pin yeah? wif a bo:y dat was younger den her.” in 

lines 47 and 48. However, this explanation in lines 47 and 48 does not explain why Ali 

is denying sleeping with Katrina. 

In example 4.24 Ali uses ‘and that’ to fill the explanation slot with an explanation that 

is not relevant to the lie. Ali simply did not explain his denial the first 4 times he was 

asked whether he slept with Katrina, finally proving a ‘red-herring’ explanation in line 

46–48. Therefore, in example 4.24 we see the way in which Ali is avoiding explanation 

of the lie.  

 

                                                        

21 ‘Pulled up’ is a UK slang term for pregnant. 
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The final example demonstrating lie-tellers avoiding explanations of denials which are 

lies is from case 6 (see example 4.1 and chapter 3, section 3.3.1) in which Dawn and 

Tamera are arguing about a number of ‘crackpipes’ that the police officers have 

found in Dawn’s car. After denying possession of crackpipes that officers at the scene 

have found, Tamera changes the subject as in line 44 below.  

 

Example 4.25 case 6 ‘Whose crackpipe’ 

44. Tamera:  [>there’s not one between your legs,< 
45.    (.3) 
46. Dawn: → n[o:. 
47. Tamera:    [>right now.<  
48.   (.4) 
49. Dawn:  → No:. 
50. Cop 2:  s' there sumthin hidden. 
51. Dawn: → ↑NO::.=>That’s the thing.<=no:. 
52.    an that's what make[s me so ma:d.] 
53. Tamera:                                 [you told me] that's where you put it.= 
54.    =then that must be you:rs. 
 

In example 4.25 the police officer reformulates Tamera’s accusation of line 44 

“>there’s not one between your legs,<” into “s' there sumthin hidden.” in line 50, 

thereby treating Dawn’s answer of line 49, as unexplained and in need of expansion. 

In response to the police officer’s re-asking of the question in line 50, Dawn upgrades 

her response adding “↑NO::.=>That’s the thing.<=no:.” in line 51. Dawn’s denials in 

line 46, 49 and 51 have opened up an explanation slot which needs to be filled.   

 

Dawn’s “that’s the thing.” inserted between the first and second saying of ‘no’ (Wong, 

2000) serves as an account, working as a ‘prospective indexical’ (Goodwin, 1996:384) 

in order to project that there is new relevant information coming, by ‘pointing’ 

towards something in the future which will explain its full meaning (Goodwin, 
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2002:25). However, by working prospectively to set up something new the account 

“that’s the thing.” does not orient to the denial and its explanation, thus, it does not 

serve as an explanation. The denials have made provision of an explanation by Dawn 

relevant. Therefore, prospective work to make something else relevant, the future 

‘thing’, shows that Dawn is not providing the now relevant requirement for her to 

explain her denials.  

 

Dawn follows with an attempted explanation in line 52, using “an that’s” to link the 

TCU in line 52 with the prior denial. The TCU-initial conjunction joins the two TCUs 

and the ‘that’s’ working to index the ‘thing’ Dawn set up in line 51. Dawn’s ‘and’ treats 

the prior turn as complete (Heritage and Sorjonen, 1994, Nevile, 2004) linking the 

current turn in line 52 as a continuation of the just completed turn in line 51. The rest 

of the TCU in line 52 then plays out the potential complainable that Dawn’s 

prospective indexical in line 51 set up, explaining in line 52 “that’s what make[s me so 

ma:d.]”. Dawn is using “an that’s” to place an explanation of ‘why she is mad’ in line 52 

into the currently unfilled explanation slot. Similar to example 4.24 the lie-teller is 

using an ‘and-that’ prefaced turn to treat the prior lie as complete and link the current 

turn to the prior turn and ‘insert’ an explanation for ‘some other business’ into the 

empty explanation slot. Therefore, by inserting a denial for something which is not 

currently relevant Dawn has avoided explaining her denial which was a lie.  

 

Examples 4.24 and 4.25 demonstrate how lie-tellers can use ‘an that’ prefaced turns to 

fill an unfilled explanation slot with an explanation for something other than what is 

currently denied. These two examples show how lie-tellers avoid explanations of 
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denials which are lies by placing explanations for things which are not relevant to the 

current denial in the empty explanation slot.  

 

4.5 Conclusion 
Section 4.2 demonstrated that lies in the data collection occur in SPP position across 

a variety of settings including interactions with police, talk-shows and everyday 

conversation. Lies even occur in SPP position when they are not contiguous with the 

FPP that initiates them. Therefore, lies work responsively, they are not initiating 

actions in talk, lies are responding to actions.  

 

Section 4.3 described how lies in question answer sequences are produced as one 

TCU. It demonstrated that, in police question and television talk-show, question-

answer interactions lies occur as one TCU even when they occur within a larger multi-

TCU turn. Therefore, despite placement in more complex turns, lies in the data 

collection are still achieved as one TCU in every case.  

 

Section 4.4 demonstrated that lie-tellers in the data collection did not explain their 

denials which were lies. When compared with the ‘normal’ method of explaining or 

delaying denials, lies which are denials were not explained by the lie-tellers. Either no 

explanations are provided, or explanations for things which are not relevant are 

placed in with ‘an-that’ prefaced turns. Thus, there is initial evidence that lie-tellers in 

these environments—police interaction and talk-shows—work to avoid explaining 

their denials which are lies.  
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This chapter has looked at lies in context, providing evidence for a set of features of 

lies in question-answer sequences in police questioning and on talk-shows. Lies in 

the data collection occurred in SPP position, as single TCUs and lies which are denials 

were not explained. It also demonstrated a method by which lie-tellers did extra work 

to avoid explanations of lies which are denials, placing explanations for other non-lies 

adjacent to lies into the ‘empty’ explanation slot. Thus, this investigation has 

determined, in these two environments, these three features of lies; SPP position, 

single TCU delivery and unexplained denials. This set of features provides a basis 

upon which to begin the second part of the current investigation—analysis of cues 

to deception in the context in which they occur. This analysis of cues to deception is 

presented next.   
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Chapter 5  
cues to deception in context 
 

5.1 Introduction 
As discussed in chapter 1, researchers investigating vocal cues to deception correlate 

parts of interaction such as ‘filled pauses’22

 

, ‘speech disturbances’, ‘speech errors’ and 

‘pauses’ with lies (for overviews see Vrij, 2000, De-Paulo et al., 2003, Sporer and 

Schwandt, 2006). However, conversation analytic research demonstrates that these 

aspects of interaction have everyday uses in environments unrelated to lying (Sacks, 

Schegloff and Jefferson, 1977, Jefferson, 1989, Pomerantz, 1984, Schegloff, 2007). 

Therefore, an understanding of how ‘filled pauses’, ‘speech disturbances’, ‘speech 

errors’ and ‘pauses’ are used by participants in non-lie environments allows for 

comparison with how they are used during lies. Comparison between the use of 

these parts of interaction in lies and non-lies allows analysts to separate orderly 

aspects of talk from ‘vocal cues to deception’. 

Research in CA has shown that interaction, right down to the timing of pauses and 

the use of tokens, is organised by participants for specific interactional purposes 

(Silverman, 1998). However, if ‘cues’ are supposed to display deception in progress 

(Vrij, 2000, De-Paulo et al. 2003) and  then if talk is organised, and competent 

members of the culture all share similar understandings of talk, vocal cues to 

                                                        

22 Psychologists often categorise speech tokens such as ‘umm’ and ‘err’ as ‘filled pauses’ rather than 
analysing how these tokens are used interactionally by participants in their own right. For a 
demonstration of how participants use these tokens as much more than ‘filled pauses’ see Gardner 
(2001). As noted in chapter 1 definitions of ‘pausing’ in ‘cues to deception’ research varies between 
inter-turn gaps and intra-turn silences, sometimes conflating the two different types of silence and 
sometimes separating them (Walcyk et al. , 2005).  
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deception would be self-defeating. Any time someone lies and shows a ‘vocal cue to 

deception’ then the ‘cue’ would make the other participant(s) aware of the lie and 

thus, the use of the ‘cue’ would defeat the attempt to lie. Nevertheless, research on 

the vocal cues to deception has shown some relationship between lies and ‘filled 

pauses’, ‘speech disturbances’, ‘speech errors’ and ‘pauses’. Therefore, detailed 

analysis of lies is necessary in order to explore what ‘filled pauses’, ‘speech 

disturbances’, ‘speech errors’ and ‘pauses’, are used for by participants during lies. The 

analysis in this chapter demonstrates how the ‘vocal cues to deception’, ‘pauses’ and 

‘filled pauses’ instead represent parts of interaction unrelated to lies. It will also 

demonstrate how one particular feature of lies that occurs in a very specific way in a 

very restricted environment, is a ‘cue’ to deception, and is treated as a cue by 

participants.   

 

Working with CA’s principle of ‘why that [thing] now’ (Schegloff, 1996, 2007), lies from 

the data collection are presented to demonstrate how vocal cues to deception are 

normal predictable parts of interaction. In this way, this chapter will adopt the themes 

of Discursive Psychology (DP), (Potter and Edwards, 2003, Edwards, 2005) and 

ethnomethodology (Button, 1991, Garfinkel, 1991) to ‘respecify’ psychological 

investigation into the ‘vocal cues to deception’.  

 

The following CA/DP based analysis of vocal cues to deception focusses on two 

environments that have already been explored in CA literature, dispreferred turns 

(Pomerantz, 1984, Schegloff, 2007) and denials (Antaki, 1994, Dersley and Wooton, 

2000). The markers of a dispreferred turn, such as ‘pauses’, ‘uh’, ‘um’ and ‘well’, 

(Pomerantz, 1984, Schegloff, 2007), are also commonly described as vocal cues to 
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deception when they are present within lies (De-Paulo et al., 2003:113). Therefore, in 

the following analysis of the vocal cues to deception, ‘uh’ and ‘pausing’ are compared 

with normal occurrences of these same phenomena in ‘non-lie’ interactions. Prior to 

the analysis of vocal cues to deception in lies this section presents a comparison of 

non-lie environments, the use of ‘uh’ in dispreferred turns23

 

 (Pomerantz, 1984, 

Schegloff, 2007) and management of transition space in denials (Antaki, 1994, Dersley 

and Wooton, 2000) with the use of ‘uh’ and ‘pauses’ that occur in the environment of 

lies. 

5.2 The dispreferred turn shape 
In the description of dispreferred turns Pomerantz (1984) describes how participants 

mark that there is some ‘trouble’ with their SPP response with things such as 

increasing the transition space through silence between turns at talk or with the use 

of tokens such as ‘uh’, ‘um’ or ‘well’. These tokens work to create ‘distance’ between 

the FPP and the dispreferred response (Schegloff, 2007). Creating distance between 

the FPP and the dispreferred SPP, with tokens like ‘uh’, ‘um’ or ‘well’, is one of the ways 

participants in interactions display that they are doing a dispreferred turn. Examples 

5.1 and 5.2 below demonstrate the placement of tokens to achieve a dispreferred 

turn in ‘non-lie’ utterances.  

 

Example 5.1 (Pomerantz, 1984:57, (2) (SBL:2.2.-2)) 

1. A:  An how's the dresses coming along. How’d they look. 
2. B: → Well uh I haven't been uh by there- 
 
Example 5.2 (Pomerantz, 1984:73, (45) (SBL:l.1.10.-9)) 

                                                        

23 See chapter 2, section 2.4.3 for a discussion of dispreferred turns.  
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1. L:   maybe it's just ez well you don't know. 
2.   (2.0)  
3. W:  → Well /uh–I say it's suspic
4.   something g

ious it could be 
ood too

 
. 

In examples 5.1–5.2, from Pomerantz (1984:57, 73), participants are claiming 

‘insufficient knowledge’ to properly answer the question that was asked. In example 

5.1, B provides “Well uh” prior to the account, “I haven't been uh by there-”, thereby 

‘signalling’ with “Well uh” that the upcoming account will not properly answer the 

question. Similarly, in example 5.2 W provides “Well /uh” in line 3 prior to the 

disagreement “I say it's suspicious it could be something good too

 

,”. In this way, the 

“uh” signals that the upcoming turn is ‘dispreferred’ i.e. that the response following 

does not meet the projected preferred response of the FPP because it is not an 

‘answer’ (example 5.1) or an ‘agreement’ (example 5.2). Conversely preferred turns are 

delivered without such markers, as in example 5.3 below.  

Example 5.3 (Pomerantz, 1984:60, (17) (SBL:2.2.3.-46)) 

1. A:   Well, it was fun Cla[ire, 
2. B:                              [Yeah, I enjoyed every minute of it. 
 
Example 5.4 (Pomerantz, 1984:59, (9) (NB: IV. 7 .-44)) 

1. A:   Adeline's such a swell [gal 
2. P:                       [Oh God, whadda gal. 
 
In examples 5.3 and 5.4, in line 2 of each respectively, the participants who deliver the 

SPP used reduced transition space, overlapping with the end of the FPP to deliver 

upgraded assessments (Pomerantz, 1984:60). These preferred turns do not exhibit the 

dispreferred turn shape, instead delivering the type of SPP ‘projected’ by the FPP. 

These turns in the preferred turn shape are not marked with such tokens as ‘uh’ or 
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‘well’ and are delivered with reduced transition space, rather than increased transition 

space, between the FPP and SPP. 

 

Thus, the markers of dispreferred turns ‘uh’, ‘uhm’ and ‘well’ are used by participants 

in all types of conversation to signal that the upcoming SPP will not meet the 

requirements projected by the FPP.  

 

5.3 Markers of dispreferred turns present in lies 
One ‘vocal cue to deception’ that occurs in dispreferred environments is the ‘filled 

pause’ ‘uh’. De-Paulo et al. (2003:114) define ‘filled pauses’ as utterances such as ‘ah,’ 

‘um,’ ‘er,’ ‘uh,’ and ‘hmmm’. CA does not use the notion of ‘filled pauses’, instead 

labelling utterances like these as ‘tokens’ (Gardner, 2001). Labelling ‘uh’ with the 

neutral term token enables the analyst to focus on the interactional aspects of how 

participants use ‘uh’ in interaction for specific purposes. The token ‘uh’ is present in 

two of the lies in the data collection that are delivered as dispreferred turns, bolded in 

example 5.4 next.  

 
Case 10 from the show COPS, (see chapter 3, section 3.3.5) involves ‘Player 1’ being 

questioned about a ‘sack of weed’ that has been found in his van. The lies found in 

example 5.5 are highlighted in lines 8 and 76.  

 

Example 5.5 Case 10 ‘Sack o weed’ 

5. Cop1:   W’ WHOSE SACK O WEED’S THIS RIGHT HERE! 
6. Player1:  who. 
7. Cop1:  >THE ONE SITTIN’ RIGHT ON THE BACK SEAT.< 
8. Player1: → oh uh. c’mon man it’s. It ain’t ↑mine for sure. 
 
 ((lines 9–73 omitted))  
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73. Cop1:   SO unless he mans up to the wee:d right now.  
74. Player1:   who.=him?  
75. Cop1:   yup. your gonna go for it.=cos it’s your car.  
76. Player1:  → yeah?=but-I-bu-uh-but it- but it ain’t my bag o↑weed,officer.  
77.    at all.=  
 

Both lies in example 5.5 do not conform (Raymond, 2003) to the preferred SPP type 

projected by the FPP that initiated them. As a question, line 5 projects an answer in 

response, and, as an accusation/statement, lines 73 and 75 project production of a 

receipt token acknowledging understanding. However, Player 1’s SPPs do not exhibit 

‘type conformity’ (Raymond, 2003) to the turn shape projected by the FPP of each 

adjacency pair, because he denies possession of the ‘weed’, exhibiting features of 

dispreferred responses in both instances. Prior to the dispreferred TCU, “It ain’t mine 

for sure.”, in line 8, Player 1 provides “uh”, going on to restart the TCU after the false 

start “c’mon man it’s.” making space between the FPP and dispreferred SPP. In line 76, 

Player 1 initially questions the accusation with “yeah?” before denying the police 

officer’s accusation of line 73 and 75. In line 76, Player 1 prefaces the dispreferred 

response “but it ain’t my bag o ↑weed, officer.” with “but- I- bu- uh- but it-” creating 

‘distance’ between the FPP and the dispreferred SPP. These ‘uhs’ in lines 8 and 76 

create ‘distance’ between the FPP and SPP to show that an upcoming TCU is a 

dispreferred action (Pomerantz, 1984:75, Schegloff, 2007:68). Therefore, the ‘uh’ 

projects that a dispreferred response might be upcoming in the TCU following the 

‘uh’.  

 

The cue to deception, the ‘uhs’, in the two lies in line 8 and line 76 are not features 

that are part of telling a lie; they are simply part of the ‘normal’ organisation of talk. 

Player 1 does not show his utterances in lines 76 and 8 are lies with ‘cues to 
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deception’ by producing ‘uh’, instead he delays his turns in line 8 and line 76 through 

the use of the ‘uhs’, giving his turns the dispreferred turn shape. Thus, these 

dispreferred turns are not evidence that a lie has occurred because such dispreferred 

turn shapes, including these kinds of dispreferred turn markers, are a regular, 

organised, part of speech, regardless of their occurrence with lies. 

 

Analysis of example 5.5 demonstrates the utility of analysing lies in their local 

sequential context. Vrij (2000:225) mentions the practice of ‘baselining’, which 

involves comparing potentially deceptive behaviour against an individual’s ‘normal’ 

behaviour. Thus, rather than saying that ‘uhs’ are correlated with lies, CA allows 

analysts to ‘baseline’ interaction separating the ‘normal’ interactional features of talk 

from other features that may be uniquely associated with the environment of lies. 

The use of ‘cues to deception’ by participants for other interactional work, 

demonstrates that it is necessary to understand the structure of normal interaction in 

order to identify features unique to the environment of lies. 

 

5.4 Different types of denial: varying transition space 
A large body of research in CA explores denials and arguments (Coulter, 1990, Antaki, 

1994, Dersley and Wooton, 2000, Ford, 2002) and these studies are relevant to the lies 

that are delivered as denials in the current collection of lies. Dersley and Wooton 

(2000) demonstrate a differing preference organisation in the timing of turn transition 

in the environment of denials. ‘Pausing’, is a feature of interaction directly implicated 

with the timing of turn transition (because increased transition space can create a 

‘pause’). ‘Pausing’ is also treated by researchers of cues to deception to be a vocal cue 

(Vrij, 2000:33). De-Paulo et al. (2003:114) refer to pauses as ‘silent pauses’ or ’unfilled 
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pauses or periods of silence’ that occur associated with lies. Therefore, the description 

of the normal organisation of turn transition in denials is presented next in section 

5.4. 

 

Jefferson (1989) demonstrates that a ‘metric’ for ‘maximum tolerable silence’ exists in 

conversation that participants orient to. She shows that participants in conversation 

orient to between .8 and 1.2 seconds as the ‘maximum’ tolerable time that a pause 

can continue before response is considered ‘hearably absent’ by participants 

(Jefferson, 1989:186). Jefferson (1989) demonstrates that participants will ‘pursue’ 

responses after periods above the ‘metric’ of tolerable silence, orienting to the lack of 

response as problematic. Therefore, silence is organised and oriented to by 

participants in interactions.  

 

In line with the concept of turn transition (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974), 

Liddicoat (2007:79) details the idea of ‘increased transition space’ to describe periods 

of silence that occurs between turns when speaker transition is relevant. Rather than 

using ‘pauses’, ‘gaps’ or ‘silence’ to describe periods of non-talk, the notion of 

‘increased’ or ‘decreased’ transition space allows for the inclusion of turn-taking into 

the period of non-talk or overlap being described. Increased transition space refers to 

periods of non-talk when speaker transition is relevant between turns and the pause 

is over the minimum metric for acceptable silence (Jefferson, 1989). Reduced 

transition space describes either: talk which is latched (i.e. no pause) where speakers 

increase speed to deliver their turn with an increased interactional rhythm (Schegloff, 

1982); or turns in overlap with the prior turn (Jefferson, 1986). By using increases or 
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decreases in transition space this chapter will analyse periods of gap, latching and 

overlap, as relevant to the organisation of turn transition.  

 

Dersley and Wootton (2000) demonstrate that turn transition works in an organised 

way for turns that are denials in response to complaints. They describe two types of 

denials ‘not at fault’ denials and ‘I didn’t do it’ denials. The first type of denial, ‘not at 

fault’ denials, have increased transition space between the FPP and SPP. The second 

type of denial, ‘I didn’t do it’ denials, have reduced transition space between the FPP 

and the SPP (Dersley and Wootton, 2000:387). This section will discuss the 

organisation of denials in non-lie environments, beginning with ‘not at fault’ denials 

(5.4.1) before turning to ‘I didn’t do it’ denials (in section 5.4.2). 

 

5.4.1 Turn transition in ‘not at fault’ denials 
Dersley and Wootton (2000:387) argue that the delay in turn transition in ‘not at fault’ 

denials shows that denying participants are displaying a ‘concessionary stance’ 

towards the accusation. They demonstrate that ‘not at fault’ denials accept that the 

denying participant has done the ‘accused of’ action, but is not to blame for doing it. 

Examples of an increased transition space associated with a concessionary stance are 

presented below in examples 5.6 and 5.7 from Dersley and Wootton (2000).  
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Example 5.6 (Dersley and Wootton, 2000:382, (2)  

57  Joel:   .hh look (.2) I- I- mnight- a’ broke a window y’ 
58    did-n’ ‘ave t’cuff me up in the head 
59    (2.0) 
60  Joel:   why : : 
61    (.4) 
62  Joel:   I w’s a litt- le chi : :ld I d’n know w’- I w’s doin’ 
63    maybe I w’s (0.7) vacuumin’ ‘n (0.4) (from) ‘oops I 
64    did-n mean t’ do that- 
65   → (0.9) 
66  Mum:   look (.) whenev’ I hit you- >i’ w’s becau’< y’lie y’ know. 
 

In example 5.6, from Dersley and Wootton (2000:382), Joel is accusing his Mum of 

hitting him as a child. Dersley and Wootton (2000:382) argue that the pause at line 65 

shows that the upcoming turn at line 66 will accept that the complained of action 

actually did occur. They argue that Mum’s turn at line 66 acknowledges that there 

were occasions when she hit Joel, but that the ‘reason’ she hit him was because Joel 

‘lied’ and thus, she is not to blame for hitting him (Dersley and Wootton,  2000:382). In 

this way Mum’s denial at line 66 works as an account (Heritage, 1998, Schegloff, 2007) 

for why she hit Joel. Mum’s account thereby treats the event (being hit) as having 

occurred. Thus Dersley and Wootton (2000:382) argue that in example 5.6 Joel’s mum 

is using the pause at line 65 to display a concessionary stance towards Joel’s 

accusation of line 57–58.  

 

Example 5.7 (Dersley and Wootton, 2000:384, (4)  

100 Dave:   forty-five a day. 
101  Gemma:   uh °uh° 
102    (0.7) 
103  Dave:   ‘ats what you yourself shou’ be making (0.3) profit 
104    (0.2) 
105  Gemma:   °uh° 
106   → (2.6) 
107  Wife:   the’s a recession on at the moment [y’ don’t do it all= 
108  Dave:                                     [I kno: w yeah 
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In example 5.7, also from Dersley and Wootton (2000:384), Dave is accusing his wife of 

not earning enough money. Dersley and Wootton (2000:384) argue that the pause at 

line 106, coupled with the ‘excuse’ of the Wife at line 107, demonstrate that the Wife 

is showing that she accepts the accusation that she does not earn enough. They 

argue that her ‘not at fault’ denial in line 107 works to place the blame for ‘not 

earning enough’ on ‘the recession’ (Dersley and Wootton, 2000:384). Dave’s wife’s 

delay at line 106 shows her displaying a concessionary stance towards Dave’s 

accusation of line 100–103.  

  

5.4.2 Turn transition in non-lie ‘I didn’t do it’ denials 
The other form of denial that Dersley and Wootton (2000) describe is the ‘I didn’t do 

it’ denial which typically takes a preferred, ‘non-delay’ turn shape. They describe how 

participants deliver ‘I didn’t do it’ denials with a ‘non-delay’ transition space; either a 

reduced transition space or transition space according to the normal speech rhythm 

of the talk. Examples of this ‘non-delay’ turn shape are presented below.  

 

Example 5.8 (Dersley and Wootton, 2000:385, (5)) 

6.  Colin:   you wer- j’s (0.2) y’ know sort- of (.) blanking her 
7.    out I dun undertan’ [(you) 
8.  Mum:  →                               [I’M NOT BLANKIN’ ‘ER OUT I’M 
9.    BUSY 
 
Example 5.9 (Garcia, 1991: 820) 

1  Stan:   I want to talk to you ( )= 
2  Karen:   = I DID:N’T (.3) HAVE ANYTHING,= 
3  Stan:   =YOU HAD (RIGHT) TO DO WITH IT! 
4  Stan:   [(YOU ARE ALWAYS)] 
5  Karen:   [YOU KNOW THAT IS] 
6    BULL I DIDN’T 
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7. Stan:   [YOU ALLOWED IT]  
8.  Karen:  → [( see it            )]=I DIDN’T EVEN 
9.     DO THAT CRAP I DIDN’T SEE THAT 
 

In examples 5.8–5.9, in line 8 of each respectively, both participants are denying that 

they ‘did’ the complained of action. In example 5.8 the denial is delivered in overlap 

with the final portion of the complaint of lines 6–7. In example 5.9 Karen speeds up 

her denial in line 8 ‘latching’ it (Schegloff, 1982) to her prior TCU (not hearable), in 

order to begin just as Stan finishes line 7. Participants doing ‘I didn’t do it’ denials use 

reduced transition space with either overlapping with the complaint, or by ‘latching’ 

to the prior turn with reduced transition space. In this way, the reduced transition 

space is used by participants in denials of complaints to avoid delay and thereby 

show that they ‘not guilty’ of doing the complained of action. Dersley and Wootton 

(2000) argue that a lack of delay in turn transition between complaints and denials, 

either via reduced transition space or via normal ‘on beat’ (Schegloff, 2007:67) turn 

transition shows that the denying participant is ‘not guilty’ of the complained of 

action.  

 

Despite the fact that both actions—‘not at fault’ and ‘I didn’t do it’ denials—are 

achieving ‘a denial’, participants achieve these denials in differing ways. Transition 

space (in cues to deception research ‘pauses’) operates differently in the two different 

types of denials. The variation in transition space in the two different types of denial in 

non-lie talk allows for a comparison with the same sorts of denials in lies, when 

investigating the vocal cue to deception ‘pauses’.  
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5.5 Lies as denials: transition space & ‘vocal cues’ 
The overwhelming majority of denials that are lies in the data collection are ‘I didn’t 

do it’ denials delivered by lie-tellers with a reduced transition space between turns. Of 

the total of 39 lies, 25 are denials, comprising 23 ‘I didn’t do it’ denials and 2  ‘not at 

fault’ denials. Both of the ‘not at fault’ denials are delivered with increased transition 

space. 17 of the 23 ‘I didn’t do it’ denials are delivered with reduced transition space, 

with a remaining 6 delivered with normal (i.e. not increased) transition space. Two 

different scenarios i) ‘not at fault’ denials with increased transition space (5.6), ii) and ‘I 

didn’t do it’ delivered with reduced or normal transition space (5.7) are presented to 

analyse the ‘vocal cue to deception’ ‘pauses’ in the collection of lies. 

 

5.6 ‘Not at fault’ denials that are lies: predictable 
‘pauses’ 
The first example of ‘not at fault’ denial in the data collection comes from case 8 from 

the show COPS (see chapter 3, section 3.3.8). Kimberly has been pulled over and is 

being questioned about whether she ‘has had anything to drink’. After denying that 

she has had anything to drink and showing the police officer that she ‘has just had a 

tooth pulled’ the police officer counters Kimberly’s denials at line 23.  

 

Example 5.10 Case 8 ‘Cottonmouth’  

23. Cop:   ok.=>Well I can sme:ll the alcohol coming off your  breath  
24.   right now.<  
25.   (.8)  
26. Kimberly:  → It's ↑only mou:thwash.  
 

Kimberly’s response in Example 5.10 is an ‘excuse’ in response to the police officer’s 

complaint/accusation of lines 23–24 “Well I can sme:ll the alcohol coming off your  
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breath right now.<” . Kimberly’s response in line 26 implicitly accepts the police 

officer’s complaint that there is a smell of alcohol, shifting blame for the smell onto 

mouthwash. The 0.8 second pause in line 25 is an example of a ‘hearable’ pause 

(Jefferson, 1989:171) occurring prior to Kimberly’s denial that she is ‘not at fault’ for 

the smell of alcohol. The ‘pause’, or increased transition space, is attributable to 

Kimberly showing a concessionary stance towards the complaint, showing that there 

is a ‘smell of alcohol’. Therefore, the increased transition space in example 5.10 does 

not work to show a vocal cue to deception, the increased transition space is working 

to show the ‘not at fault’ denial is upcoming.  

 

A similar example, from case 5 from the COPS television show involves Jack being 

interviewed regarding his failure to ‘pull over’ while being chased by police cars 

down a major Chicago highway (see chapter 3, section 3.3.5).  

 

Example 5.11 Case 5 ‘Why didn’t you pull over’  

2.  Cop:   so how come you didn’t pull over.  
3.   (1.0) 
4. Jack:  → °cos° there wasn’t a ↑spo:t. 
 

After the police officer’s question “so how come you didn’t pull over.” there is a 

‘hearable’ gap of 1 second, well within the metric for noticeable silences within 

interaction (Jefferson, 1989). Following the gap, Jack treats the police officer’s 

question in line 2 as a complaint by denying blame for ‘not pulling over’ by claiming 

“°cos° there wasn’t a ↑spo:t.”. Again this lie-teller is using increased transition space to 

display a concessionary stance to the complaint. Jack’s pause is not working to show 
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that he is lying; it is working to show that he is accepting the complaint that he failed 

to ‘pull over’.  

 

In examples 5.10–5.11 increased transition space is used by participants as an 

interactional resource as part of displaying a concessionary stance in ‘not at fault’ 

denials. The predictable nature of the ‘pause’ in this type of denial demonstrates the 

need to analyse lies within the interactions in which they occur. ‘Pausing’ is not a 

random ‘by-product’ of deception, it is an interactional resource used by participants 

for specific purposes.  

 

5.7 Non-delay in lies that are denials 
Lies that are delivered as ‘I didn’t do it’ denials in the data collection are delivered by 

lie-tellers with the same reduced transition space for denials that Dersley and 

Wootton (2000) demonstrate. In each ‘I didn’t do it’ denial in the data collection they 

are delivered with either overlap, latching, or in time with the rhythm of the prior 

turn. Examples of this non-delay are presented below.  

 

Example 5.12 Case 3 ‘I din’t sleep with her’ 

27. Jeremy:                                      [you <DIDNT] ↑SLEEP> with her,= 
28. Ali: → [=*nah I did not.*]       
29. David:  [>so why didn’t you] deny it when.< e:rr you (fucking) pulled  
30.    up katrina.= 
31. Ali: → =I did not. 
 
Example 5.13 Case 1 ‘Tell the TRUTH’ 

6. Jeremy:  While you ↓we:re (.2) <with nina.>  
7.    (3.0)  
8.  Jeremy:  did you passionately kiss  
9.    (.2)  
10    ANYone ↑else.= 
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11. James: → =>◦no◦<= 
 
 ((lines 12–32 omitted)) 
 
32.  Jeremy:  You were ↑lying again mate.  
33.    ◦weren't you.◦=  
34. James: → [=>no.< 
 
Example 5.14 Case 4 ‘Are you taping’ 

1.  Ally:    are you taping.=      
2. Bee:  → =no.   
 
Example 5.15 Case 8 ‘  Cottonmouth’  

8. Cop:   [Ho]w much have you had to drink tonigh[t. 
9. Kimberly: →                                                               [>nuthin.<  
 
  

In each of the examples above the lie-teller denies the FPP using a reduced transition 

space between turns or in overlap with the final part of the FPP. In each of these 

examples the lie-teller denies some complainable action in the FPP. Each of the 

denials works to show that the lie-teller has not done the complainable action 

presented in the FPP. The lie-teller is selected as the next speaker in each of the cases 

by the word ‘you’ in the preceding FPP. The reduced transition space in these ‘I didn’t 

do it’ denials ensures the lie-teller ‘has the floor’ (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974) 

to deliver the denial. Importantly, the reduced transition space also works to show 

that the denying participant is ‘seeking the floor’. By rushing in to talk when they are 

not in competition for the floor and when they have already been selected as the 

next speaker, the denying participants are showing that they warrant the ‘rights’ to 

their current turn at talk. Therefore, these denials are upgrading the lie-teller’s claim to 

the current turn in order to ward off potential further complaints.  
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The reduced transition space in examples 5.12–5.15 works in the way that Dersley 

and Wootton (2000) describe for ‘I didn’t do it’ denials. In examples 5.12–5.15 lie-

tellers deliver their ‘I didn’t do it’ denials with Dersely and Wootton’s (2000) normative 

‘non-delay’ in turn-transition for denials. Thus, reduced transition space in examples 

5.12–5.15 is not a feature of lies, it is a feature of denials. While researchers of vocal 

cues to deception do not claim that reduced transition space is a feature of lying, the 

organisation of reduced transition space is directly implicated in the organisation of 

increased transition space. Therefore, these results highlight the need to take the 

interactional context into account when researching ‘pauses’ as ‘vocal cues to 

deception’. If ‘I didn’t do it’ denials are delivered with reduced transition space, and ‘I 

didn’t do it’ denials that are lies operate in the same way, then it necessary to separate 

different types of denials in the analysis of data on turn transition during lies.  

  

5.7.1 Using transition space as a resource to upgrade denials 
Participants also use transition space as an interactional resource to upgrade denials 

that are subject to a challenge. After a previous denial following a normal transition 

space is challenged, participants can ‘latch’ (Schegloff, 1982) their new denial onto 

the prior TCU by speeding up their turn transition, thereby ensuring that they are 

heard as claiming speaking rights to the next turn. This section demonstrates how 

participants can use reduced transition space to upgrade denials in this way.  

 

Example 5.16 in case 9 (see chapter 3 section 3.3.4) occurs chronologically after the 

interaction in example 5.5 above. Raphael has been handcuffed and led to a police 

car. The police officer has retrieved a gun found in the bushes and the police officer is 
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claiming he saw Raphael throw the gun in the course of the previous foot pursuit. 

The police officer has returned to the police car to question Raphael about the gun.  

 

Example 5.16 Case 9 ‘I dropped mah keys’ 

58. Cop:  what do you have this gun for. 
59. Raphael: → that’s not mi:ne. 
60. Cop:  Rapha↓el I was right ↑behi:nd ya >and watched ya< ↑to:ss it. 
61.   I went right over and picked it ↑up.= 
62. Raphael: → =that’s not mi:ne.=>sir<. 
63. Cop:   ok.=well.   
 
In example 5.16, Raphael’s denial of line 59 is challenged by the police officer when 

the police officer provides a reason as to why Raphael’s prior answer in line 59 cannot 

be correct. In line 62, Raphael restates his denial with reduced transition space, 

‘format tying’ (Goodwin, 2001) his second denial to the first denial in line 59 by 

repeating the same phrase “that’s not mi:ne”. He also orients towards the 

institutionality of the interaction by adding the address term “>sir.<”. 

  

Raphael’s rush-through in line 62 shapes his re-stated denial as ‘in need of the floor’. 

By ‘format tying’ his denial in line 62 to his denial in line 59 Raphael is working to 

show that his position remains the same despite the police officer’s account of 

‘watching Raphael toss it’. Moving from a normal transition space in line 59 to the 

reduced transition space of line 62 also works to increase the denial’s urgency, 

effectively upgrading the denial, while at the same time, restating his position.  

 

Example 5.17, from case 3, is from The Jeremy Kyle Show during an argument about 

‘who slept with who’ between Ali and Jeremy. Jeremy is setting up the story and 
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formulating ‘what happened’ in line 20–21. (For a detailed discussion of this case see 

chapter 3 section 3.2.3).  

 

Example 5.17 Case 3 ‘I din’t sleep with her’ 

20.  Jeremy:  >a one night stand.<=>or summink  
21.    happened ↓with ↓katrina.< 
22.    (1.1) 
23. Ali:    ↓na:h. din't happen like dat.  
24.    (.3) 
25. Jeremy:    well what happen then?>You slept with her didn’t you.<= 
26. Ali: → =*↓nah↓nah↓nah↓nah↓[ nah ↓ nah . *] 
27. Jeremy:                                  [you <DIDN’T] ↑SLEEP> with her,= 
28. Ali: → [=*nah I did not.*]   
 

In example 5.17 Ali begins with a ‘not at fault’ denial24

                                                        

24 Ali’s turn at line 23 was not analysed as a lie in chapter 3 because there was no evidence in the data 
to establish that it did in fact ‘happen’ in the way Jeremy formulates it in line 20. However, in the event 
that it is a lie this utterance does include the same features found in lies in chapter 4 i.e. it is a SPP 
single TCU. 

 in line 23 “↓na:h. din't happen 

like dat.” conceding that ‘something happened’. Ali’s denial in line 23 is delivered with 

an increased transition space of 1.1 sec, orienting to the normal increased transition 

space for that kind of denial (Dersley and Wooton, 2000). Ali then upgrades in line 26 

to an ‘I didn’t do it’ denial using reduced transition space to upgrade the strength of 

his denial. In addition to the reduced transition space, Ali’s ‘multiple saying’ (Stivers, 

2005) “=*↓nah↓nah↓nah↓nah↓[ nah ↓ nah. *]” in line 26, proposes that Jeremy’s 

course of action alleging that Ali ‘slept with Katrina’ is not proper and should be 

stopped. Ali’s denial in line 26 is in direct contrast to the ‘not at fault’ denial in line 23 

where Ali implicitly accepts that ‘something’ happened. The change in action to a 

‘stronger’  ‘I didn’t do it’ denial in line 26 removes the concessionary stance that Ali 
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displayed in line 23 towards Jeremy. Ali is using the transition space as one resource 

to upgrade his denial from ‘not at fault’ to ‘I didn’t do it’.  

 

Examples 5.16–5.17 provide evidence that participants organise the transition space 

associated with the potential for showing a concessionary stance in ‘I didn’t do it’ 

denials. Following Dersley and Wootton’s (2000:387) analysis, who show that 

increased transition space implies a concessionary stance towards the accusation, 

participants in examples 5.16–5.17 reduce the next transition space as a way to 

reduce their concessionary stance and to increase the urgency of their denial. The 

transition space of a denial delivered as a lie is therefore unrelated to whether or not 

an utterance is a lie; it is associated with the visible interactional goals of the lie-teller.  

 

5.8 Conclusion 
This chapter has demonstrated that two features of interaction, the token ‘uh’ and 

increased transition space, are not cues to deception when lies are analysed in the 

context they are told. ‘Filled pauses’, notably the token ‘uh’, occur in lies that are 

dispreferred turns. However, rather than indicating a ‘vocal cue to deception’ ‘uh’ 

does ‘normal’ interactional work to create a dispreferred turn shape. Similarly, the 

organisation of denials with regard to transition space highlights a regularity of the 

organisation of ‘pauses’ regardless of their occurrence in the environment of lies. Lies 

which are denials display ‘pauses’ in environments in which non-lies exhibit the same 

‘pauses’ and, thus, ‘pauses’ are not attributable as a cue to deception in these ‘not at 

fault’ denials. This investigation has highlighted the operation of transition space in 

denials in the data collection is independent of its occurrence in the environment of 

lies. Such investigation demonstrates the analytical care and attention that is required 
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when exploring ‘vocal cues to deception’, highlighting the importance of analysing 

lies in their immediate sequential context.  
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Chapter 6: Discussion and findings 
 

6.1 Summary 
Research into lies, specifically research into cues to deception, has highlighted the 

influence that context has on how lies are told. However, research into lies has only 

recently begun to explore lies in naturalistic settings. Therefore, the current 

investigation explored lies in the context they are told drawing data from two 

naturalistic settings—police-citizen ‘what happened’ scenarios and questioning on a 

television talk show.  

 

This chapter summarises the results of the current investigation into lies. It will detail 

the three features of lies demonstrated in chapter 4 and the exploration of cues to 

deception of chapter 5. In the cases in the data collection the current investigation 

found three features of lies:  

i) lies were placed in SPP position within adjacency pair sequences;  

ii) lies were delivered as a single TCU—even within multi-TCU turns; and 

iii) lies which were denials were not explained by the lie-teller.  

These three features of lies, discussed in chapter 4, are directly evident when 

analysing lies in the contexts they are told. This investigation has demonstrated that 

analysing lies in the context they are told, relative to the preceding and subsequent 

talk, can show whether lies initiate actions, or complete actions.  Equally, taking 

preceding and subsequent talk into account allows researchers to precisely identify 

lies, in TCUs, as distinct from adjacent non-lie talk. Researching lies in the immediate 

sequential contexts that they are told makes the structural features of lies evident. 
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The occurrence of two vocal cues to deception, ‘pauses’ and ‘filled pauses’, in or 

adjacent to lies could be explained in every case by non-lie features of talk. These two 

features of interaction were organised in the environment of lies as follows: 

i) ‘uh’ was used to deliver dispreferred turns; and 

ii) ‘pauses’ after lies were used to organise showing a concessionary stance in ‘not 

at fault’ denials.  

By analysing lies in the contexts they are told, these cues to deception become 

apparent as features of talk that are unrelated to lies. Analysing cues to deception 

relative to talk preceding, and subsequent to, lies made the organisation of each ‘cue’ 

apparent. These results potentially explain the ‘erratic’ nature of experimental results 

on ‘pauses’ and ‘filled pauses’ that Vrij (2000:34) notes in his discussion of verbal cues 

to deception. The sequential analysis of the context in which lies are told allowed for 

a deeper understanding of the organisation of lies than is possible with the 

decontextualised analysis of single utterances.  

 

Talk has both ‘context free’ and ‘locally occasioned, and context bound’ features 

(Heritage, 1984:242). The current investigation demonstrates that lies are no different 

in the two environments from which data was drawn—police-citizen ‘what 

happened’ scenarios and questioning on television talk shows. The current 

investigation demonstrated two seemingly context free features of lies, SPP position, 

single TCU delivery. Similarly it demonstrates the context bound feature of lies, that 

when lies, in these environments, are denials they are not explained. Also, 

demonstrating the operation of the context bound feature of talk, two differing 

contexts of denials ‘I didn’t do it’ and ‘not at fault’ denials demonstrated how 

transition space varied in a context bound way. The variation in transition space is 
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based on the type of denial and is independent of an utterance’s status as a lie. The 

immediate interactional context of talk in which a lie occurs therefore has an 

important impact on the delivery of lies. Lies, like other talk, will be ‘context shaped’ 

(Hutchby, 1996:10) shaped by the preceding utterances. This is demonstrated in 

lies—in the two environments investigated—with the varying operation of transition 

space in lies done as denials. Equally lies will be ‘context renewing’ (Hutchby, 1996:10) 

in that they will shape subsequent talk. In lies this was shown with the way that lie-

tellers work to avoid explaining lies which are denials, shaping subsequent talk as 

participants ‘chase up’ the absent explanation. Investigating the context in which lies 

occur, the preceding and subsequent talk, is therefore as important as investigating 

the lies themselves.  

  

6.2 Selecting cases of lies from naturally occurring 
talk 
This investigation overcame a methodological hurdle in the naturalistic study of lies, 

by developing a method of collecting instances of lying without relying on 

assumptions on the part of the researcher. Using evidence of the participants’ own 

construction of lies as a conversational object, cases of lying in the participants’ own 

terms were selected—no mean feat with regards to lies. The investigation began with 

different ontological presuppositions regarding lies thereby avoiding ‘under the skull’ 

assumptions. This investigation respecified the presumption of what lies ‘are’ when 

attempting to identify cases of lying—changing them from a cognitive construct 

located within the lie-teller, to a social construct ‘worked up’ by participants and 

present within interactions. This enabled, the ways that participants labelled, 

admitted to, or otherwise oriented to lies, to be used as criteria for inclusion within 
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the study. This method achieved the aims of both ethnomethodology and Discursive 

Psychology, by respecifying a topic within human sciences from cognitivist to 

social—in this case by respecifying the methodological presuppositions involved in 

the investigation of lies. 

  

6.3 Implications for further research 
Investigating lies in the context in which they are told has good news and bad news 

for efforts to identify ways in which to detect lies. The good news is that by analysing 

interaction based on the non-lie mechanisms of talk, as elucidated by CA and 

ethnomethodology, this investigation was able to show that lie-tellers work to avoid 

explaining lies which are denials— in two environments, on television talk-shows and 

in police questioning. This is a very specific and detailed finding, providing a specific 

way for subsequent research to determine if this is in fact a new cue to deception. 

However, in bad news for cues to deception research, the current investigation has 

shown that two features of talk are not cues to deception, pauses and the token 

‘uh’—in these two environments. In both cases these findings highlight the utility of 

investigating lies in the immediate sequential environment in which lies are told.  

 

Treating participants in interactions as ‘cultural dopes’ (Garfinkel, 2003:105), who 

simply act out the dictates of a structured society and who inevitably ‘miss’ the ‘cues 

to deception’ that only post-hoc analysis can spot, glosses over the enormous 

precision of interactional organisation in which participants engage to produce 

action (Rawls, 2002:10). By analysing the organisation of lies as they are produced 

there is evidence for how each discrete part of talk, such as ‘uhs’ and increased 

transition space, is ordered and used for specific interactional effects, such as 
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producing a dispreferred turn or doing a denial respectively. Only once this 

organisation is revealed can the analysis of possible vocal cues to deception begin. 

The study of vocal cues to deception therefore, needs to begin with the organisation 

of interactions, in order to show how interaction may be organised in a different way 

in the environment of lies.  

 

6.4 Limitations of the current investigation 
The current investigation had several limitations which are important to take into 

account in discussion of the findings—it was restricted to two specific contexts and it 

collected a limited number of cases. The current investigation drew data from two 

interactional settings, ‘what happened’ questioning of citizen/suspects on the 

television show COPS and questioning/argument on the television talk show The 

Jeremy Kyle Show. Both of these environments are focussed on getting to ‘what 

happened’ in a particular scenario and this is achieved with questioning. Questions 

and responses to questions therefore feature prominently in the data collection. Also 

only 11 different cases were obtained, well below recommended sample sizes for 

generalising CA findings (Robinson, 2007). Thus, further investigation into lies in 

context should look into other settings, and increase the number of cases used to 

investigate lies. 

 

6.5 Conclusions of this investigation 
The aim of this thesis was to demonstrate the importance of analysing lies in the 

contexts they are told by using naturalistic data. In the two environments from which 

data was drawn lies occur in SPP position as one TCU and if lies are denials, they are 

not explained by the lie teller. In the environments of police questioning and 
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television talk-shows lies are responsive, working to complete the action of the FPP 

and they are not elaborated, either by extended multi-TCU turns or with explanations.  

 

Finally, this thesis has demonstrated the utility of using the participants’ own terms in 

order to gather cases of lies and subsequently analyse those lies. Using this 

perspective to research lies highlights the utility of sequential CA/EM analysis in 

researching lies in the contexts they are told. Using CA/EM-based findings regarding 

the organisation of talk-in-interaction has allowed an analysis of lies in context 

demonstrating three features of lies. Also using the findings of CA/EM regarding the 

organisation of non-lie talk has subsequently cast doubt on two cues to deception. 

Using the immediate context surrounding lies has allowed for precision (identifying 

lies) and detail (showing the placement of lies and ‘cues’) in the investigation of the 

features of lies and cues to deception. Lies occur within interactional contexts, thus, 

the research of lies should not be divorced from that context. 
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Basic Conversation Analysis transcription 

Conventions  

hello.  falling terminal  

hello;  slight fall  

hello_  level pitch terminally  

,  slight rise  

¿  rising intonation, weaker than that indicated by a question mark  

?  strongly rising terminal  

=  latched talk  

hel-  talk that is cut off  

>hello<  talk is faster than surrounding talk  

»hello«  very fast talk  

<hello>  talk is slower than surrounding talk  

HELLO  talk is louder than surrounding talk  

°hello°  talk is quieter than surrounding talk  

↓↑  marked falling and rising shifts in pitch  

* *  creaky voice  

he::llo  an extension of a sound or syllable  

hello  emphasis  

(1.0)  timed intervals  

(.)  a short untimed pause  

.hh  audible inhalations  

hh  audible exhalations  

he he  laughter pulses  

[ ]  overlapping talk  

( )   uncertainty or transcription doubt  

(( ))   analyst’s comments  

→   point of interest 
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Semantic primes – English exponents From Wierzbicka (2007).  
Substantives  I, YOU, SOMEONE/PERSON, 

SOMETHING/THING, PEOPLE, BODY  

Relational substantives  KIND, PART  

Determiners  THIS, THE SAME, OTHER/ELSE  

Quantifiers  ONE, TWO, MUCH/MANY, SOME, ALL  

Evaluators  GOOD, BAD  

Descriptors  BIG, SMALL  

Mental predicates  
THINK, KNOW, WANT, FEEL, SEE, HEAR  

Speech  SAY, WORDS, TRUE  

Actions, events, movement, contact  DO, HAPPEN, MOVE, TOUCH  

Location, existence, possession, 
specification  

BE (SOMEWHERE), THERE IS/EXIST, HAVE, BE  

Life and death  LIVE, DIE  

Time  WHEN/TIME, NOW, BEFORE, AFTER, A LONG 
TIME, A SHORT TIME, FOR SOME TIME, 
MOMENT  

Space  WHERE/PLACE, HERE, ABOVE, BELOW, FAR, 
NEAR, SIDE, INSIDE  

Logical concepts  NOT, MAYBE, CAN, BECAUSE, IF  

Augmentor, intensifier  VERY, MORE  

Similarity  LIKE  
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